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Foreword 
This report is a collection of technical reports with data from SKAGEX 
and presentations from tl-ie SKAGEX Workshop in Lysekil, Sweden, in 
November 1992. It has taken a long time finally to come to this 
publication. Come of the reasons for this regretful situation are 
mentioned in the introduction to this report. However, the data and the 
reports from the Skagerrak Experiment are still and will continue to be 
of great value for scientist working with tl-iis important area. 
That SKAGEX was established and successfully accomplished are to a 
great extent due to the merit of one scientist, Dr. B. I. Dybern, Institute of 
marine research, Lysekil, Sweden. He was the driving force in the whole 
exercise. But without the enthusiastic participation from scientists, 
captains and crews of the research vessels and the support from the 
involved institutes and countries, it would have been impossible to 
make SKAGEX to the success it became. Never in the history of ocean 
sciences has so many research vessels been engaged at the same time in a 
coordinated synoptic coverage of an area as in SKAGEX I. Probably tl-iis 
will never happen again, and for all of us that took part in SKAGEX it is 
good to know tha t we participa ted in an outstanding experimeiit. 
Finally I will also like to thank my colleagues, Didrik Danielssen ar-id 
Einar Svendsen, for the work they have put into tl-ie preparation of this 
report. I will also use the opportunity to thank Vibeke Kristiansen, 
Jorunn Træland and Julio Erices for their support in typing and drawiiig 
where this was necessary. Witl-iout the support from the Institute of 
marine research the printii-ig and distribution of this report would not- 
have beer-i possible. 
Bergen, Novernber 1999 
Lars Feryri 
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SKAGEX 
Introduction 
by 
Lars Føyn 
Skagerrak is a particular important area in terms of the water circulation of 
the North Sea, as a sink for pollutants and as a highly biological productive 
area. The coastal areas of Skagerrak is als0 of great recreational value, and in 
addition a considerable amount of various maritime transports are passing 
through the area. 
Skagerrak is the transitional area between the North Sea and the Baltic. 
Almost all water entering the North Sea passes through the Skagerrak 
where it is mixed with water from the Baltic and the Kattegat forming the 
Norwegian coastal current which transports the water out and northwards 
from the North Sea. 
The importance of Skagerrak both as an area of high biological productivity 
and of a challenging distribution and mixing of water masses, together with 
the fact that several marine research institutes are located with easy access to 
Skagerrak, have led to a considerable amount of written scientific papers 
about the area. The scientific interests for Skagerrak have tradition back to 
the last century and the written papers comprise the whole area of the 
marine sciences from geology through hydrography, biology and fisheries 
biology to seabirds. 
Although the scientific interests have been and still are considerable, most 
of the research have been and is connected to investigations by one research 
vessel at a time. In an area where changes take place fast and frequently, 
investigations by a single research vessel may miss important events, and 
even fairly regular monitoring may not cover important changes. 
Synoptic multi-ship studies over an extended period of time will give a 
solid basis for interpretation of data obtained by single-ship investigations 
and for establishing monitoring programmes. However, multi-ship 
synoptic surveys are both a demanding and a costly performance which 
need support from a range of institutes and interested scientists as well. It is 
certainly not something done frequently. 
Previous synoptic investigation 
In 1966 the ICES Joint Skagerrak Expedition was developed by an ad hoc 
Working group of the then Hydrographical Committee, chaired by Dr G. 
Tomczak (FRG). Germany (FRG), Finland, Norway, UK (Scotland) and 
Sweden took part with the research vessels, "Alkor", "Meteor", "Aranda", 
"G. M. Dannevig", "G. O. Sars", "Scotia" and "Skagerak". The expedition 
covered the period from June 20th to July 15th 1966 and worked after a 
synoptic scheme on 21 sections totalling 233 stations. 
The purpose of the 1966 Expedition was to study the distribution of the 
different water-bodies of the Skagerrak by means of hydro-chemical 
measurements, i.e.; temperature, salinity, oxygen and phosphate, in some 
cases als0 pH and silicate, and current measurements. In addition 
continuous recordings of the surface-layer temperature between O and 70 m 
were carried out by means of the "Delphin" towing gear used by R/V 
"Gauss". Current measurements were made at 7 anchor stations, 8 drifting 
stations, and by 17 self-recording current meters deployed over periods up to 
20 days. 
The data from the ICES Joint Skagerrak Expedition in 1966 were published 
in 1969 as "Joint Skagerrak Expedition 1966" Vols 1 - 4, in the series "ICES 
Oceanographic Data Lists". In 1970, the " Joint Skagerrak Expedition 1966" 
Vol 5, Atlas was published in the same series. 
Present sttidy 
In 1988 after an initiative originating from the Danish - Norwegian - 
Swedish Committee on the Fisheries and Environment in the Skagerrak - 
Kattegat area, Dr. Bernt I. Dybern, National Fishery Board of Sweden, started 
the planning of what should become the Skagerrak Experiment, SKAGEX. 
At an initial meeting in Lund, Sweden, in February 1989, with participants 
from the Nordic and Baltic countries, the idea of a multiship study in 
Skagerrak was developed. At this meeting it was decided that the ideas of a 
multiship synoptic Skagerrak experiment should be presented to the 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES). 
At the ICES Statutory Meeting in October 1989 the Council adopted the ideas 
of a joint international investigation in the Skagerrak (Council Resolution 
1989 / 4:l). A Study Group on SKAGEX under the chairmanship of Dr. B. I. 
Dybern was established (Council Resolution 1989 / 2:28) "to plan, coordinate 
the field work and work up the results". 
A rather intensive period followed in order to arrange for the first and 
major multiship investigations of Skagerrak, SKAGEX I, scheduled for May 
- June 1990. SKAGEX I1 in September 1990, SKAGEX I11 in January 1991 and 
SKAGEX IV in May 1991 followed with fewer participating ships. Following 
the Lund meeting two more meetings October/November 1989 (Kiel) and 
March 1990 (Gdynia) were held for detailed planning of SKAGEX. 
Representatives from research institutes from the seven participating 
countries, Denmark, Federal Republic of Germany, German Democratic 
Republic, Norway, Poland, Soviet Union and Sweden, took part in the 
planning process. Considerable financial support from the Nordic Council 
of Ministers made this broad attendance possible. Since the project took 
place during the political changes in eastern Europe the participating 
scientists finally came to represent the following countries: Denmark, 
Estonia, Germany, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Russia and Sweden. 
In addition to logistics like permissions to enter territorial waters, harbor 
facilities in Arendal, Norway, (for the mid-term SKAGEX I gathering of the 
participating research vessels) and allocation of national ship time, the 
preparation of a SKAGEX Manual, in a fairly short time, was a real 
challenge for the SKAGEX Study Group and in particular the chair, 
Dr. Dybern, who had to take most of the burden of the work. 
The defined area of investigation and the various cross section are 
presented in the figure below. 
In the main field investigation of the experiment, SKAGEX I, 17 research 
vessels and about 200 scientists took part. The need for a manual that 
secured the comparability of data collected by the various research vessels 
was obvious. Consequently a SKAGEX Manual had to be produced 
comprising detailed guidelines for: 
- current meter moorings; 
position, depths, dates and names of responsible research vessels, 
- stations for hydrography and chemical parameters as well as for 
phyto- and zooplankton sampling; 
cross sections, positions, depths, dates, starting points and times for 
operating the cross sections by the allocated research vessels, 
procedure for intercalibration of CTDs, 
- chemical parameters; 
nutrients to be analyzed and preparation for intercalibration of 
nutrient analysis, 
- phytoplankton measurements; 
in situ fluorescence, chlorophyll n, phytoplankton (sampling 
depths and preservation), primary productivity measurements, 
zooplankton measurements; 
how and where to sample, the use of WP-2 iiet, handling of 
samples, preservation and microscopic inspection, 
- presentation of data; 
isolines to be drawn and how to draw them. 
Forms with the outline of the obligatory cross sections were produced and 
handed out to the participants prior to the start of SKAGEX I. 
In addition remote sensing was als0 part of the experiment as data obtained 
from the US polar orbiting weather satellites and LANDSAT measuring the 
radiance in the visible and infrared electromagnetic bands of the visible 
radiance were to be calibrated and tested by the Swedish meteorological and 
hydrological institute, SMHI. LANDSAT 5 passed over the SKAGEX area 15 
times during the period 17 May - 29 Jtme and samples were taken, at the 
announced times for the LANDSAT passings, by the participating research 
vessels for measuring; the depth of the photic zone (secchi disk depth), 
chlorophyll, humus and total suspended matter. 
SMHI als0 provided special detailed weather forecasts twice a day covering 
the three sub-areas of SKAGEX, i.e.; Kattegat, Inner Skagerrak and Outer 
Skagerrak. The participating vessels observed and sent data 8 times per day 
to SMHI of wind direction and speed, surface pressure, air temperature, sea 
surface temperature, waves and total cloud cover. 
The synoptic period of SKAGEX I was from May 24 to June 20,1990, with a 
mid term gathering for intercalibration in Arendal, Norway, June 6 - 7. The 
following 13 research vessels participated in the intercalibration exercises in 
Arendal: 
- "Gunnar Thorson" (Denmark), 
- 
"Alexander von Humboldt" (German Democratic Republic), 
"Trygve Braarud", "G. M. Dannevig" and "G. O. Sars" (Norway), 
- 
"Hydromet", "Oceania" and "Professor Siedlecki" (Poland), 
- 
"Argos", "Svanic" and "Arne Tiselius" (Sweden), 
- 
"Lev Titov and "Arnold Veimer" (USSR) 
In addition the following research vessels participated in parts of SKAGEX I: 
"Atair" and "Gauss" (Federal Republic of Germany), 
- "Haakon Mosby" (Norway), 
"Pluton" and "Shelf" (USSR). 
In an introductory chapter it must be allowed to highlight SKAGEX as the 
outstanding event in the world of ocean sciences. The fact that it was 
possible to engage 18 research vessels, representing 8 ICES member 
countries, at the same period of time in a detailed coordinated investigation 
is in itself remarkable. For most of the participating scientist and crew 
members as well, the gathering in Arendal harbor of the participating 
research vessels was a one-time opportunity highly appreciated, to learn and 
discuss with fellow participants and to see how other research vessels 
operated. 
The considerable effort of this multi-ship investigations in May - June had 
not been fully justified had it not been followed up with investigations in 
other periods of the year. Consequently the Study Group of SKAGEX 
proposed that follow-up studies should take place in September 1990 
(SKAGEX 11), January 1991 (SKAGEX I11 and again in May 1991 (SKAGEX 
IV). This was done but with lesser effort than in SKAGEX I. In SKAGEX I1 - 
IV respectively 5,  3 and 6 research vessels took part in the coordinated 
coverage of the same cross section as in SKAGEX I. 
It has als0 to be mentioned that the accomplishment of SKAGEX depended 
much on the support from the ICES Secretariat and in particular the 
Hydrography Adviser, Dr. Harry Dooly. The data collected were sent to the 
ICES Data Center in accordance with the rules of ICES. 
Publication of results  
A computerized SKAGEX data handling system, the SKAGEX Atlas, that 
comprises the hydrographical, hydrochemical and biological data from the 
multi-ship investigations has been elaborated. A user's guide to the 
SKAGEX Atlas was prepared by Marek Ostrowski and published in a 
TemaNord report, 1994:635, from the Nordic Council of Ministers. A 
summary of The Skagerrak Experiment is reported by B. I. Dybern, D. S. 
Danielssen, L. Hernroth and E. Svendsen and published in the same 
TemaNord 1994:635, report. 
A finalizing workshop was held in Lysekil, Sweden, in October 1992. At the 
workshop it was decided that the various presentations together with other 
papers concerning SKAGEX should preferably be published as an ICES 
Cooperative Research Report. It was als0 a common opinion that those 
papers that the authors felt valid as a peer review paper should be submitted 
to the ICES Journal of Marine Science to appear in a special volui-ne 
designated to SKAGEX. 
Unfortunately a joint presentation of peer reviewed SKAGEX reports in a 
special volume of the ICES Journal of Marine Science was not accepted by 
the editors. However, interested authors were encouraged to subrnit papers 
to the JMS for consideration the usual way. 
It was also a common understanding that as many contributions as possible 
should be presented in the ICES Cooperative Research Report, as it was felt 
of special importance to include the work of as many of the participating 
scientists as possible. This meant among others that the deadline set for the 
contributions had to be postponed several times. This also meant that 
various presentation forms, like insufficient layout (lack of abstracts and so 
on) and not so presentable figures and tables, had to be accepted. 
Financial problems connected to the printing of ICES Cooperative Research 
Reports delayed the process of finishing the report. Then finally when the 
possibility for printing was there, the chair of the ICES Oceanography 
Committee, who was given the responsibility of accepting the report for 
printing as a Cooperative Research Report, was of the opinion that in order 
to be printed as an ICES Cooperative Research Report the contributions had 
to be given a common layout. As we found this to be an almost impossible 
task, both as an extra work burden too late in the process and as a possibility 
to violate the personal contributions, which we did not wanted to do, we 
had to find another solution for printing the reports. We decided, in 
understanding with the Chair of the ICES Oceanography Comrnittee, that 
we had to print it at the Institute of marine research and seek financial 
support within our institute for this. 
The process leading up to the finalizing and distribution of this SKAGEX 
report has been long. But it is the hope that the contributions, in this report, 
still will be of importance. Although data and results from the Skagerrak 
Experiment to a great extent have been used and are in use in referee papers 
in many various scientific journals, this report contains a well of valuable 
details that are important as documentation for a better understanding of 
the dynamics of Skagerrak. 



Preseretation no 1. 
Remote sensing of water mass distribution in the 
Skagerrak as observed from CZCS imagery from 
1979 - 1983. 
Remole seasing of watermw distfibutions irp the Skwenrak rns observed from CZCS imaigesg. from 1979-1883 
Thorkild karup' 
Department of Ceophysics 
Niels Bohr Institute 
Krtraldsgade 6, DK-2200 Copenhagen 
The Coastril Sone Color Scanner(CZCS) launched on the Nimbus-7 satellite in 1978 were in operation until 1986. 
The purpose of the sensor was to provide near-sauface maps of phytoplankton pigment and swpended matrer by 
measuring the waterleaving radiance at four visibfe wavelengths (440, 520,550 and 670 nm). In ocean areas where 
the opticd properties of the watermiss mainiy is dominated by phytoplankton and the& byproducts [so calied case 
1 waters, Morei and Prieur (1977)], algorithrns have been established that relate the waterlwhg radiances to the 
chlorophyll-a conceniration and the vertical attenuation coefficient (Gordon rund Morel, 1983). In waters where yellow 
stuff and suspended sediment &o may conhibute (so cail ed case 2 waters) to the opticd signature of the watemass, 
the algorithrns for estimating the geophysiwl parameters might k site andlor sesonal specific. 
Despite the problems of achieving an exact quantitative interpretation of the CZCS data in coastid arm, previous 
studies from the Nonh Sea (HoUigan et d., 1989) have shown that the CZCS-imagery contain impodant qualiative 
information about iiontzl atm, advection and water miss distributions. Thus for the Skagenrik/I(atiegal region the 
CZCS imagery represent a new largely untapped dam source wiih a fairly good resolution in time and space. 
The CZCS imagery are not oniy inreresting as a historicd data source in relation to the SKAGEX study but are 
of irnportance in relation to the next sateltite ocean color sensor SeaWifs that will be launched by the end of 1993. 
SeaWifs will have a better specttal resolution th3n the CZCS, which might enabie a more precise determination of 
the amountrs of the various constituents (chlorophyll-a, yellow stuff, suspended sediments) parllcularly in coatal 
areas. Optical measurements are however needed for esiabfishing these regional dgorithms. 
Few CZCS scenes have been worked up for the msition area between ihe North Sea and the Baltic Sea (I-ioistrnan, 
1988; Hoiiigan et al., 1989). and littie use has been made of opticd methods for ciassifying watermasses (remoteiy 
Pettersson et al., 1989) or by in situ measurements [Høljerslev, 1971: Aas et d.. 1990; Karabashev, 19921) in the 
Skagernk. [Spectnl irndiance, bem attenuation and yeiiow stuff absorption measurements from 7 cmises, during 
1990-1993, with fW Svanik, aiong the Danish westcorist, and 2 cruises with R/V Gunnar Thorson, during 1992, in 
the SkagemklKcittegat frontal area and 5 cmises with R/V Martin Knudsen, d k n g  1975-1949, in the Kattegat are 
currently being worked up (N. Højerslev, pers. communication). The aim of that exercise k to iry and identify the 
watermasses that form the deep water of the Kanegat. The pregminary results indicate that i) Ihrough slidinity-yellow 
stuff malysis Jutland Current water can be identified in the Kattegat and 2) only smali amounts of Jutland Cwrent 
water enter the Kattegat (N. Højerslev, pers. communication)]. 
In rhis report some exmples of CZCS-images are shown together with matching meteorologid and hydrognphicd 
datri hat elucidrite particular surface watermass features. It should be noted that the results of this study and the 
opticril mmurements in the SkageMattegat  will be reported in greater deul later in 1993, when the optical data 
have been worked up. 
Materials and methods 
Approximately 170 CZCS scenes and 120 matching Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) images 
have been processed (atmospherically and geometncly corrected: details about the pmessing can be found in 
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often reveai more detids than found in sea surface temperature maps, 
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Figure 1, a) AVHRR channel 4 image. The color scale goes from white (low temperature) to black (high 
temperature). The image has been stretched in order to enhance the features in the Skagerrak. b) Color composite 
of atmospherically corrected CZCS channels 1 ,2  and 3. Channels 1 (443 nm), 2 (520 nm) and 3 (550 nm) have been 
assigned to the blue, green and red colors in the image display system, thereby giving a semi natural color image 
(Le without the intervening atmosphere). Dark areas are indicative of strongly absorbing substances (yellow stuff or 
chlorophyll-dphaeopigments), yeflow and reddish colors signify high reflectance due to suspended matter while blue- 
green colors are representative for clear water. The combined effects of the backscattering and absorption of the 
different water constituents gives rise to intermediate colors, thereby preserving a11 the information from CZCS bands 
1, 2 and 3 (in contrast Lo CZCS chlorophyll that are calculated based on the ratio of two bands). Cloud and land 
areas are masked black, Erroneous colors on the right hand side of clouds and land can occasionrilly occu. in a band 
a few gixels wide due to sensor saturation. Noliceable features m the narrow outflow from the Kattegat and the high 
reflectance areas in the Nosth Sea due to coccolithophores. Weak westerly winds prevailed in the previous period 
and then changed to easterlyfnorth-easterly winds around July 26. A weak Baltic outflow took place from about July 
15 untii July 25 with a total discharge of approximately 50 km3. 
Figure 2. a) Contour ploi of the sea surface salinily based on smples (stas) taken d h g  the penod April 17-26, 
1982 b) CZCS color composite h a g e  from April 18, 1982. SUong north westerly winds prevailed in the penod pfi" 
to the date of the image. A suong upweliing is observed along the Swedish west cos i  in the Slwgernk. p h e  
hydmgraphic da& (not shown) from Borno dso demonsmted this). A weak Baltic ouifiow started around Apnl 12. 
Figure 3. a) AVHRR temperatm image b) CZCS color composite image. The image shows a large coccolithophore 
bloom, that cover most of the northem part of the North Sea and stretches into the Skagerrak. The cyclonic 
circulation in the central part of the Skagerrak is clearly seen. The wind was mainly south westerly in the penod 
prior to the image, with weak winds on July 6. A weak outflow to the Baltic took place from June 25 until July 6. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The use of in situ fuiorometry in marine ecological studies depends on good 
knowledge of the concentration dependence of chlorophyll fluorescence in the 
actual water masses. This is particulary important in the straits where waters of 
different origin are mixed. But just here the age of algae and species diversity, 
abundance of n~ztrients, available light and other factors influencing the 
dependence are highly variable. Their influence is insufficiently studied and can 
be locally specific. Therefore it is desirable to estirnate combined effects of the 
factors in the straits using simultaneous meas~~rements of the concentration and. 
fluorescence of chlorophyll in sea water. This approach has been taken to data 
collected in the Skagerrak-Kattegat area during SKAGEX field activities in 1990- 
1991. The aim of the present paper is to assess possible errors of chlorophyll 
determinations by means of in situ fluorometry in waters of the Skagerrak and. 
Kattegat. 
DATA COLLECTION AND HANDLING. 
The chlorophyll fluorescence was recorded with a submersible MZF fluorometer 
(Karabashev and Khanaev, 1988) aboardr/v <<Shelf» in 1990 and «Lev Titov» in 
1991. The chlorophyll concentration was determined in sea water sampled with 
water bottles at standard depths. In 1991 tha water sampling was completed at 
each station not later than 20 min after the fluororneter east. The pairs of values 
of fluorescence intensity and concentration of chlorophyll rneasured at a station 
at one and the same depth aboard «Lev Sitov» formed the 2nd data samples 
totalling 124 yairs. There was no water sampling aboard «Shelf>>. Some other 
ships sampled water at the transects where <<LShelb) deployed fluorometer. It was 
decided to use their chlorophyll data if the time gap between water sainpling and 
fluorescence recording did not exceed 2 days. The chlorophyll determination 
aboard r / v  «Arnold Veimer>> on 02.06.90 at transect F in the Skagerrak and 
aboard r /v  «A, Thiselius» on 08.06.09, 17.06.90 and 13.09.90 at transect B in the 
Kattegat complied with the decision. The fluorescence measurernents were 
conducted on 04.06.90, 09.06.90, 17.06.90 and 12.09.90- The pairs of chlorophyll- 
fluorescence values for the same depths and stations represents thefirst data 
sa~nple set of 117 "comparable" pairs. 
It was knowri, in advance that time gap of 2 days between fluorometry and water 
sampling rnay be tolerable in a stable state of ecosystem, This is hardly possible in 
the KattegatlSkagerrak area. Usually a synoptic variability of chlorophyll 
fluorescence is highest at depths of its maxima (Karabashev, 1987). Just here the 
large time gap betiveen fluorescence and chlorophyll determination corrupts 
their hterdependence to a considerable extent. For this reasons the data pairs for 
fluorescence maxima have beerr excluded from its sample diminishing the first 
data set to 96 elements. The 2nd sample set contained data collected mainly at 
transect C, E and B in the transitional area between the Skagerrak and the 
Kattegat. Only few outliers have been excluded from this sample set. Of 
importance for the use of this 2nd sample set is that the and data collecting took 
less than a week. The first sample set consists of data collected at different 
locations (transects F and B in June 1990) and during different seasons (transect B 
in June and September 1990). %Ve therfore consider the 2nd sample as the main 
data set of stifficiently good quality and the first as auxiliary material. 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
Statistical characteristics in Table 1 provided evidence that the chlorophyll 
concentration and fluorescence intensity were higher and varied in wider limits 
for the 2nd sample set in comparison to the first one. The correlation and linear 
regression between chlorophyll and fluorescence have been computed to assecs 
their relationship. The computations have been conducted for the 2nd sample set 
as well as for the first subsample set. Some results of the computations are given 
in Table 2. The correlation coefficients in Table 2 reveal strong positive stochastic 
connection between concentration and fluorescence of chlorophyll in waters of 
the transitional Skagerrak-Kattegat area regardless of criteria for data selection in 
the subsamples. The only exception represents subsample No 2. But it comprises 
data for n7aters of low chlorophyll concentration were the contribution of 
measurements errors to the variability of measured quantities increases and may 
diminish estimates of their covariability. 
The estimates of correlation coefficient for the complete samples 1 and 2 made up 
0.80 and 0.89, correspondingly. They did not distinguish from each other or from 
the estimates in Table 2 (except subsample 2), The scatter plot in Fig. 1 coi-tfirms 
similarity of data distributions in both samples. The estimates of the parameters 
in a regression of chlorophyll concentration C on fluorescence intensity F: 
made rip k = 0.00183, m = 0.19 for the first sample set and k = 0.00192, m = -0.24 for 
the 2nd sample set having no significant differencies. 
Regression (1) may be used to estimate the chlorophyll concentration from 
measured fluorescence intensity. The first sample was used to test this. The 
parameters of regression (1) for the 2nd sample set and fluorescence from the first 
sample set were used to compute chlorophyll concentration C1. Then the mean 
of the absolute differences in chlorophyll between C1 and the values in the first 
sample set has been calculated. This average has made up 0.4 mm m-3 and may be 
D. 
regarded as possible error of chlorophyll determination w ~ t h  submersible 
fluorometer in the Skagerrak-Kattegat area. The error is slightly overestimated 
because of poor quality of the first sample set. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1. The dependence between the in situ fluorescence measurements and the 
measured chlorophyll concentration in the Skagerrak and the Kattegat was 
fairly stable during SKAGEX studies in 1990- 1991 and may be expressed 
with one and the same linear regression for different water layersand 
locations. 
2. The regression has demonstrated that the error in in situ chlorophyll 
fluorometric determination is not greater than 0.4 mg m-3. This error 
amounts to about 10 % of the highest values for chlorophyll concentration 
in the Kattegat/Skagerrak. And it is sufficiently low to enable visualization 
of a coarse scale structure of chlorophyll distribution in the straits by means 
of rapid in sitzl fluorometry. 
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Table 1. The statistical characteristics of fluorescence F [alb. un. ] and 
chlorophyll concentration C [mg m-31 for the 1st and the 2nd samples. 
- p 
I I The I s t ,  s i z e  96 I T h e Z n d , s i z e 1 1 7  1 
l (-----------------------I------------------------ 
I I C F I C t l F I 
---------------------------------------------------------------- 
I Minimum I 0.24 1 140 0.10 I 94 1 l 
I Maximum t 3.43 I 1600 10.8 1 4675 1 I 
I Clverage I 1.56 I 753 I 2.05 I 1200 : 
3--------------------------------------------------------------- 
I Coe f f i c i en t  of  I I I t I 
1 v a r i a t i o n %  1 47 42 1 113 I I 90 1 
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Table 2, The correlation coefficients behveen fluorescence F and concentration 
of chlorophyll C for subsamples of the 2nd samples. 
o I C o r r C o e f f  I Size 1 C r i t e r i a  f o r  data se lec t ion I 
1 3 1  0.70 I 42 I Sta t ions C2-E12, 13.05.91 I 
1 4 1  O. 88 1 42 I Sta t ions C2-E12, 17.05.91 t 
I S I  0.91 1 41 1 S ta t ions LO-N5 l 
I b l  0.87 1 34 l Depth 5 m I 
1 7 :  0.89 I 33 1 Depth 10 m I 
1 8 1  0.95 12 1 Depth 11-18 m I I 
1 9 1  O. 80 1 30 1 Dep th20m I 
1 10 1 O. 82 I 12 t Dep th30m I 
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Fig. 1. The scatter plot for data from the 1st sample (SKAGEX 1 and 2) and kom 
the 2nd one (SKAGEX 4). 
* * * - SKAGEX 1 and 2 
SKAGEX 4 
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ABSTRACT 
The results of the SKAGEX-I programme of the HYDROMET from the Instihite of Marine 
Meteorology and Water Management ill Gdynia are described. The meteorological conditions 
in the area are described. Current ineasurements and salinity results fi-oin the B and K sections 
in the Kattegat are disc~issed. The results are compared with the satellite ilnages of the 
NOOA-AVHRR froin the Skagerrak-Kattegat area available fl-om this period. Biological 
results are briefly discussed. The inain conclusions of the results are presented. Veiy sinall 
exchange of water betweeil the Kattegat and the Skagerrak seeins to have occurred between 
tlie 24th May and the 9th June 1990. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
During the SKAGEX-90 a hydrographical section betweeil Goteborg and Frederikshavn was 
worked in order to skidy the contribution of the Kattegat to the hydrographical conditions in 
the Skagerrak. The section \vas nin by tlie R/V HYDROMET, from the Polish Institute of 
Meteorology and Water Management froin the 24th of May to the 5th of Junc and by the 
RIV ARNE TISELIUS froin the IO-istineberg Marine Biological Laboratory fiorn the 8th of 
June to the 17th of June. 
The HYDROMET cai-ried out 5 hydrological and hydrocheinical sections along tlie profile B 
between Goteborg and Fredrikshavn and 4 sections along the profile K from Helsing~r to 
Goteborg (fig. 1). Hydrographical and chemical analyses were perforined using inethods 
recoinmended for the Baltic Monitoring Prograinnle (HELCOM 19 8 8). 
Current ineasrii-ements were carried out with an ADCP current profiler. During the current 
ineasureinents the ship was aiichored with a bow ailclior. The results wei-e registered by a 
coinputer (IBM PC AT) coupled to the current ineter througli FSK. The results were 
recorded as mean values of 500 impulses in order to miiliinize the effect of the chips 
inoveinents. The results of current and wind ineasurements oil section B are presented as 
figures deyictiilg directions and speed variability d~iring the experiinent. 
2. METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS 
Froiii the 23rd to 24th May tlie Kattegat and the Danish Sounds were covered by a low 
pressure centre. The weather was doininated by considerable overcast, contin~ious rain and W 
to W W  winds of force 14.5 1111s. The air temperature was betweeii 10 and 130 C. From the 
25th May ai1 almost stationary low pressure stayed over central Sweden and an expanding 
high pressure from the Norwegian Sea to the British Islands was observed. This resulted in an 
increasing wind force causing a sea state of 4-5OB, which forced the HYDROMET to a 
teinporary break of the measitreinents on the profile K the 27th May. Froni the 28th May to 
the 1st June the weather iinproved, but it chailged later during the 2nd June to considerable 
oveicast. The air teinperahire increased to 15OC. On the 24th May strong easterly winds 
were blowing almost parallel with the profile. The 28th the wind had shifted to SSE. The 30th 
May the winds were weak and variable. The 2nd June the wind l-iad shifted to W-NNW. On 
tlie 5th J~iile the wind was SSE to SE. 
3. RESULTS 
3.1. Results of section B 
3.1. l .  Cun-ents at section B 
Wind speed and direction duriiig the investigations in the Kattegat were probably the main 
driving force for the niovement of water masses. The variability of wiild and current along the 
profile B is presented in the figures 2a-e. The 24th May strong easterly winds were blowing 
alinost parallel with the section forcing the surface water away from the Swedish coast. The 
water in the surface layer moved towards the Danish coast, where it turned to the north 
joining the outgoing current from the Læso Channel. 
Upwelling of water may have occurred close to the Swedish coast. 111 the Deep Channel (st. 
B l )  the bottom water moved to the north (fig. 2). The 28th the wind shifted to SSE. At 
stations B2-B5 the surface water was still moving towards the Danish coast, but at stations 
B 1 and B2 the current at 5 and 10 m depth had+changed to S-ESE. The bottom cunents were 
directed towards N-NE (fig. 2b). The 30th May the winds were weak and variable. At 
stations 2 and 3 the surface currents were strong, coining from the north. At station B5 the 
water was inoving out towards the Skagerrak. In the Deep Channel (st. Bl)  the deep water 
was flowing out towards the Skagerrak (fig 2c). The 2nd June the wind had shifted to 
WNW-NW. The surface water at stations B1 and B2 was moving towards W, but at stations 
3 and 4 the cui-rent was going towards S and at station B5 the current inoved in the opposite 
direction, towards NW-NE. In the Deep Channel only a very weak south current could be 
detected (fig. 2d). The 5th May the wind was SSE to SE. At station B3 a strong SW current 
could be observed. Below the halocline the current was SSE to SE and at station B1 from 10 
in downward S to SE. At station B4 the current was strong WNW above the halocline. At 
station B5 the current was very weak and NE to SE. Below the halocline it was als0 weak and 
NW to NE (Fig. 2e). 
Figs 3a-e show the currents of the surface layer on surface inaps of the Kattegat (0, 5 and 10 
in). As a conclusio~~ we may say that during 24th and 30s May and the 5th June, there seeins 
to have been a gyro inoving clockwise north of the section. 
3.1.2. Salinity and nutrients at section B 
The salinity in the surface water supports the current observations (Fig. 4a-e). The 24th May 
we find a salinity minimum with salinities belowl7 PSU at stations B3 and B4, which 
indicates inflow of water from Skagerrak at the Swedish coast and outflow at the Danish 
coast. The 28th May the lowest surface salinities were found on the Danish side indicating 
westward movement of the surface water. The 30th May we find rather high salinities (above 
30 FSU) on the Swedish side and low salinities on the Danish side, showing that Skagerrak 
water was moving in on the east side and Kattegat water out on the west side. The 2nd June 
the Baltic current was strong at the Swedish coast. At station B3 Skagerrak water was flowing 
in and at stations B4, B5 and B6 Kattegat water was flowing out. The 5th June the Baltic 
current again was found at the Swedish coast. At station B3 Skagerrak water was moving in to 
the Kattegat, at station B4 we found a salinity miniinum and an outgoing strong surface 
current. At the Danish coast the currents were weak and variable and the salinity was rather 
high, 24-26 PSU indicating intrusion of Skagerrak water. 
Fig. 5 shows a tiine diagram for the surface salinity at O m in the B section from 24th May 
to the 9th June. We can see that the salinity was rather low until the 28th indicating water of 
the ~ a l t i c  urrent especially on tlie Swedish side. The layer was thinner, less than 10 in, on 
the Danish side, but was very distinct and thick on the Swedish side. In the middle of the 
period higher saline water has entered from tlie Skagerrak. At the O in leve1 we can see some 
intnision of less saline water on statioil 5. At the end of the period we again find low saline 
Baltic current water at the Swedish coast. 
Silicate may here represent nutrients. A plot of the silicate concentration at O ni (Fig. 6) 
shows the same picture with higher silicate concentrations at the beginning and end of the 
period indicating Baltic water and lower va~ii is  in the middle of the period indicating 
Skagerrak water. 
3.2. Results of section K 
3.2.1. Currents at section K 
Fig. 7a-d shows the currents on the section K, ~otebor~-Oresund.  The current directions are 
however rather confusing. 
The Baltic current enters the Kattegat through the Oresund and the Great Belt. The water is 
already stratified in the wliole Belt sea area with high saline Skagerrak water close to the 
bottom and Baltic water above it. At the beginning of the prograin the surface currents at 
station K 8 show a weak southerly direction, which indicates that the outflow of Baltic water 
froin the Oresund has ceased or it may have been forced towards the Danish side due to the 
easterly winds. 
3.2.2. Salinity and nutrients at section K 
The surface salinity at station K8 (Fig. 8a) varied from the 25th May to the 3d Jiine between 
14.1 and 15.4 PSU, but decreased the 9th June to 11.0 PSU indicating that stronger outflow 
of Baltic water begun. At statioii K7 (Fig. 8b) the variations in the surfacc salinity were 
small, between 15.3 and 16.8 PSIJ, which shows tliat hardly any changes occurred in the 
southern Kattegat during the measuring period. Froin fig. 8e we can see that Skagerrak surface 
water with a salinity of 27-28 was present ai station BK1 froin the 28th-3 1st May. At all 
other occasioils the siirface salinity wras behveen 17 and 19 PSU. Also at stations KG and K7 
elevated salinities could be found the 3 1st May. From the salinities we can conclude that no 
reinarcable changes happened in the Kattegat deep water during the period 24th May to 9th 
June (Fig. 8a-e). The salinities varied between 33.5 to 34 PSU at K8 and 33.5 to 34.9 PSU at 
K l .  Tllis water is obviously Skagerrak deep water. The lialocline is generally located betwcen 
l Om and 1 51n at the entrance to the oresund and between 5 in and 201n at BKl. 
The 25th May the surface crirrents were rather strong inside the Kattegat with a 
southwesterly direction (Fig. 7a). As can be expected during the spring the nutrient 
concentrations were very low in the surface water due to the spring plankton blooin. Below 
the halocliile the niitrient concentrations were high. Because the silicate concentration is very 
high in the Baltic water, it may be used as an indication of outflow through the oresund. The 
only stronger outflow d~iring the period occurred at the end of the prograin, the 9th Julie (Figs 
7d and 8e). The concentratioil of silicate in the surface water at station K8 exceeded theil 6 
pgatll. 
3.3. Satellite iinages 
The satellite image taken on 25th kfay indicates an upwelling along the Swedish coast, though 
this event went unnoticed on board the HYDROMET due to considerable distance of station 
BKl froin land. The current measurement that day displayed a surface cui-rent witl-i a velocity 
of 40 c ids  directed away from the Swedish coast, although the wind direction was strictly 
opposite and the curreiit vectors in deeper layers were directed towards land (north to 
northeast). This discrepancy siipports and explains the upwelling observed froin the satellite 
iinage, and reveals the complex dynamics of the Kattegat water. The NOOA-AVHRR satellite 
pictxre from 223th May was ratlier difficult to interpret as regards teii~perature distribiition. A 
colnpaiison of the satellite image aiid the ineasured surface teinperatures along the B profile 
that day explailis the liorizontal distributiori of water masses in the region. Satellite results 
show an systematic difference of 0.5 OC in coinparison to the in sihi ineasureinents, which is a 
coinparatively good agreetnent. 
3.4. Biology 
Extremely low concentrations of phosphate and nitrate above the halocline are in good 
coirelation witli the pliytoplankton bloom observed during this period. Dintoma were in 
blooin in the surface layer and below the thermocliae Dinoflagellata predoininated (Edler, 
pers. coinin.). Zooplankton observations revealed predoininance of Copepodae (Hernroth, 
pers. coniin.) 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The main resrilt of the expedition with the HYDROMET is that very little Kattegat surface 
water was transpoi-ted to the Skagerrak along the Swedish coast and tliat only sinall ainounts 
were transported througl.1 the Læso Channel. Thus the Skagerrak was very little influenced by 
inflow of Baltic water between the 24th of May and the 9th of June. Fig 9 shows the silicate 
variations from the 23d May to the 20th June at station B1 (Daiiielssen et al. 1992). As can 
be seen, no important variations could be observed iii the silicate concentratioil d~iring the first 
part of the programme, when the HYDROMET was working at the station. Fig. 10 sliows 
the currents at the st.ation BK1 from the 24th May to 5th June. We can see tliat there was 
hardly aiiy outflow of surface water to the Skagerrak before the 3 1st May. Tlie inflow the 
24th and 25th May brought in Skagerrak water. Fig. 11 shows an example of a gyro in the 
area (Danielssen et al. 1992). Such a gyro may have caused the circulation of the surface water 
at section B, described in chapter 2.1. 
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A series of synoptic hydrographic and biological investigations were carried out in 
the Skagerrak area in May-June and September 1990 and in January and May 1991 
(Skagerrak Exgeriment or SKAGEX) . 
The hydrographic conditions in the area have been demonstrated to be very complica- 
ted and dynamic. Six different water masses of importance have been identried. 
These water masses constitute or merge into different current systems. Nitrate rich 
water outside the west coast of Jutland (Jutland Coastal Water, JCW) seems only 
spuradically to reach the Skagen and northern Kattegat area. 
Typical transports of water into or out from the western Skagerrak have been 
estirnated to be 0.5-1.5 Sverdrup in the upper 100 m with significant fluxes als0 
below this level. The main transport of water from the Kattegat to the Skagerrak 
seems to take place to the west of the island of Las6. 
Blocking of surface water in the Skagerrak seems to be a frequent phenomenon. 
During SKAGEX I strong NW winds forced a significant upwelling of nutrient rich 
water at the Norwegian coast and almost 90 km offshore. Also surface water from 
the central and southern Skagerrak was found far south and west of Hanstholm at the 
southem border to the North Sea. These surface transports blocked the Norwegian 
coastal water to leave the Skagerrak and the Jutland coastal water to enter it. 
Several eddy-like features were observed during SKAGEX I both at hydrographic 
measurements and with drifting buoys. Persistent eddies were found with drifting 
buoys in the northem Kattegatt performing for several days an anti-cyclonic and a 
cyclonic circulation, respectively. 
Nitrite maxima were found at all larger Skagerrak sections in the core of the in- 
flowing Atlantic water. At section G, where ammonia was also measured, a separate 
ammonia maximum was found. These nitrite and ammonia maxirna indicate a 
diversified nitrification process in the water. 
Over large areas of the Skagerrak and in the northern Kattegat, the maximum 
chlorophyll-a concentrations were ~ a r d e d  in subsurface layers. In situ primary 
production measurements in the northern Kattegat showed high rates of production in 
subsurface phytoplankton populations. 
Secondary production, measured as copepod egg production, reached its highest 
values in the shallow areas north of Skagen. Qccasionally, high rates were als0 
found at nearshore stations west of Jutland and in the eastern Skagerrak close to the 
Swedish coast. 
The Skagen& may be regarded as a part of the tmsitional area betwen the Baltic 
and the North Sea. It is a very productive sea area with a prduction of fish of 70 
kglhectarelyear, alniost double that of the North Sea. The Skagerrak is thus of great 
economid importance to the surrounding countries. It has &n stated that the major 
part of the continental, coastal water of the southem North Sea makes a turn into the 
Skagenak before being exported from the North 6ea. The Skagen;-åk is als0 a nursery 
and feeding area for about two thirds of the North Sea hening (Bohle, 1989). Today, 
the Skagerrak area is threatenied by pollution from different sources, and since the 
hydrobiological conditions of the area are very complex and dynamic, many features 
are poorly known. 
At the SKAGEX meeting in Moscow (C.M. 1991lC: I )  it was decided that a p r e h i -  
nary beport on the scientific results of SKAGEX should be presented at the coming 
ICES statutory meeting. The report should merely give a hint of what was achieved 
during S U G E X  (the Skagerrak Experiment). The presentation should also be of 
some guidance for further contributions. 
The main topography, the obligatory transects investigated (A-M) and main entering 
water masses of the Shgenak are indicatal in Fig. la  and b. 
This paper was mainly produced at an informal meeting in August 1991 at the 
Institute of Marine Research, Flodevigen Marine Station, Norway, where pleasant 
and comfortable meeting facilities were grovidd. 
2.2. Synoptic investigations 
The plarining of the ICES project SKAGEX commenced in 1988 under the leadership 
of Dr Bernt I Dybem, Sweden, and continued in 1989 and early 1990. During this 
period several meetings took place between scientists from the interested countries. 
The field work commenced with SKAGEX-I in May-June 1990 with a participation of 
17 research vessels from 7 states around the Baltic Sea and the Sbgerrak-Kanegalt 
area. The primary airn was to cover the sea area with synoptic measurements of key 
parameters at a number of transects in order to obtain data for the mapping of the 
hydrographical and biological conditions and to compile information on the tmsport 
mechanisrns (maidy currents) and general dynamics. 
The pai-ticipating vessels mainly worked every third day at obligatory stations along 
the obligatory transects. The following obligatory parameters have been investigated: 
sahity, temperature, density, nutrients, oxygen, fluorescence, cklorophyll, phyto- 
plankton, primary productivity and zsoplankton. Currents have been measured by use 
of registrating current meters at the A- and G-sections and by use of ADCP on 
various sections. Sareilite images have been used for the interpretation of hydro- 
graphicd and biological datt, and metmrological observations have been canied out. 
For further details of objectives, parameters, rnethods used etc. the reader is referred 
to the "Report of the Study Group on Skagex" (C.M. 1990/C:31). 
During SKAGEX-I an intercalibration exercise was carried out in Arendal, Norway, 
the preliminary results of which were presented at the 78th I C B  Statutory Meeting 
(Foyn, 1990). 
At an early planning stage it had been decided that three minor additional expedi-. 
tions, SISAGEX-H-N, should be carried out during 1990 and 1991 in order to cover 
dbffemt seasons. F h e  shlps took part in S U G = - E  b twea i  S q t e m b r  10-15, 
1990 asid t b  ships in S U G =  ICKE k w e n  J m u w  12-18, 1991. During these %wo 
exflitions the most important t m s ~ t s  weE wverecll. The final exNition, SKA- 
G=-N, tmk place between May 13-17, 1991, with pmicipation of 6 vessels. On 
the basis of different results obtahe-d during this final expedition was carrjied out in a 
somewhat different manner in order to get a more cornplete pictuxe of the water areas 
ktween the main tmsects (cf ICES C.M. 1991/C:1). 
The hitaformation presented in this p a p r  is based on uncomted data. 
FIP should be regarded as preliminary. A very large number of S U G E X  data are 
still to be analyzed, especially from SKAGEX H - N, arad eventually c o m t e d  
3. Water masses 
A diHerentiation/distinction between water masses entering the Skagerrak from the 
North sea and low salinity water entering Kattegat from the Baltic will be of help in 
understanding the circulation and the biologicd processes in the Skagerrak and the 
Kattegat. An approximate division between entering water masses is shown in Fig. 
Ib. h Fig. 2 a and b, the Temperature - Sahity (T - S) and Nitrate - Salinity (N - 
S) relations of these waters are presented. 
During SKAGEX I six water masses weie distinguished in the Skagerrak, and they are 
presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. Main water masses during S U G E X  I 
Water mass Salinity Ternipesature 
SW, surface 15 - 32 10 -15 ILow nutrierits, outgrown; 
water thickness 5 - 20 m 
JCW, Jutland 32 - 34 10 - 15 High nitrate, low phos- 
Coastal phate; thickness 35 m 
SNSW, Southern 34.8-34.9 8 - 9  Low nitrate, 
Noi-th Sea Water (O - l pmol/l) 
CNSW, Central 34.8-35.0 8 - 9  Subsudace nitrate 
North Sea Water (2 - 5 yrnoV1) 
AWh, Atlantic 35.0-35.15 8 - 10 Nitrate (O - 7 ymolll), 
Water high nutrients increasing 
with depth 
AW', Atlantic 35.18-35.32 7.2- 8 Nitmte (10 -15 ymoY1) 
Water low 
Baltic Water @W), saiinity about 8, enters Kattegat at about 56' N, is mixd fairly rapidly 
to an approxiniately 10 m thick surface layer, with salinities beta'een 15 and 20 north of 
57" N. This water can enter Skagerrak both east and west of E s 6  (Rydberg and 
and Andersson, 19891, and continues generally along the Swedish coast to the border of 
Norway where it tums westward as the Norwegian Coastal Water (NCW). On this route it 
gradually mixes (both horizontally and vertically) with water of higher salinity, and leaves 
the Skage& with ties betwmn 25 md 32 ån the u p p r  10 - 20 metres. 
Due to northerly to westerly wbds, m a d e f i g  and eddies, the BW often spreads out over 
large areas of the Skagerrak surface. Shce the above water masses are all roughly 
restricted to the upper 20 m and connected to the inflow of Baltic water (BW), we define 
it all just as Surface Water, SW. The common features of the waters composing the SW 
are the gradual increase in temperattire from about 10 - 15 C during the time of the 
experhent (SKAGEX I), and the very low content of nutrients during the whole period, 
due to grimary production, 
The picture of the water masses entering Skage& from the North Sea is much more 
mrniplex (Fig lb). The most dominating inflow during SKAGEX consisted of Atlantic 
Water (AW), with a core salinity of around 35.3, and high nitrate, phosphate and silicate 
concentrations closely coriresponding to the Redfield ratio of deep ocean water. This water 
follows the Norwegian TrencIi from the north, and when entering Skagerrak it is found 
mainly between the 180 arid 380 m bttom contours on the Danish side of the trench. 
Svendsen and Magmiusson (1991) have demonstrated large year to year fluctuations in this 
flow, whereas the SMAGEX focus was on the short time vahiability. 
Atlantic water is generally defined as water with a salinity above 35.0. It has been found 
convenient to separate the Atlantic water h a "high" (shallow), A w ,  and a "Iow" (deep), 
AW1, part, Fig. lb. The AWh is especidly interesting with respect to biology, because it 
may contain high amounts of nutrients available for primary production. Typicaily it was 
found that parts of the .AV?' was dkected somewhat south of the Norwegian trench while 
entering Skagen&. 
The AW1 was t y p i d y  found at variable depths from 200 to 500 m. The distribution of 
nitrite and arnmonia in the upper part of this water mass indicates age dserences as their 
maxima are separated. 
South of the in flowing AWh it was also observed inflow of water from the central North 
Sea, Central North Sea Water (CNSW), and from the southern North Sea, Southern North 
Sea Water (SNSW). These water masses are separable in the nitrate - salinity diagram, 
Fig. 2b ,h  which the SNSW below the photic zone is characterized by its lack of nitrate. 
The reason for this, as suggested by Foyn (pers. comm.), is the difference in ongin (i.e. 
English Channel water), with the transport route from the English C h m e l  flowing north 
eastwards mainly south of the Dogger bank where these relatively shallow areas have a 
high production even during winter, consuming nutrients ori,eally transported into the 
area from the Channel. During SIa4GEX it was, however, found that some phosphate was 
left in the water mass wncemed. 
The CNSR' (Central North Sea Water) is water of north Atlantic origin mixed with 
Scottisk coastal water transported eastwards over a wide area north of the Dogger Bank. 
This water has an increasing nut-ient content with depth, similar to the AWh. 
An additional water mass entering Skagerrak from the North Sea is the Jutland Coastal 
Water (JCW), (Fig l b  md 2). This water originates in the German Bight and is a mixture 
of continental river water and SNSW. The river water has a high nutrient load and 
depending on seasons and rainfall the discharge of nitrate is in large excess over phosphate, 
giving JCW a characteristic feature of extremely high nitrate and low phosphate values (in 
relation to the Redfield ratio). 
The JCW flows northwards close to the western Danish coast, parallel with the the SNSW, 
gradually increasing its salinity due to hokontal mixing. As the JCW enters Skagerrak 
close to Hmstbohen it @lsaUy has ties ktween 32 and 34 probably also due to an 
additiond m i h g  with CNSW md AWh. BXie to ticåal mlxlng and bottom friction JCW is 
vertically homogenmus and g e n e d y  sgreadhg over the shalilow at depths less than 
35 meter. 
From Fig. 2b it is clear that in principle it should be relatively easy to locate the JCW in 
Skagerrak and Kattegat. However, at the kginning of the experhent, due to strong north 
westerly winds, Iarge mounts of Surface Water (§W) were transported south to the 
western eoast of D e m u k ,  and it was strongly interacting with and changing the typical 
signature of the JCW. 
As seen in Fig. Bb, abLI the dserent water masses from the North Sea are entering the 
Skagerrak in a n w area of about 50 km, and clearly, a mixing between all of them (h 
'addition to the surface water) cacn wcur in this region. 
The bottom water, b low 50-0 m, of the Skagerrak (SBW) is partly formed by AW1 and 
other Atlantic winter water cooled in the northern central part of the North Sea and sank 
into the deepest pu t s  of Shgenak @joen 1981 , Magnusson 1985, and Svendsen et al. 
1991). As this water is only wcasiomally renewed it acts like a sink for organic matter. 
Elevated nutrivnt concentrations are found demonstrated by high silicate values (10 - 14 
pmoV1). 
4. Some resialbs on the water cårculatisn 
A moored cumnt meter section located between Hanstholm and Kristiansand in the 
western m of the Skage& Fig .  lb, Section G), and some Argos drifting buoys as well 
as shipborne ADCP (Acoustic Boppler Current Meter) were used to study the inflow and 
the circulation in the Skagerrak. The results from the current meter section clearly show a 
large-sale cycloniic circulation g place at the entrance of the Skagerrak. Inflow (of 
which the surface part is referred to as the Jutland Gunent in the literature) takes place 
along the southern side of the Skageirak from the surface layer to the bottom, and outfIow 
along the northem part also extending from the surface layer to the bottom. The flow at 
transect G is changing direction along a vertical section above down to vicinity of the 400 
m isobath. In Fig. 3 the velocity distribution is shown as the mean from three consecutive 
days. The total time seriss covers a period of 30 days (May 21 to June 20) and demon- 
strates that the above given circulation is indeed persistent. h ~ n g  the same period of time 
BDCP measurements along the transect from Tyboron and 70 nm northwest (Section H), 
exhibits similar current chmctenlstics as those found at transect G. 
Preliminary estimates from the ADCP measurements indicate a total volume transport in 
the upper 100 m of about 1 SV ( l  SV = 106 m3/s) varying with +l- 0.5 SV during the 
first part of the S U G =  I. Wowever, while studying the individual inflowing water 
masses in relation to the obsewd cerrrents, clearly a variability of more than 100 % 
occuned. Signifimt vzriability in the cumnts appears at a typical-time scale of 1 to 2 
days. For example, the JCW pulsated into Skagerrak on May 23 to 25, June 4 to 6, 11 and 
20, to sorne extent conelated with winds from S to W. However, this water was never 
observed east of section F (Fig lb) d u h g  SKAGE% I. Similar pulsating behaviour of the 
JCW was found during the other S U G E X  missions. 
As seen in Fig. 3, there odten seems to be a clear cure of maximum velocities into the 
Skagerrak Iocated along the area approkately between and above the 35-80 bottom depth 
on the Danish side. m s  b g o m  d q t h  mnge r q ~ s e n t s  most of the southem a d  w n t d  
North Sea, and the drastlc focusslng on e p i a E y  tlUs IopgmpGc m g e  at the entran= to 
the Skagerrak can easily explaln the m um velmities. However, the most interesting 
findings are the SMS in water masses wkich tfrls Row represents. By combining the 
currents with the saLULity and the nilrate obsewations (below the su 
20 until June 1 mainly the AWh (partly mked with CNSW at the 
ted in this core. From June 1 to June 3 the innow of Aw was reduced and b e p l a d  by 
SNSW. For the rest of the expenment it seems that it is mainly this SNSW with nearly no 
nitrate, which is entering the Skagerrak in this area with the exception of the end of the 
experhent on June 20, when the SNSW is agrpin replacd by the AWh. 
As stated above the deeper and the mah parts of the Atlantic Water was in general flowing 
into the Skagerrak on the southexn side. Tkis flow, however, seems to have turned into a 
week outflow during the period fune 6-13, although the current meter obsewations are 
sparse (Fig. 3, June 8 and 11). 
The surface layer in the Skagerrak (SW) extended to the halocline, which in general was 
found at 20 m depth. It covered the whole inner part of the Skagerrak area with low 
salinity water (<31). BeIow the haiocline the nutrient distnbution (nitrate) shows weak 
vertical but strong transversal gradients with maxhum values around the zero velocity 
zone (cf Fig. 14). This feature dominated dl the transversai transects in the Skagerrak 
during SKAGEX I. An example of the nitrate distribution at 50 m depth is shown in Fig. 
4. The largest nitrate concentrations are found in the central parts of the Skagerrak, 
extending from transect H towards the inner parts. A similar nitrate and chlorophyll 
distribution in the Skagerrak has been found, arnong others, by Fingre et al (1982). In a 
review paper by Richardsson (1989) it was suggested that these characteristic distnbutions 
involved both biological, chemical and physical processes. Regarding the SKAGEX I 
study, and at the present stage, it is assumed that this nutrient distnbution rnay be in- 
tensified by an upward transport of d q  water, which is driven by an Ekman pumping 
forced by the large-scaie transversal geostrophic velocity shear (cf Fig. 3). This more or 
less continuous pumping of nutrients towards the euphotic zone may be the feeding 
mechanism for the high biological productivity generaiiy obsewed here (cf. Fig. 12,15,17). 
Fig. 4 also indicates an enhanced lifting of the nutnents in the eastem Skagerrak. This 
might be caused by a similar process, but probably intensified in this area due to topo- 
graphically steered recirculation around the deepest parls in the Skagerrak. Tkis feature is 
often referred to in the literature as the "dome", but the SKAGEX data indicate that this 
"dome" is highly variable and at times not present. Fig. 4 also indicates some rnesoscale 
upwelling features in the salinity distribution, which wiU be discussed later on. 
Several drifting Argos buoys were deployd with dmughs at 10 m depth in order to study 
the drift currents in the surface layer of the Shgerrak. Some drift tracks are shown in Fig. 
5. In general the surface drift is in accordance with what is expected from earlier in- 
vestigations and thus mnforms to the cyclonic circulation in Skagerrak. Seved  of the 
Argos drifters coming from aiorth of Skagen go st-aight east towards the Swedish mast and 
either turn northward along with the coastal water, or south into the MaWegaM following the 
bottom topography (trench). Just to the noplh of Sbgen the astward msport is con- 
verging along the mast, resulting in a high velosity jet s tmm strongly interacting with the 
northward outflow of the lighter MSW (TiattegaR Surface Water). "his interaction bet- 
ween currents of more or less different tions and of v a ~ y h g  strengths, impiies that this 
might be an area for the initiation of meanders and eddies (discussed klow). There are 
also indications that this jet stram is so strong that it tolally may block the outflow from 
the Kattegatt. 
5.1 The bIocking event on m y  24 to 29 
Blocking events of the Skagerrak surface water during strong westerly whds sppe weD 
known. It causes piled up water in the inner Skage&, which ;efter the wind has ceased 
penetrates along the Norwegian coast as a coastal rotating p v i t y  cunent mork  and 
Saetre, 1980, Mork, 1981, Johannesen et sl, 1989 and H sson et sa%, 1990). Mowever, 
less attention has been focused on the blocking event itself and its impht ions on other 
currents and water masses in the area (Le. Saetre et al, 1988 and Hhnsson ,  1990), like 
the winddriven upwelling, occuning along the Nomegian coast as weU as the sgmd of the 
surface water in Skagerrak . 
During May 24 to 27 a sirong ugwelling driven by winds from W was observed both 
with in situ and remote sensing data. The wind event lasted for 4 days with 
to 15 m/s. An example of the wind distribution ulated by using an obj 
technique is shown in Fig. 6. The wind driven n transprl forces surface water 
offshore along the southwestern part of the Norwegian coast, which for continuity reasons 
are replaced by cold upwelling water. The upper satellite image in Fig. 7, showing the sea 
surface brightness temperature, is indicating the time evolution of the upwelling as well as 
the size of the area. The horizontal distribution of the surface water salinity and nitrate are 
shown in Fig. 8. These maps have been elaborated on the basis of &ta from ship measure- 
ments on May 27, demonstrating that the upwelling is also charactePized by high 
surface water salinity (> 33) and nitrate (> 5 urnoul). The upwelling continues for three 
days, whereafter the warm surface water in the Skagerrak- is spreading above the upwelled 
water along the coast (cf. Fig. 8 and the lower image from May 28, 1990). The upwelled 
area is probably lirnited in the alongshore direction by t wature of the coast, since the 
upwelling is most effective when the wind direction is U with the coastline. The 
offshore extent should depend on the strength of the wind impulse as weU as the thickness 
of the surface layer. 
During the same event the northwesterly winds also transpoded SIV, generally found along 
the Norwegian coast of the inner Skagerrak, as far south as to the Danish coast at Hanst- 
holm. This is most clearly indicated in the satellite image from May 25 and in the maps of 
surface salinity and nitrate distribution shown in Fig. 7 and 8, respectively. Note also, that 
the currents close to the shoreline is heading south on May 27 (Fig. 3), indicating that the 
JCW is blocked during this event. Accordhg to the =teblite hages  from May 25 and 28 
warm SW can also be found far west of Hansthoh in the Norlh Sea. This water mass is 
als0 of low salinity and nitrate according to Fig. 8. It thus appms that northwesterly winds 
can spread the surface water of Skagerrak to a large extent and in manner which is not 
previously well documented. 
It should als0 be noted that upwelling was observed along the S w d s h  mast in the northern 
Kattegatt during May 28 and 29, &d duruig May 3 and 4 along the Norwegian mast in the 
inner part of Skage&. 
The well known topographically steered subsurface transport southward in the Kattegatt is 
during SKAGEX also clearly seen (by several k g o s  driftersl to affect the near surface 
current. At 10 m depth, the southward flow seems to stop close to 57'20'N. G l ~ l y  much 
of the outflow of the KSW/BW to Skagerrak is to be found on the Danish side and this 
might be caused by a barotropic effect caused by the southwud flow dong the trench on 
~e Swdish side. 'Ws  tendency for m samståcyclonlc velocity s h m  m produce an anti- 
cyclonsåc eddy as indicald in Fig. 9, skowlwg -n k g o s  d&er mtatkg for more than two 
w%eb (June 2-18) on a s d e  of a h u t  20 mometer. 
As mentiond a l l e r  it is assumed that the astward jet s tmm from Skagen interacting at 
varyhg strength with the KSW might produce meanders or eddies. Johannessen et al. 
(1989) described a similar process on the west coast of Norway where the AW interacting 
with the W C  produced a strong eddy downstrm in the NCW. Fig. 10 showhg the 
horisontal ty distribution obtaind May 23-25,demonstrates such a cyclonic eddy at 
about 58" relative to the ouaowing KSW) with a scale of about 50 km, 
and a cyclonic eddy was obsewd in this re@on seved times during SKAGEX I. The 
typica1 upwelling h the center of the eddy in this region is clearly shown in the salinity 
distribution in Fig. 4 (June 15-17, and histonca1 data from the Inst. of Mar. Res., 
Norway, indicate that such an u p w e h g  is present here most af the time @anielssen, pers. 
com.). In addition to what can be recognized in seved  of the horizontal distribution maps, 
this eddy was also tracked by a buoy from 10-17 June. In the western part of the eddy the 
southward movement of the water was mther slow, while in the eastem part the northward 
velocities were about 50-60 cm. 
From the biological measupements it is evident that this area to the north of Skagen 
exhibited the highest values of secondq production (of the areas studied), and it is 
assumed that this fact is related to the convergence of the water and that the eddy is 
bringing out (westwuds) a stable t b  surface layer with high nutrient contents etc. 
favousing a high biologicd production. 
A similar upwelling phenomenon cari be seen in the north eastem area of the Skagerrak 
(cf. lower image in Fig. 7), indicating the presence of a strong eddy feature bringing NCW 
far south from the coast. Due to the bottoni topography, this eddy can be caused by a 
similar process as described above, this time by the AW flowing northwards towards the 
Norwegian coast, punching into and initiating a meandering process hen. 
Another niesoscale feature west of Haristholmen at about 57" N ( a l i e r  discussed by Aure 
et al., 1990) is as an example seen in the aaalLnity distnbution of May 23-25 (Fig. 10). 
Here a fraction of the watemasses from the North Sea (either CNSW andlor AR6) flowing 
towards the Skagerrak, tums southwads due to topgraphicd steering. Such a tendency of 
a southward flux will tend to block a gossible infiow of JCW. This blocking mechanism is 
clearly different from the above descnbd directly winddnven SR' meeting the JGW, and 
the S U G m  data con fm that the pulsa~on of the AW""/CNSW might be important for the 
steering of the inflow of the JCW. 
In the S U G =  I experhent, elevated concentmtions of nitrite (and arnmonia, which was 
measured in the G section only) were obsened in the water below the halocline outside the 
Danish as well as the Norwegim coast Lines, generaily at depths of 30 m to the bottom at 
100-400 m throughout the wholt: ~ " d  din the sections C, E, F, G and M. 
In the following, these features will be described by choosing a representative transect from 
the SKAGEX I exprimenr way-June 1990), when cu-irent measurements were canied out. 
It should be pointed out, that all through S U G =  B (September 1990) and TV (May 
1991) similar results were o b h e d .  In the winter experhent, S U G E X  III (January 
1991), such maxlma were not obsewd. 
ID a a G o n  close to swtlon G, a serles of mordhg  cumnt mders westi: anchod ,  and the 
results (avemgd over t -28 May) m p~sented. in Fig. 3 m a y  27). For 
c o m p ~ s o n ,  the distråbubon o ty, nitmte, a m m o ~ a  nd nrltnte En sestion G on May 
27 are shown h Fipres  l d a-d. 
The nitrate dist~bution (Fig. 11 c) shows that the Gghest concentrations were found close 
to the centre of the section between stations 4 and 5 ,  which coincides with the zero velocity 
zone in the current section Pig.  3). South of the zero-line, in the ulflowing Atlantic Water 
(salinity > 35.0, Fig. l I a), the mrnonia distnblation shows a maximum (station 8-9 in 
Fig. 11 c), extending down to the bo~oni.Nitnte als0 shows a maximum, but somewhat 
closer to the centre of the section (at station 7 Ln Fig. 1I d). Both ammonia and nitrite 
maxima coincide with an increasing &rate gmdient towards the centra: of the transect. 
North of the zero velocity zone (Fig. 3, at the Nonvegiahl coast, there is a similar 
situation. Both amimorlla. and nitrite show elevated concentrations down to the bottom at 
about 300 m, and, again, the nitrate shows an Lncreasing gradient towards the centre or the 
current zero-line. 
A study of the current section shows khal the mmonrla m um was located in the core of 
the inflowing Atlantic Water, where the cunent velocity was higher than 30 cm!s. The 
nitrite maximum ap ed north of the core and at Iower velocities, 15-20 cmls. At the 
Norwegian coast, both mmonia and nitrite maxha were found in the ouiflowing water 
with the higbest velocities. 
It is known, that when organic matenal is degndhg, the mines from proteins form 
ammonia. Eventudy, ammonria may be oxidizd to nitmte in a process called nitrification. 
This grocess is ed out in two st-ps, f ~ s t  to nitrite and then further to nitrate, by two 
different hrinds of nitnfying batteria. Based on the experiences from SKAGEX I and 11, it 
was decided that the nitpification potential should k mrrosured during SKAGEX TV (May 
1991) by m a s  of incubation of water samples with nitrogen-15. Smples were collected 
alI over the SMAGEX af-ea at various dqths and pi-par& for this purpose. They are still 
to be analyzed. 
One hpothesis is, tbat the arnmonia U1 the influwing water emanates from algal production 
and subsequent algal degraktion in surface water before it enters the Skagerrak as a 
subsufface cumnt. The Atlantic Water (AW in Fig. lb) originates in an area west of 
Norway with a very high prductivity Voyn, pers. cornm.). The formation of ammonia, 
s to be under way in the coie af the Atlmtlc Water with the highest velocity. This is 
the youngest water in the sense that it most rmntly was at the surface, in the photic layer 
of the Noflhiem North Sea. 
In the Skcbgerrafx, the cumnt velocity decmses on the noPthem side of the core and at the 
sane time if is forced to the left (sec Chqter 4). Mmwbile, the ammonia is oxidized to 
nitrite, and the nitrite maximum s Pn water with higher age. The final step is the 
formation of nitrate, and consquently, an hcreaslng nitrate gradient towanis the centre of 
Skagenak. 
The deep water in the Skage& is tu g to the nseh outside the Swedish mast and is 
fiowing back westwad dong the Nomlegim coast ( s e  Chapter 4). Similar nitrite maxima 
muld be obsemed in the C tmsect (Fig. Ib) (mmonia was not measured) and along the 
Norwegian coast. Svaration of the niitnfimtion substmte (ammoda) and products (nitrite 
and &rate) into slserent water masses was also folind there, even if the frequency (in 
space) of sampling p h t s  does not m&e it oba~ious %n all sectåons. 
Armother exphation to the separated ammonla and n i t ~ t e  ni a may be that water with 
amanonria and nitrite maxinia have different origins in the North Sea (cf. Chapter 3) and, 
therefore, do not coincide, Because, on some occasions, (not shown in Fig. 11) high 
ammonia concentrations were found in SNSW, which was low in nitrate. In those cases, 
the ammonia muld be the degradation product from an earlier algal production in the 
Southern North Sea. 
The winter experiment, SKAGEX DI, did not show any ammonia and nitrite maxima in the 
Atlantic Water, which could be explained by low productivity during the winter season. 
5.4 Subwrface chlorophyii-a and primary productivity maxima 
A pronounced feature during the cruises in May and September 1990 and in May 1991 was 
the large concentrations of phytoplankton found at subsurface levels over large areas in the 
Skagerrak and northern Kattegatt (Fig. 12). The vertical profiles of fluorescence and 
chlorophyll-a exhibited single or multiple p& at levels from approxirnately 10 m down to 
more than 30 m depth. Such high subsurface concentrations of chlorophyll-a has earlier 
been reported from this area by Dahl and Danielssen (1981), Pingree et al. (1982) and 
Dahl et al. (1987). 
In September, during SKAGEX II, maxirna were at times found as deep as 40-50 m depth 
Fig.  13) in the border between the upper nutnent-poor water (SFV) and the nutrient-rich 
Atlantic water ( A m )  (Fig. 14). During this period, more than 4 ugll chlorophyll-a was 
recorded (Fig. 14) and up to 370 000 cellsll of Gyrodinium aureolum were found at 
transect F. In a previous study carried out during the same time of the year, Dahl et al. 
(1987) also found that the subsurface maximum consisted mainly of G. aureolum. The 
authors stated that Gyrodinium may have utilized nitrogen down to at l a s t  50 m depth. 
This statement is supported by the frndings of Paasche et al. (1984) and Richardson and 
Kullenberg (1987), which indicate that G. aureolum is able to assimilate nitrogen at low 
light intensities. 
When multiple peaks appeared, they were often separated by only one or a few metres. 
The species composition usually differed in the different peaks. At the transect in northern 
Kattegat (B) in May-June 1990 for instance, the upper peaks of fluorescence were generally 
dominated by diatoms and the lower peaks by dinoflagellates. 
The subsurface chlorophyll maxima were generally found in stratified water bodies, below 
the pycnocline. The phenomenon in May, June and September can, however, be considered 
to general, occurring over wide areas, in water M i e s  of qiute different charatenstics. It 
was thus found in the northwestern Kattegatt, in the central Skagerrak and along parts of 
the western coast of Jutland. It was conspicuous, however, that the Southern North Sea 
Water (SNSW) entering the Skagerrak, contained very low chlorohyll-a concentrations 
throughout the May-June cruises (Fig. 12). 
The high concentrations in the central Skagerrak seem to be sustained over long periods of 
time due to a more or less continuous supply of nutrients found in the border area between 
the surface water and the nutrient-rich Atlantic water. This border area appears as a 
"ridge" in the central Skagerrak and the nutrients are through upwelling spread along the 
sides of this "ridge" (Fig. 14). 
a g h  concent-a~ons of ghflopl&on h the sufoFace layers ralso wcur F ig .  15). "ihey may 
be found dong the masts durlng slhations of upwdling, and in the ~tmte-fich Jutlmd 
Coaslal Water (JCW, which originates from the G e m m  Bight. "he =sulting high 
fightahrated primary productivity k this water mass was clmly rxogrilzd at tmsect W. 
Mthough the subsurface chlorophyll maxima were obsemed on many ocmsions and over 
subsmtid periods during SKAGEX I, no h situ primary production measurements were 
made to quantify the activity of these phytogla&on populations md their contribution to 
tåne total water column productivity. During SKAGEX N, however, in situ g ~ q  
pduct ion measurements were introducd at a station in north west Mateegat where a 
pmnouncd chlorophyll maxirnum was found in a high ty (33.6) water body close to 
the bt tom (Fig. 16). These measurements, which were run over a period of three days, 
showed that the priniary production maxima throughout the period coincided with the 
cRlorophyll maxima (which was located in the nutricline). The nutricrine was initially at a 
deptk of 13 metres, the next &y at 15 metres and day three at 18 metres. The primary 
productivity rennained high as the d@ of the nutricline increased and the productivity 
mtes were very high, even when conapared with rates g e n e d y  found in surface layers. 
Secondary vroduction 
During SKAGEX I iri May-June 1990, a group of planktologists were engaged in measure- 
ments of copepod egg production (Tiselius et al. 1991). n i s  was perfonned on six 
tmsects ranging from northern Kattegat to western Skagenrak. These studies showed that 
the shallow areas north of Skagen were the most productive o v e d .  However, large 
variations in egg production over short distances were observed in this area (Fig. 17). This 
is alss clarly iilustrated in measurements of lightsaturated primary production in the area. 
Relatively high and stable values were recorded in northern Kattegat. dusing the period 8-20 
June. This corresponds to the relatively stable hydrographicd conditions in the area where 
only rninor water exchange with Skagerrak could be obsemed. 
In the coastal water along western Jutland, high levels of secondary production were 
morded during the period June 14-17. During the m e  period, high mtes of prirnafy 
production were also recorded in that area. 
The significant and variable inflows from the North Sea of different water masses found 
during SKAGEX, clearly indicate that many of the physical, chemical and biological 
p m s s e s  in the Skagenrak are strongly affected by processes outside, especially processes 
in the North Sea. In relation to nutrient budget and biological productivity speculations it 
must be important to recognize the mechanisms of the rapid shifts between the different 
hflowing water masses and their individual variability with time. It is assurnerå that 
sngoing efforts in mnning full 3-dirnensio~~al, baroclinic, numerical models for the North 
Sea and the SkageWKattegate will be of p t  helg to study these mwba6lisms, md the 
S K A G m  data-sets are probably one of the hest, ever obtained to evaluate such regional 
rnodels. 
The autfiors want to express their sincere th&s to Dr ha. RTindsor, minburgh, for kis 
h d  llinguistic revision of the manuscript. 
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Fig. lb. Skagerrak, main transects (A-H) and relevant water masses. (AW= Atlantic 
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Skagerrak bottom water, other abbreviations, see text and Fig. lb). 
Fig. 2b. Nitrate-salinity (N-S) relations between different water masses (abbreviations, see 
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Fig. 3. (cont.) 
Fig. 4. Honzontal distribution of nitrate and salinity a t  50 m depth or a t  the bottom June 13 to 
15, 1990. 
Fig. 5, Some drifter tracks during SKAGEX I. 
Fig. 6. Winds a t  l 0  m height and air temperature at 2 m height from May 27,1990, 1zai ute. 

Fig 8. Horinontal plot of salinity and nitrate from 10 m depth , May 27, 1990 
Fig. 9 Argos drifter tracks in the northern Kattegatt during SKAGEX 1. 
Fig. 10. Horiiontal surface salinity distnbutions in the Skagerrak, May 23-25, 1990. 
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Fig. 11 Distribution of salinity (A), nitrate (B), ammonia (C) and nitrite (D) in section G 
on May 27, 1990. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The development of satellite technology has opened quite new 
perspectåves in oceanological investigations even in relatively 
easy accesible coastal areas. The primary oceanographic applica- 
tisn of the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometeg (AVHRR) , 
carried aboard NOAA polar-orbiting satellites, is estimation of 
sea surface temperature on the basis of signal sensed in its 
three infrared channelc. Its visible bands (red and near-IR) have 
low sensitivity and practically wsrk only in situations where the 
water backscattering is much larger than normal oceanic one. Such 
a situations take place in the coastal regions which are under 
influence of turbid land waters. 
Relatively low cost and accecsibility of the AVHRR data as 
well as the high sampling frequency - causes expanding interest in 
using them in new oceanographic applications. 
The aim of tkis work is an attempt to apply the AVHRR data 
to study same ~ceanegraphic characteristics of surface water in 
moderately turbid waters of the Skagerrak region. 
Ctumpf and Tyler (1988) and Stumpf and Pennock (1989) have 
proposed a rnethod of estimation of chlorophyll and suspended 
sedimentc in turbid estuarine water using the data sensed by 
RVHRR from the catellite level. According to their idea, it 
shsuld be significant dependence of chlorophyll content in the 
surface layer of ectuarp on %ater colort8 defined as 
where R is the irradiant reflectance of the sea surface in red 
(1) and near-IR (2) bands, and suspended sediment on total 
reflectance defined as 
where &(ch) and E,(ch) are the water-leaving radiances and 
downwelling irradiances in AVHRRis channels 1 and 2 respectively. 
Assuming Lambertian reflectance of the sea surface, Q can be 
considered a constant and equal to T .  The values of E,(ch) can be 
calculated using one of the models of solar radiation,transmis- 
sion in the atmosphere. Here we have used the model proposed by 
Bird and Riordan (1986). 
Much more serious problem is to obtain reliable values of 
upwelling radiances on the basis of satellite sensed signal. 
Radiance, leaving water surface (inAVHRR1s channel 1, i.e. band, 
0.58 - 0.68 pm) is very small (up to about 30 ~m-~prn-~sr-'). It is 
the same order as atmospheric path radiance in this spectral 
band. 
According to Gordon et al. (1983), ignoring direct sun glint 
and assuming that the sea surface-is flat, the sensor radiance 
L,(h) can be expressed by 
where L,(X) and L,(X) are the Rayleigh and aerosol path radiances 
respectively; t(h)I+(h) is the water-leaving radiance diffusely 
transmitted to the top of the atmosphere. 
In clearer oceanic waters, the path radiance (i. e. L,(h) + 
L, (X) ) can be approximated as L, (X) . It is because (X) in red 
and near-Il? bands is negligible small (Gordon, 1978). On the 
basis of this assumption, it is possible to simplify significant- 
ly the atmospheric correction of the signal in AVHRRfs channels 
1 and 2. The method has the name of I1clearwater subtraction 
techniquel\ and the only condition which must be fulfilled is the 
presence of clear water within the area with the same atrnospheric 
conditions as in the area of interest. If the nearest clearwater 
is far from this area, the proper value of clearwater (i. e. path) 
radiance, L,,, can be corrected using 
COS~,, 
&,(i) =L,, 
cos6 (i) 
where G, and 8(i) are the viewing angle to clearwater and to the 
pixel of interest, respectively (Stumpf, 1987). 
Because of strong linear dependence of optical depth, t, on 
aerosol path radiance, and practically constant Rayleigh optical 
depth, it is possible to approximate its value in relatively 
simple way. Stumpf (1987) quotes such approximation in terms of 
path radiance as 
where ch denotes number of AVHRR's channel, and a, b and c equal 
0.09, 0.03, 0.8 and 0.05, 0.04, 0.2 for channel 1 and 2, respec- 
t ively . 
MATERIAL 
Basing on the above mentioned assumptions and solutions, the 
values of R, and C, have been calcul~~ted for Skagerrak using NOAA- 
11 AVHRR data from the period since May 24 to June 13 1990. The 
raw satellite data were obtained from Institute of Meteorology 
and Water Management HRPT receiving station in Krakow, Poland. 
8 near-noon images (May 24" and 27h and June 5 ~ ,  9" to 13~) of the 
area have been processed in ~nstitute of Oceanology of Polish 
Academy of Sciences and Institute of Oceanography o£ Gdansk 
University. 
Coincidently, the Skagex 90 experiment with participation 
of 10 research vessels took place. The chlorophyll a concentra- 
tion and Secchi depth were measured simultaneously among other 
parameters on 5 transects (Fig. 1). Beam attenuation coefficient 
c ( 6 5 5  nm), diffusive coefficient for downwelling irradiance 
K,(525) and color index were measured incidentally. All these 
measurements we tried to compare with the satellite data. 
RESULTS 
The chlorophyll data, thatwere collected on standard levels 
of 1, 5, 10, 15, 20 and so on meters, were preprocessed to obtain 
the C, value representative for optical penetration depth. The 
method proposed by Gordon and Clark (1980) was used. It was 
assumed that the value of K, was constant in the surface layer 
and that there was linear change of chlorophyll concentration 
between measuring levels. With diffuse attenuation coefficients, 
K,(535) of 0.1-0.3 m-', the penetration depth in channel 1 equals 
approximately from 2 to 4 m. It means that the sat el li^^ couldnft 
see the layer of maximal chlorophyll concentration which was 
about 20 m, and that the vertical profile of chlorophyll had only 
small importance for the remote sensing in AVHRX1s channels 1 and 
2 in the area. 
Taking into account a basic reflectance equation (Gordon et 
al., 1975) 
where a is the absorption coefficient, b, - the backscatter 
coefficient and the subscript k denotes wavelength or band k, 
Stumpf and Tyler (1988) prove that, in turbid waters, it should 
be linear dependence between C, and chlorophyll concentration. 
Unfortunately, the chlorophyll concentrations in the 
Skagerrak appeard to be outcide the range of values valid for 
Stumpf model. For this reason we were looking for the appropri- 
ate dependence between linear (for turbid estuarine waters) and 
multiplicative (for clear oceanic waters) one. The final result 
is shown in Fig. 2. As we expected, the regression analysis gave 
much better results for the form 
where A and B are constants of regression, then for the linear 
one . 
On the basis of obtained relationship we have processed the 
AVHRR data. The results are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. All the 
values of chlorophyll a are in [mg/m3]. Comparing these distribu- 
tions with the ones obtained on the basis of undersatellite 
measurements (Fig. 5 )  one can see that 
- there is a general agreement between them; for example: the 
Skagerrak receives a chlorophyll from the North Sea (a tongue of 
higher values in the south-western part of the scene), 
-the absolute values of chlorophyll a measured in situ and c- 
alculated on the basis of the AVHRR data are in close coin- 
cidence . < v  / 
Beam attenuation coefficient ~(655) 
The vaiue of c(655) coefficient in sea water depends 
strongly on suspended matter. Using (2) for processing the AVHRR 
data and i n  s i t u  measurements of c(655) we have obtained the 
regression relationship shown in Fig. 6. The shape of expression 
has a physical meaning if backscatter from the suspended matter 
is much greater then backscatter from the water (Stumpf and 
Pennock, 1989). Secause of iimited number of paired data it is 
only a tentative relationship for a range of R, shown in Fig. 6. 
Nevertheless, comparing the spatial distribution of chloro- 
phyll a in Fig. 4 with the calculated distribution of c(655) in 
the same day (Fig. 7) one can see very good agreement. It seems 
that it is due to the fact that the organic contents in suspended 
matter exceed 50% in the Skagerrak (Eisma and Kalf, 1987). 
Similar results obtained withtwo differentmethods confirms 
the validity of assumed relationships. It is, in particular, 
because of ascertained strong dependence of chlorophyll on c(655) 
in the area of interest. 
Ln spite of lack of theoretical basis for using the AV 's ch'uinels 1 and 2 for detection of 
optical parameters of comparatively clear sea waters (C,<5 rng/m3, susp.mat.<3 rng/drn3), 
obtained results show that, at least qualitative description of some spatial stnictures is possible. 
So, it seerns substantial to us, that further development of processing algoritbms is promissing. 
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Fig. 1. Loctions of sampling stations in Skagerrak (May 24 - June 13, 1990. 
Chlorophyll [mg/m3] 
Fig. 2. Chlorophyll data vs. 'water colour' coefficient Cij in Skagerrak. Data sources: 
in sithi measurements of chlorophyll collected within optical penetration depth since 
May 24 to June 13, 1990; NOAA- 1 l AVHRR images for near-noon locd times in the 
same period. 
Fig. 3. Chlorophyll concentration in the Skagenak surface lajfer as seen from NOAA satellite 
in May 24, 1990. 
Fig. 4. Chlorophyll concentration in the Skagerrdc surface layer as seen from N0A.A 
satellite in June 6, 1990. 
Longitude E 
Fig. 5. Surface distribution of chlorophyll concentration in Skagerrak on the basis of in situ 
measurements. 
Fig. 6. Beam attenuation coefficient c(655) vs. Rt reflectance in Skagerrak. Data sources: 
in sit~i measurements of c(655) collected from r/v OCEANIA on transect D in June 5, 
1990; NOAA-l1 AVHRR image for noon (1216 local time) on the same day. 
Fig. P. ~ (655)  coefficient distribution in Skagenak calculated on the basis of AVHRR chan- 
nels l and 2 data; June 5 ,  1990; N O M -  l 1 image for noon (l 216 local time). 
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The potential for nitrificatlon has been studied in relation to the inorganic nitrogen species ammonium, 
nitrite and nitrate in the Skagerrak in May 1991 during the SKAGEX IV expedition. Results on 
ammonium, nitrite and nitrate, together with basic hydmgraphic parameters, collected at four north- 
south transects, are presented together with the potential rate of nitrification (nitrification potentid, 
NP, measured with excess ammonium) fmm two of the transects. A core of highly saline and 
ammonium rich AtIanticlNorth Sea water was sinking into the Skagerrak along the Danish slope. The 
inflowing water gradually rnixed with the "old" and relatively stagnant Skagerrak water with high 
nitrate concentrations but very low ammonium concentrations. The zone of rnixing was characterised 
by high concentraiions of nitrite, which accumulated because there was a lag period between the 
bacterial oxidations of ammonium and nitrite. The hT was at its maximum in or near the zone with 
high nitrite concentrations. It is postulated that nitrification was stimulated in the mixed water, where 
ammonium was provided from the inflowulg water and an inoculum of nitrifying bacteria fro111 the 
"old Skagerrak water. 
Nitrification is the oxidation of ammonium to nitrite by Nitrosomonas-like bacteria and the 
further oxidation of the nitrite to nitrate by Nitrobacter-like bactena. These bacteria are very 
specialised and they can not grow on organic substrate. They grow slowly and the rates 
measured in most marine pelagic samples are low compared to processes like nitrogen uptake 
by phytoplankton or arnmonification. Typically, the reported rates are negligible in the upper 
mixed layer or in old deep water (Ward 1986; Enoksson 1986; Enoksson et al., 1990). The 
bacteria are inhibited more or  less permanently by the sunlight (Olson, 1981a; b) andor 
possibly by some not yet identified, surface related factor. Water from the upper rnixed layer 
in the Baltic sea was incubated for three months in glass bottles with glass stoppers (CS2 in 
rubber kills the nitrifgng bacteria) d ~ n g  which t h e  h a l l y  no production of nitrite or 
nitrate was demonstrated, even though all the substsates (ammonium, oxygen and carbon 
dioxide) were abundant (Enoksson 1980). It is suggested that water, after being irradiated at 
the surface, must be inoculated with active nitrSers before ammonium can be converted to 
nitrite and nitrate. It is als0 postulated that water that has been at the surface recently or that 
has not yet received an inoculum of nitrifiers, may be recognised by its lack of nitrification 
potential (NP), 
Inorganic nitrogen, i.e. nitrite, nitrate and ammonium, was measured in the Skagerrak water 
during the international programrne SKAGEX. The experiment extended over a period of one 
year and comprised four multi-ship expeditions. During the S U G E X  I expedition in May- 
June 1990, sorne striking features were observed in the distributions of ammonium and nitrite 
during the ten crossings (five by R/V Argos and five by RN Oceania) of the Skagerrak at the 
G section, the only section where ammonium was measured (Danielssen et al., 1991). Both 
ammonium and nitrite showed pronounced maxima in the deep water along +e slopes of the 
Skagerrak, on the Danish side as well as along the Norwegian coast. Maximum 
concentrations of both these nutrients were found at depth, either in the same water masses 
or ammonium maxima were found closer to the coasts than the nitrite maxirna. Elevated 
concentrations of ammonium and nitrate were also found in patches near the pycnocline at 
20-40 m in the central and northern part of the section. Nitrate appeared at its highest 
concentrations in the central and deep part, in the ridge of older "stagnant" water described 
by Danielssen et al. (1991; 1992), in which ammonium and nitrite concentrations were 
comparatively low. These features prevailed during the five weeks expedition, and also 
during the shorter expedition SKAGEX 11, which lasted for one week in September the same 
year. The third cmise in January 1991, SKAGEX 111, showed a different picture, probably 
due to winter conditions and low biological activity. There were no pronounced maxirna of 
either amrnoniurn or nitrite in the water flowing in from the west, and nitrate was present all 
through the water colurnn. Contrary to other seasons, a nitrate minimum was observed in the 
ndge of older water where ammonium and nitrite were comparatively high (Fonselius, 1993). 
In order to explain the distributions of ammonium and nitrite in the Skagerrak as observed in 
1990, measurements of the nitrification potential (W) was included in the SKAGEX IV 
expedition in May 1991. The NP was measured at the E and G sections (Fig. lb in Danielssen 
et al., 1991). Another aim was to investigate the usefulness of NP for elucidating the history 
of the water masses in the Skagerrak, othenvise not easily distinguished by conservative 
parameters due to the vigorous mixing of incoming and older "stagnant" water of like 
salinities. 
Sanipling and basic a~ydsograptay 
The data from transects E, F, G and W (Fig. lb  in Danielssen et al. 19911, that rhis work are 
based upon, were collected during three days, 14-16 May 1991, onboard the Swedish RIV 
Argos. Samples were taken at a total of 48 stations, 
Water samples were collected in 1.8 1 water samplers (TPN, Hydro-Bios) mounted on a wire 
and taken at the standard depths selected for the entire SKAGEX expenment. Temperature 
for calculating density was read from reversing themometers. Salinity was measured 
manually with a Minisal 2100 Salinometer (AGE Instruments Inc., Canada) and calibrated 
against standard seawater (Ocean Scientific, England). 
Inorganic nitrogen species and oxygen 
A computer-controlled ALPKEM RFA/2 analpica1 system was employed for nihite and 
nitrate measurements onboard the ship, essentially according to Whitledge et al. (1986). 
Ammonium was detemiined manually according to the indophenol blue method (Koroleff, 
1983). Oxygen was measured by Winkler titration as described by Grasshoff (1983). 
Nitsification Potential 
Samples for NP were taken at sections E and G from the hydrography casts at the depths 
indicated in Fig. 2 and 4. The water was collected in amber 0.5 1 medicine bottles with plastic 
screw caps which were irnrnediately placed in water baths at in situ temperature. After a few 
hours, l~~-amrnonium was added to a final concentration of approximately 9 pM (expected 
to be saturating for the bacteria). Udabelled nitrate was added to final concentrations of at 
least 5 PM. The bottles were then åncubated for approximately 13 hours after which time 100 
ml aliquots were taken for 1fN-nitrate determinations. Nitrate was reduced to nitrite which 
was captured into an azo dye according to Schell (1978). Upora return to the Iand-based 
laboratory, the azo dye was transferred qumtia~vely to a glass fibre filter and purified 
(Enoksson, 1993). The further treatment of the filter for detemination of 1 5 ~ ~ ~ ~  by 
emission spectrometry was described by Kristiansen & Paasche (1982). When calculating the 
amounts of 15~-nitrate + l5~-nitrite that had been produced, correction was made for the 
contamination with unlabelled nitrogen (ca 0.1 pm01 per filter), which was detemined with 
surface and deep water from the Kattegat (May 1991). Aliquots for ammonium, nimte and 
nitrate determinations (Technicon AAZI automalyzer) were taken from the incubation bottles 
before and after ammonium and nitrate additions and at the end of the incubation. The 
detection limit for NP was approximated to 2 m o l  I-Id-I- 
In Figures 1-4, the distributions of density (sigrna-t), nitiite (NO2-), nitrate (NO,-) and 
ammonium (NH4C) are presented. In Egs. 2 and 4, showing the G and E sections (the two 
sections where W was measmd), also distributions of oxygen sahiration are illustrated. 
Density: 
The area was covered by a iayer of low density,water due to influence from outflowing 
brackish Baltic Sea and Norwegian coastal water. This was most pronounced in the inner 
parts of the Skagerrak as illustrated by its sharp pycnocline near Denmark (Fig. 4). Figs 1-4 
illustrate a core of high density water on the southern slope stretching all the way from the 
North Sea border (Fig. 1, section H) to the inner part of the Skagerrak (Fig. 4, section E). 
According to the classification made by Danielssen et al. (1991), this water-came from the 
Atlantic Ocean and from the central part of the North Sea. The flow turned to the north along 
the Swedish coast and subsequendy returned to the west along the Norwegian cost. On its 
way, it was entrained by the suuounding water as indicated by the sigma-t values at depth in 
the inner part of the Skagerrak, sections F and E, which were higher than at sections H and 
G. Close to the Norwegian coast, an upwelling of dense water was eaking place at the H and 
G sections. 
Ammonium: 
ahe  density and the ammonium plots have certain things in common. At all four sections, 
nium concentrations coincidedlvith the density maxirna along the Danish 
slope; in the outer parts of the Skagenak at depths below 30 m, in the inner parts below 100 
m. This is consistent with high onåum concentrations in the entering AdanticDIorth Sea 
water, but along its path to the hner parts of the Skagerrak and along the Norwegian coast 
the ammonium maxima became less pronounced. Relatively high concentrations also 
appeared in the lowest part of the photic zone or just below it, at 20-50 m depth, in the 
central part of the Skagenak, where also the pycnocline was positioned. 
Nitrite: 
The nitrite distributions in the idowing Atlantic water showed maxima that seerned to be 
assasiated with the ammonium maåma, although closer to the centre of the Skagerrak. At 
section H, nitrite was highest at station H7, whereas ammonium was highest at station H8. 
Likewise, nihite was highest at station G6 and ammonium at G7 etc. The conditions on the 
Norwegian side were more difficult to interpret, both parameters showing elevated 
concenbrations jn about the same water masses. Also, there was a layer in the lower part of, 
and just k low,  the photic zone which was rich in bo& ammonium and nitrite. 
Nitrate: 
The nitrate pattern was different from rhose of other nitrogen species. The highest 
concentrations appeared in the ridge of old "stagnant" water (50 to 100 m and down to the 
bottom) stretching from the North Sea through the deepest central part to the north-east part 
of the Skagerrak as descnbed by Danielssen et al. (1991; 1992). Elevated nitrata 
concentrations were also found in the area where upwelling was observed close to the 
Norwegian coast at sections H and G. 
Oxy gen: 
The oxygen supersaturated (>100%) surface layer generally coincided with the water mass 
that had a sigma-t vdue of <27 and a nitrate concentration of c4 pm01 1-1 (Figures 2 and 4). 
The infiowing Atlantic/North Sea water, which stretched down to the deepest parts of the 
Skagerrak on the Danish side, also showed relatively high saturation values. On the other 
hand, the water with the lowest oxygen saturation values was found in the upper parts of the 
/ 
ridge of older "stagnant" water. 
Nitrification potential 
The nitrification potential ranged between O and 60 nmol l-Id-l. At the Danish side of the G- 
section Fig. 2, stations 6-12), there was no NP in the upper 15 m and rates were low in 
almost all samples down to the bottom (stations 7-12), even at 125 m at station 7. Exceptions 
were, however, somewhat elevated rates at station 9. Low, but clearly detectable NP rates 
were found near the surface (5m) at the Norwegian side, in the nitrate-rich upwelling water. 
There was a thick layer with insignificant NP rates on the Danish side also at the E-section 
(Fig. 4), reaching down to 40 m at the two inner stations. Upwelling was not evident at the 
E-section and NP rates were low or undetectable in almost all sarnples from O to 20 m. Near- 
surface NP was detected at stations 5 and 9, however, both of which showed elevated 
salinities. 
Below the photic zone, NP maxirna were found at both sections. Maximum rates were 
measured at 30-75 m at the E-section and at 30-100 m at the G-section. The vertical 
fluctuations of NP near the photic zone reflected to some extent the salinity but there was a 
more obvious connection to oxygen saturation; high saturation values excluding NP. The NP 
maximum was found below the maxirna of ammonium and nitrite. This layer contained about 
8 ~rnol-lof nitrate, still higher nitrate concentrations, however, appearing at greater depths. 
At the G-section (Fig. 2), there was a lateral maximum at station 6 with NP rates higher than 
30 nmol l-ld-l. This was significantly different from the rates of 4-7 nrnol l-Id-l at similar 
depths at station 7 where the highest ammonium concentrations and the highest salinities 
were found. In the bottom water sarnple from the deepest station, the NP rate was even 
higher. NP rates were lower than 30 nmol l-Id-l in both the deep "stagnant" Skagerrak water 
and in the outflowing water along the Norwegian coast. A vertical rnaxirnum at station 6 
appeared in water with low or moderate ammonium concentrations, with high or maxirnum 
nitrite concentrations, and with high but not maximum nitrate concentrations. The negative 
correlation between NP and oxygen saturation was evident. In general, at oxygen saturation 
values of >94%, the NP was <20 nmol l-ld-l, while oxygen saturation values of 4 2 %  
coincided with NP values of >40 nmol l-Id-i- 
Rates of NP were much higher at the E-section (Fig. 4), in general >30 nmol l-Id-l, and the 
distribution was more complicated. The negative correlation with oxygen saturation was, 
however, simiiar to that found at the G section, except for the deep water along the 
Norwegian coast, where both oxygen saturation and NP rates were high. Two smali maxima 
in NP rates were measured at stations 8 and 10 on each side of a local nih-atepaximum. This 
/ ' 
indicates that a portion of the old water in the ridge had been cut off from the ridge and 
pushed southward by the intruding Atlanticmorth Sea water. Significantly lower rates, 20-40 
nmol l-Id-1, predominated at stations 7-4, where the water charactenstics resembled those of 
the "stagnant" ridge water. In the northemmost portion of the deep water, higher NP rates 
were again obtained. As for the G-section, maxirna in NP rates appeared where ammonium 
concentrations were low or moderate, where nitrite concentrations were high (although rarely 
at maxirnum) and where nitrate concentrations were high but not the highest. 
- 
DISCUSSION 
The rates of nitrification potential (NP) in Skagerrak were within the ranges of NP and in situ 
nitrification rates in various pelagic waters (Ward 1986, Enoksson 1986, Miazaki e t al. 1973) 
but less than in the deep water of Kattegat (Enoksson et al, 1990). 
The pycnocline constitutes a zone of mixing in which, at least during the productive seasons, 
nitrite maxima are often found. Possibly, this is because nitrite oxidisers are more severely 
inhibited than ammonium oxidisers (e.g. by light) causing the accumulation of nitrite in the 
rnixing layer. Slightiy higher up, both types of bactena are inhibited, and ammonium 
accumulates. Deeper down, the ammonium, which is formed when planktonic aigae are 
degraded, will not only be oxidised to nitrite but als0 further to nitrate. These phenomena, 
which have been observed in various oceans (Ward, 1986; Olson, 1981a; b), explain the 
depth distribution of ammonium, nitrite, nitrate and NP rates that were observed below the 
photic zone. 
a were obsemed dso at great depek, but these were verllcally or 
Gagonally oråented. We here give a sirnple explmation for these maxiiria 
ni~såte as weIl as maximum rates of NI? in waters where none of the three, 
and n i~a te ,  was at its peak. Saiinities were also Lntemediate where NP was at its muimum 
and it is postullated that, as discussed for the m a associated wisb the photic zone, the NP 
a were fomed in the g zone between uiRovMng Atlan~cmoeSl Sea water and the 
"stagnmt" ridge water. The e g  of waters continued, and when the outnowing water was 
obsemed after its turn in eastern Skagerrak (north part of section E, Fig. 4), high NF" rates 
and ni$-ate concenaations still prevailed, 
h the older water in the ridge, nitriflcation had proceeded to the point when ammonium has 
become låmiting and the bacteria have decreased in numbers and/or activity. In the inflowing 
water, nitd3ers were more or less ~ m a n e n t l y  inhibited bue nium was abundant. The 
densities (sigma-t) differed only slightdy between the two water masses and @e high current 
/ 
rates facilitated the nixing where they met. In the mu<ing zone, the prerequisåtes for 
nitnfication were available, both the nifrifying bacteria and the ammonium. Nitrite 
accumulated during the initial period and, therefore, high nitrite concenmtions were found in 
recently fomed rnixtures of inflowing and old ridge water. There were examples where all 
thee m ~ m a ,  ammonium, nitrite and NP ima, were spalidly separated, but probably the 
distance berneen stations was mostly too large to demonstsate segapation between the nitrite 
any. The present data suggest that Rinite m a are good indicators of 
between Mowing AtdanticmorLh Sea water and older central Skagerrak 
water. It dso appears to show the approximate location of m NP" rates. This needs, 
however, to be confirmed for other seasons, especially in the winter, 
Tkhe orgmåc material is the source of onium, but W is not expected to $e high in water 
with high organic nitrogen because &is is associated with light via primary prodisction even 
more closely than ammonium. Also, the lowest concenmtions of organic N is not expected 
to suppost active nitr5cation because nninerdization and nium replenåshmene has then 
ceased. ][n het,  the highest NIP rates were generally found wkere the concentsations of 
orgmic N were in the range of 5-8 pmol l-l (not shown) which excludes both the photic zone 
(> 8 ~ r n o l l - ~ )  and the stagnant deep water (<5 pmol 1-I ). 
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Fig. 1. 
Isoplete diagram showing density (sigma-t, above left), nitrate (NO), p o l  1-1, above right), 
ammonium (qf, pm01 1-1, below left) and nitrite (NO;, pm01 l-', below right) along the H 
section from Tyboron in Denmark (left) to Lindesnes in Norway (right). 

Fig. 3. 
Isoplete diagrams showing density (sigrna-t, above left), nitrate (NO<, pm01 1-1, above right), 
ammonium (NE-&+, pm01 1-1, below left) and nimte (NO2-, pm01 1-1, below right) along the F 
section from Hirtshals in Denmark (left) to Torungen in Norway (right). 
Fig. 4. 
Isoplete diagrams showing density (sigma-t, above left), nitrate (NO3-, pm01 1-1, above 
centre), oxygen saturation value (%, above right), ammonium (NH4', pm01 l-*, k l o w  left) 
and nitrite (NO;, pm01 1-1, below centre) and nitrification potential (NP, nmol l-Id-l, k l o w  
right) along the E section from Skagen in Denmark (left) to Jomfruland in Norway (right). 
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The SKAGEX expenment, during which data were collected simultaneously from a large number of 
ships and from all parts of the Skagerrak, included intercomparisons on nutrient measurements and 
CTD data as an important part. In the middle of the SKAGEX T expeditions, in June 1990, an 
extensive intercornparison exercise was arranged, where three chemical parameters were selected for 
the intercomparison; ninate, phosphate and silicate. 
During the SRAGEX TV period, the intercomparison was arranged through exchange of water 
samples any time two ships met at sea. The parametcrs covered by these intercompairisons were 
nitrate, nitrite, phosphate and silicate. 
SKAGEX T 
All ships reporting chemical data during the SKAGEX I experiment participated in the exercise 
which took place in Arendal, Norway, in the middle of the five weeks cruise period. A total of 
thirteen ships participated in the intercomparison, which was arranged in a way which as much as 
possible resembles a normal situation during field work. The samples were collected onboard G.O. 
Sars the day before arrival in Arendal at six stations along one of the SKAGEX transects and at 
standard depths. Subsamples were distributed arnong the different ships and irnrnediately analyzed. 
The samples were treated by the various chemists according to normal procedures during the entire 
SKAGEX I cruise. 
SKAGEX IV 
A total of six ships participated in the SKAGEX IV experiment in May 1991. As Argos was one of 
the ships covering the whole Skagerrak area, a rendez-vous was arranged with four of the other 
ships (d except A. Tiselius) at one of the standard stations where the cruise tracs crossed each 
other. Water sarnples collected onboard Argos were split for analysis on both of the two ships 
involved immediately after sampling, and the analytical procedures followed the individual routines 
of each ship. Also, whenever an opportunity occurred, the other ships exchanged water samples with 
G.M. Dannevig for comparison of nutrient results. Thereby all ships involved in SKAGEX IV were 
intercompared, either with Argos or with G.M. Dannevig. 
RESULTS 
SKAGEX I 
The performance of the SKAGEX I exercise, all the data and preliminary conclusions have been 
presented in an earlier report (Føyn, L., ICES, C.M. 1990/C:44, 1990). A further treatment of the 
results from the intercomparison was discussed within the chemical subgroup of the ICES Study 
Group on SKAGEX during its meeting in Gdynia, Poland, November 4-8, 1991. The inspection of 
the data led to the following conclusions: 
a) Most of the vessels exhibit a reasonably good precision in their measurements over a large 
concentration range. In nearly all cases linear regressions with coefficients of determination >0.95 
permit the correction of the individual measurements with respect to the median of the 
intercomparison. 
b) The preparation of standards and the quality of water used for reagents may have caused certain 
deviations between ships noticed in the exercise. As some of the reagents are freshly prepared every 
or every second day, it is impossible to say if correlation factors calculated on the basis of the 
intercomparison would be valid over the SKAGEX I period (certainly not over the entire SKAGEX 
year). 
c) Any application of correction factors means that new errors will be introduced. 
d) The users of the data are encouraged to apply other statistical methods directly on the field data in 
order to assess the quality of them, and thereafter normalize the data for the purpose of their own 
interest. 
Based on the arguments mentioned above it was decided that: 
1. No data sets, that might be regarded as outliers, should be excluded from the data bank. 
2. No correction factors should be applied to the SKAGEX data stored in the ICES data bank. 
3. For those who want to use the data for a synoptic view of the conditions in the Skagerrak during 
SKAGEX I, despite the decisions under 1. and 2. above, correIation of the data to the median of the 
intercomparison, and thereby means for normalization of data, should be made available to the chief 
scientists and the ICES Data Center. 
NOTE: It should be underlined that the field data from the first pari of the S m C E X  I experiment 
reported by Lev Titov were analyzed by the chemist from G.M. Dannevig. This means that the 
intercomparison results from G.M. Dannevig should be used in evaluating the Lev Titov data from 
the first part of SKAGEX I and not the Lev Titov intercomparison results. 
SKAGEX IV 
In the SKAGEX IV exercise, only individual intercomparisons between two ships at a time are 
meaningful due to the fact that different sets of samples were used in each case. For those who 
intend to make a synoptic view of the Skagerrak area, the nutrient concentrations might be 
normalized to one scale by adjusting the data to the measurements made by Argos, the ship which 
participated in comparisons with all but one ship, A. Tiselius. Further information was obtained by 
the intercomparison between G.M. Dannevig and three of the ships. Thereby all the ships were 
directly or indirectly intercompared. 
PROCEDURES APPLIED FOR CORRELATION OF DATA 
In the SKAGEX I intercomparison, each nument detemination was correlated to the median of all 
reported data for that analyte in the same water sample. The median was chosen as the estimated 
true value in order to elirninate biases from possible outliers. The results of the correlations are 
presented in the plots in Fig. 1 (nitrate), Fig. 2 (phosphate) and Fig. 3 (silicate), one plot for each 
parameter and each ship. The linear correlation lines applied to the data are also shown in the plots 
together with their slope (a) and intercept (b) values together with coefficients of determination (r2). 
Furthermore, all the slopes, intercepts and coefficients of determination are listed in Tables I, 11 and 
111, for nitrate, phosphate and silicate, respectively. 
The way the axes are onented with the individual (dependant) data on the vertical and the median 
(independant) values on the horizontal axes, the intabpretation of the correlation will be as follows: 
Both a and b are together a measure of the accuracy of the measurements. 
a is the slope of the line obtained through comparison of the ship in question with the estimated true 
value, and should ideally be 1 .Om. Any other value of a means a deviation in the determinations 
which is proportional to the concentration as, for example, when the stock standard solution has not 
been properly prepared. 
b is the deviation, from the origin, of the intercept along the vertical axis. The value of b is the 
laboratory's blank value at zero concentration. It could depend on impurities in the reagents or the 
water from the pure water supply used for preparation of standards and reagents. If mixed standards 
are used, it could also be an impurity in one of the standard compounds, other than the one used for 
the quantification of this parameter. If b is negative, which might happen when a flow-through 
cuvette, e.g. in an autoanalyzer, is used, the reason is usually contamination of the wash solution. 
To compensate for these deviations, firstly, all determinations should be reduced by h and, secondly, 
the rest should be divided by a. 
In other words, the correction is made according to the following formula 
where Ccon is the corrected and Cmea is the measured concentration. 
The coefficient of determination, r2, is a rneasure of the precision of the determination, all the way 
from sampling to the analytical measurement. It tells how much of the total variation of the 
measurements is due to the correlation (100r2 %), the rest is attributed to random variation and 
other causes. The highest and ideal value is 1 .Om. The square root, r, the coefficient of correlation, 
has also an ideal value of 1.000, and (1 - r) describes the degree of variation of the data points 
around the correlation line in about the same way as a relative standard deviation does for a mean 
value. 
The data from SKAGEX IV have to be treated slightly different. The results presented in Fig. 4 
(nitrate), Fig. 5 (nitrite), Fig. 6 (phosphate) and Fig. 7 (silicate) and the Tables 4-7 will, if treated the 
same way as described for the SKAGEX I exercise above, normalize the measurements . - to a scale 
represented by the Argos data. Figures 8-10 as well as Tables 8-10 show the inter'comparison results 
between ships others than Argos, and give complementary information on nitrate, phosphate and 
silicate intercomparisons. 
As A. Tiselila in the SKAGEX IV exercise did not intercompare directly with Argos but with G.M. 
Dannevig the data will have to be treated with great care. Even if it is possible to adjust the data to 
an "Argos scale" by a two step procedure, it should be kept in muld that the uncertainties introduced 
will increase, represented by the accuracy (a and b) and precision (r2) values. 
FINAL REMARKS 
The expenences of the exercise and the problems encountered in the interpretation of the results 
have led to a strong recornmendation for future experiments involving several separate laboratories. 
An intercomparison of nument deterrninations, like the one described here, should be followed by a 
proper intercalibration of the techniques employed by the different laboratories. A mutual exchange 
of reagents and standards followed by a fine-tuning of the methodologies and analytical instruments 
before the field experirnent commenced could have made any correction of data unnecessary. 
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Figure 1: NITRATE, SKAGEX I 
Each point represents an individual ship's measurement of nitrate (vertical axis) plotted 
against the median (horizontal axis) of all reported determinations of the same water sample. 
The correlation line is drawn and the equation is given together with the coefficient of 
determination. 
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Figure 1: Cont. 
Table I: NITRATE, SKAGEX I. Quantities for correction of nitrate determinarions. The slope 
(a), the intercept (b) and the coefficient of determination (r') for each ship (for procedures, 
see text). 
S hip Slope (a ) Intercept (b ) Coeff.(?) 
A. VErMER 
G. O. SARS 
HYDROMET 
ARGOS 
PROF. SIEDLECKI 
OCEANIA 
A. V. HUMBOLT 
T. BRAARUD 
SVAMC 
LEV TITOV 
G. M. DANNEVIG 
A. TISELrnS 
G. THORSON 
MEDIAN 
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Figure 2: PHOSPHATE, SKAGEX I 
Each point represents an individual ship's measurernent of phosphate (vemcal axis) plotted 
against the median (horizontal axis) of all reported detenninations of the same water sample. 
The correlation line is drawn and the equation is given together with the coefficient of 
detennination. 
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Fi,aure 2: Cont. 
Table 11: PHOSPHATE, SKAGEX I. Quantities for correction of phosphate deteminations. 
The slope (a), the intercept (b) and the coefficient of determination (9) for each ship (for 
procedures, see text). 
S hip Slope (a ) Intercept (b ) Coeff. (r') 
A. VEIMER 
G. O. SARS 
HYDROMET 
ARGOS 
PROF. SEDLECKI 
OCEANIA 
A. V. HUMBOLT 
T. BRAARUD 
SVAWC 
LEV TITOV 
G. M. DANNEVIG 
A. TISELIUS 
G. THORSON 
MEDIAN MEDIAN 
MEDIAN MEDIAN 
MEDIAN MEDIAN 
Figure 3: SILICATE, SKAGEX I 
Each point represents an individual ship's measurement of silicate (vertical axis) plotted 
against the median (horizontal axis) of all reported determinations of the same water sample. 
The correlation line is drawn and the equation is given together with the coefficient of 
determination. 
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Table III: SILICATE, SKAGEX I. Quantities for coirestion of silisaee determinations. The 
slope (a), the intercept (b) and the coefficient of determinition (9) for each ship (for 
procedures, see text). 
S hip 
G. O. SARS 
HYDROMET 
ARGOS 
PROF. SIEDLECKI 
OCEANW 
A. V. HU3lBOLT 
SVAMC 
LEV TITOV 
G. M. DANNEVIG 
A. TISELNS 
G. THORSON 
Slope (a ) Intercept (b ) 
Table N: NITRATE, compaxison with Argos, SKAGEX IV. Quantities for normalization of 
nitrate determinations to an "Argos scale". The slope (a), the intercept (b) and the coefficient 
of determination (12) for each ship (for procedures, see text). 
S hip Slope (a) Intercep t (b) Coeff, (P) 
G.M. DANNEVIG 1.140 0.132 0.986 
J. HJORT 0.975 0.059 - 0.99 1 
OCEANIA 0.99 1 -0.08 1 0.999 
LEV TITOV 0.974 0.1 16 0.990 
Table V: NITRITE, comparison with Argos, SKAGEX IV. Quantities for normalization of 
nimte determinations to an "Argos scale". The slope (a), the intercept (b) and the coefficient 
of determination (12) for each ship (for procedures, see text). 
S hip Slope (a) Intercept (b) Coeff. (P) 
G.M. DANNEVIG 0.954 0.008 0.985 
J. HJORT 0.796 -0.017 0.801 
OCEANIA 0.994 -0.007 0.93 1 
LEV TITOV 1.019 -0.020 0.854 
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Figure 4: NITRATE, comparison with Argos, SKAGEX IV 
Each point represents an individual ship's measurement of nitrate (vertical axis) plotted 
against the Argos measurement (horizontal axis) of the same water sample taken at the 
rendez-vous arranged between two. The correlation line is drawn and the equation is given 
together with the coefficient of determination. 
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Figure 5: NITRITE, comparison with Argos, SKAGEX IV 
Each point represents an individual ship's measurernent of nimte (vertical axis) plotted against 
the Argos measurement (horizontal axis) of the same water sample taken at the rendez-vous 
arranged between two. The correlation line is drawn and the equation is given together with 
the coefficient of determination. 
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Figure 6: PHOSPHATE, cornparison with Argos, SKAGEX IV 
Each point represents an individual ship's measurement of phosphate (vertical axis) piotted 
against the Argos measurement (horizontal axis) of the same water sample taken at the 
rendez-vous arranged between two. The correlation line is drawn and the equation is given 
together with the coefficient of determination. 
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Figure 7: SILICATE, comparison with Argos, SKAGEX IV 
Each point represents an individual ship's measurement of silicate (vertical axis) plotted 
against the Argos messurement (horizontal axis) of the same water sample taken at the 
rendez-vous arranged between the two. The comlation line is drawn and the equation is given 
together with the coefficient of determination. 
Table VI: PHOSPHATE, comparison with Argos, SKAGEX TV. Quantities for normalization 
of phosphate determinations to an "Argos scaie". The slope (a), the intercept (b) and the 
coefficient of detemination (9) for each ship (for procedures, see text). 
S hip Slope (a) Intercep t (b) Coeff, (9) 
G.M. DANNEVIG 1.184 0.009 0.974 
J. HJORT 1.084 0.016 0.967 
OCEANIA 0.976 -0.003 0.994 
LEV TITOV 0.81 1 0.050 0,948 
Table VII: SILICATE, comparison with Argos, SKAGEX IV, Quantities for normalization of 
silicate determinations to an "Argos scale". The slope (a), the intercept (b) and the coeficient 
of determination (?) for each ship (for procedures, see text). 
S hip Slope (a) Intercept (b) Coeff. (?) 
G.M. DANNEVIG 0.975 -0.419 0.914 
J. HJORT 1 .O1 8 0.202 0.954 
OCEANIA 1 .O67 -0.443 0.996 
LEV TITOV 1 .O04 0.956 0.933 
Figure 8: NITRATE, comparison between other ships than Argos during SKAGEX IV 
Each point represents the comparison between two ships' measurements of nitrate in the same 
water sample taken at the rendez-vous arranged between the two. The correlation line is 
drawn and the equation is given together with the coefficient of determination. 
Figure 9: PHOSPHATE, comparison between other ships than Argos during SKAGEX IV 
Each point represents the comparison between two ships' measurements of phosphate in the 
same water sample taken at the rendez-vous arranged between the mo. The conelation line is 
drawn and the equation is given together with the coefficient of determination. 
Table VIII: NITRATE, comparison between ships others than Argos during SKAGEX IV. 
Quantities for comparison of nitrate determinations. The slope (a), the intercept (b) and the 
coefficient of determination (9) for each ship (for procedures, see text). 
S hip Slope (a) Intercept (b) Coeff. (?) 
J. HJORT 1.018 -0.093 0.995 
LEV TITOV 0.743 0.403 0.752 
A. TISELIUS 0.708 0.700 0.867 
Table E: PHOSPHATE, comparison between ships others than Argos during SKAGEX IV. 
Quantities for cornparison of phosphate determinations. The slope (a), the intercept (b) and the 
coefficient of determination ( f )  for each ship (for procedures, see text). 
S hip Slope (a) Intercept (b) Coeff. (?) 
J. HJORT 1.010 0.053 0,896 
LEV TITOV 0.756 0.030 0.925 
A. TISELIUS 1.156 -0.054 0.979 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  
G.M. DANNEVIG 
F i g m  10: SILICATE, comparison between orher ships than Argos during SICAGEX TV 
Each point represents the comparison between two ships' measurements of silicate in the same 
water sample taken at the rendez-vous arranged between the two. The conelation line is 
drawn and the equation is given together wirh the coefficient of determination. 
Table X: SILICATE, comparison between ships others than Argos during SKAGEX IV. 
Quantities for comparison of silicate determinations. The slope (a), the intercept (b) and the 
coefficient of determination (r') for each ship (for procedures, see text), 
S hip Slope (a) In tercep t (b) Coeff. (Y )  
J. HJORT 
LEV TITOV 
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Abstract 
The nutrient measurements by the RN ARGOS during the SKAGEX 111 expedition in January 
199 1 are demonstrated with examples of the results from the 18th January at the transect G. The 
possible reasons for the difference between the distribution of nitrogen nutrients during suinmer 
and winter conditions are discussed. 
Workinp area and methods 
The SKAGEX program, the different water masses and the working area with the sections 
worked, are described in Danielssen et al. 1991. The methods used on board the ARGOS are 
described in Enoksson et al. 1993. 
Results 
The third SKAGEX expedition, SKAGEX 111, was carried out in January 1991. The R/V 
ARGOS worked the G section three times. The nutrient conditions during the winter season 
differed fron1 the summer conditions. Hardly any primary production occurred and the nutrient 
concentrations were comparatively high in the surface water. Figs 1 and 2 show the salinity and 
teinperature distribution at section G January 18. An inflow from the North Sea of wanner water 
witli high salinity is evident at stations 7 and 8. At stations 3 and 4, deep water seems to be 
flowing out from the Skagerrak at 100-300 n1 depth. 
In contrast to the summer observations (SKAGEX 1 in May-June and SKAGEX I1 in September 
1990, Danielssen et al. 1991) the winter situation was quite opposite. The nitrate distribution 
showed a minimum in the central part at station 5 below the halocline, froin 100 m depth and 
exteilding down to 200 m. Closer to the bottoin of the Norwegian Trench the nitrate 
concentration, however, was high (Fig. 3). On the other liand, the core of the inflowing water had 
a high nitrate concentration and this was true also for the outflowing deep water. The differences 
betweeil suinmer and winter observations regarding nitrate were also apparent in the distributions 
of nitrite and ainmonia. The lowest nitrite values (Fig. 4) were found in the inflowing water at 
stations 7-8, an increasing gradient was found towards the nitrate miniinuin, which coincided with 
the nitrite inaximum, and again a minimum was found in the outflowing water at station 3. The 
aininonia distribution (Fig. 5) showed minimum values at stations 6 and 7 in the inflowing water 
and at station 3 in the outflowing water. Also aininonia had a maxiinurn at the nitrate miniintim. A 
coinparison with the results of section F, which were carried out by the RIV DANNEVIG the 
same day showed that the nitrate miniinum was much smaller there, indicating that it did not 
extend iniich fai-ther in to the Skagerrak (personal discussion with D. Danielssen). The nitrate 
ininiinum at station 5 did not have any corresponding phosphate or silicate ininiinuin. On the 
contrary tliese parameters showed somewhat elevated values at this station (Figs 6 aiid 7). In the 
bottoin water of the Skagerrak the concentration of nitrate, phosphate and silicate was high and in 
the J~itland Coastal Water and in the Norwegian Coastal Current all niitrient showed high 
concentrations. 
Discussion 
The water with low nitrate coiitent may have originated from the North Sea, where it was at the 
surface d~rriilg the aritrrmn and therefore had lost inost of its nitrate. The water which flowed ill to 
the Skagerrak in January had a high nitrate concentration and very low concentrations of nitrite 
and ammonia, which is normal for winter surface conditions in the North Sea (Reid et al. 1988). 
During the winter the North Sea water is well inixed down to the bottom (Brockinann et al. 
1988). 
The high concentratioi~s of aininonia and nitrite found in the central Skagerrak deep water d~iriilg 
SKAGEX I11 indicate that degradation of organic material is (or has been) taking place, biit which 
might have been inhibited by lack of nitrifyiiig bacteria. The potential for nitrification was 
measured in a large amount of water samples from the E and G transects during the SKAGEX TV 
expedition (Enoksson et al. 1992). The results from tliose measureinents support the hypothesis 
on the inhibited nitrification in the central Skagerrak during the winter expedition. At the nitrate 
ininiinum at station 5 the phosphate and silicate showed elevated concentrations, which also 
supports the theory on inhibited nitrification. 
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ABSTRACT 
An important part of SKAGEX 1990 was the nutrient intercalibration, 
which was performed to sirnulate ordinary work at sea. 44 water 
samples of 0,5 liter were delivered to each of the 13 participating 
research vessels in Arendal harbour the morning of June 6th. The 
samples were sarnpled during the 5th of June when RIV "G. O. Sars" was 
working the t4 transect of SKAG EX. The participants should present 
their results before noon June 7th. From the preliminary results of the 
treatment of the reported data, it is demonstrated that most of the 
nutrient data determined during SKAGEX may be used for the purpose of 
SKAGEX 
INTRODUCTION 
In the ICES multiship study of the Skagerrak in rnay - june 1990, the Skagerrak 
experiment - SKAGEX - (C, Res. 1989/4:1), rneasurernents of nutrients played an 
important part in the synoptic survey. The Study Group on SKAGEX, (C.Res. 1989/2:28), in 
discussion of the nutrient measurementc, expressed the need for an intercalibration between 
the participating chips during the field work. Although the results from the ICES nutrient 
intercalibration, where mast of the participating laboratories had taken part, were 
promising, the Study Group felt that there rnay be clearly differences in the perforrnance of 
chemical measurements during a well organized analytical scheme at a stable platform in a 
land-based laboratory and in a shipboard laboratory working under lime pressure. The 
intercalibration during SKAGEX was decided to be performed as close to normal shipboard 
operations as possible and was taking place in the harbor of Arendal 6th - 7th of June 1990. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The Skagerrak experiment is presented in the "Report of the Study Group on SKAGEX", C.M. 
1990/C:31, and the various transects worked are presented in Fig. 1. The norwegian 
research vessel "G.O. Sars" wvered the western part of the area and the transect H ( Fig. 2) 
from Lindesnes on the norwegian mast to Tyborøen at the west mast of Jutland. 15 
hydrographical stations were worked in the H transect, numbered from 1 to 15 starting at 
the norwegian coast. Stations 1, 5, 7, 8, 11 and 15 were chosen for water sampling for the 
intercalibrations. The stations represented the various water-masses to be found in most of 
the transects worked during SKAGEX. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 presents the salinity and temperature 
of the transect H the day of the calibration sampling. 
Water was sampled from the standard depths, 0, 5, 10, 20, 30, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 
200 meters and 285 m as the deepest. Two 5 liter Niskin bottles were closed at each 
sampling depth and the water from each depth were transferred to 10 1 mixing and storage 
polyethylene cans with taps for easy transfer to the sub-samples. 
Sub-samples, 44 in all for each participating ship, were tapped into 0,5 1 polyethylene 
bottles marked with station number and depth, and then stored under coverage on a semi- 
open deck space. Of the participating SKAGEX ships, 13 were equipped for on board nutrient 
analyses and took part in the intercalibration in Arendal. 
The sampling of the water for the intercalibration was done on the last crossing, starting at 
midnight from Tyborøn St. H 15 the 5th of June and ending at Lindesnes, St. H 1 at 1500 
hours the same day. After docking in Arendal in the morning of the 6th of June the sub- 
samples for the participating ships were delivered on board at each ship. CTD data from the 
sampled stations and forms for plotting and reporting the data were also presented to the 
participants at the delivery of the samples. 
The participating ships were asked to report the results before noon on the 7th of June. The 
results were then briefly presented and discussed at the following scientific discussion of 
the experiences after the half-run SKAGEX. 
One set of sub-samples were analyzed as part of the ordinary nutrient measurement after 
sampling on board "G.O. Sars" and the results are reported as G.O. Sars, a, in table 1. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
All the reported data are presented in table 1. The participants were asked to report their 
results both as vertical station plots and plotted with drawn iso-lines for the whole 
transect, and in tables as well. At the brief discussion in Arendal the vertical plots from the 
participants were wpied for "overhead" projection and the plots from the various stations 
and parameters were presented. The similarity of the profiles was promising. Fig. 5, 6 and 
7 presents the combined results from the parti~ipating ships of the values of nitrate, 
phosphate and silicate in water from St. H 1. 
The figures 5 to 7 show that most of the participating ships are performing within 
reasonably good agreement. Some ships fall clearly out of the pattern and indicate analytical 
problems. This is most pronounced for silicate, but both for phosphate and nitrate there are 
also some analytical disturbances. 
By looking at all the vertical profiles, the ships that do not perform according to the average 
pattern, can be removed before further calculations are done. This subjective method is 
certainly an easy way out, but in a preliminary treatment of the data it may well be 
justified. 
Based on the remaining ships the average values are calculated. Each ship may then be 
plotted against the average value and the corresponding regression line calculated. This give 
a possibility to recalculate the various ships values according to the average values from the 
intercalibration. Examples of these plots are presented figs. 8, 9 and 10. For some ships the 
analytical performance on some of the nutrients indicate that their results on these 
parameters should not be used in SKAGEX. 
The storage of the water for more than 24 hours without any conservation chemicals added, 
was considered as a possible problem. But, since the aim of the intercalibration exercise 
was to establish the relationship between the values from the participating ships, it was 
assumed that the water samples would behave more or less the same in all the bottles and 
therefor possible changes in the nutrient content due to biological activity could be ignored. 
As mentioned above one set of sarnples was analyzed during the sampling on board "G.O. 
Sars". Figs. 11, 12 and 13 presents the iwo "G.O. Sars" set of nutrients values. Both for 
nitrate and silicate there is a good correlation between the values from the iwo separate set 
of analyses, and there are almost negligeable differences in the values from the iwo set of 
samples. "G.O. Sarsm,a, was analyzed as part of the routine work when working the transect 
and "G.O. Sars", b, as part of the intercalibration exercise. 
Our analytical performance on phosphate determinations on board "G.O. Sars" the day of the 
sampling was unfortunately not satisfactorily as is clearly shown in fig. 12. During the 
intercalibration, however, out auto-analyzer seemed to have behaved well. As it is the 
values from the first set of samples, i.e. no storage, that are not consistent, there is reason 
to conclude that for the phosphate as weil, there may have been only negligeable changes due 
to the storage. 
Although there is a need for statistical work on the data from the intercalibration, the 
results so far strongly indicate that for the purpose of the SKAGEX most of the nutrient 
values determined during the synoptic surveys are comparable after adjustments according 
to a specific correction factor for each ship. 
The SKAGEX intercalibration exercise have  als^ demonstrated that this type of exercise 
should be conducted whenever more ships are working in the same area. This exercise has 
also clearly demonstrated the need for a common nutrient standard. Most of the discrepancy 
between the various ships seems to be due to slight differences in the standards that are 
used. 
CONCLUSION 
The SKAGEX intercalibration exercise; 
- confirms that most of the nutrient data determined during SKAGEX can be used for the 
purpose of SKAGEX. 
- demonstrates the need for a common nutrient standard. 
- indicates a necessary caution in the use of nutrient data as absolute figures. 
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Fig. 11 
Fig. 12 
Nitrate values from WV "G.O. Sars", a values determined on board during the 
sampling, b values determind during the intercalibration in Arendal. 
Phosphate values from R N  "G.O. Sars", a values determined on board during 
the sampling, b values determined during the intercalibration in Arendal. 
Fig. 13 Silicate values from R N  "G.O. Sars", a values determined on board during the 
sampling, b values determined during the intercalibration in Arendal. 
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ABSTRACT 
The annual distribution of and variation in nitrate concentrations during the period 1980 to 
1992 along the Danish west coast and in the northem Kattegat have been exarnined and 
compared. Transport of nitrate brought about by the Jutland Coastal Current (ICC) along the 
Danish west coast from the eastem North Sea into the northem Kattegat seems to occur 
sporadically during the winter and early spring months. However, such events do not seem to 
occur every year. Quantification of the actual transport of nutrients into the Kattegat via the 
JCC is not possible until the relative transport of water by the JCC and the open North Sea into 
the Kattegat has been determined. 
INTRODUCTION 
During the last decade, considerable attention has been directed towards hypoxia/anoxia events 
in the bottom waters of the Kattegat. Eutrophication from anthropogenic sources (and the 
resulting increase in primary production and decay of organic material into the bottom layers) is 
believed to be the cause of the increased frequency and distribution of these events (Ærtebjerg, 
1987). 
The declining trend in bottom layer oxygen concentrations and the increasing trend in nutrient 
concentrations in the Kattegat have been described by Andersson & Rydberg (1988) and Olsen 
(1990). In connection with efforts to reduce nutrient input (eutrophication), a number of mass 
balances of nutrient inputs into the Kattegat have been constructed (i.e. Richardson and 
Ærtebjerg, 1991). However, there is still considerable uncertainty conceming the relative 
importance of the various sources. 
Nitrogen loading during the last decade from adjacent rivers into the coastal waters of the 
southeastem North Sea has been high (Gerlach 1990). This is reflected, for exarnple, in the 
increase in winter nitrate concentrations found at the Helgoland Reede (1962-1984) in the 
German Bight (Berg and Radach, 1985). Therefore, a good deal of interest has been focussed 
on the Jutland Coastal Current (JCC) as a potential source advecting nutrient rich continental 
coastai waters from the German Bight along the Danish west coast and into the Kattegat. The 
recordings of nitrate rkh water volumes aiong the Danish coast in the Skagerrak by Danielssen 
and Dahl (1992) may dso  support this expectation. However, the JCC is not continuous but 
rather induced primarily by south- to westernly winds (Pedersen et al., 1987, Kristensen 
1991). This means that within a short period (ca. 1 month), the JCC exhibits a continous as 
well as an intempted pattern. While intempted, its western boundary often expands into the 
open North Sea at the bend of the Danish west coast south of Hanstholm (see Figure 1). While 
intempted, the fate of such a "pool" of JCC water can become mixed up and diluted by the 
nutrient poorer North Sea water or, due to biological activity, the available nutrients are 
reduced by uptake and fixation into organic materials. However, if the duration of intermption 
is short, one can expect such a "pool" to continue quite unaffected into the Skagerrak and, 
ultimatly, reach the Kattegat. The purpose of this study was to investigate the role of the JCC 
in transporting nutrients from the German Bight into the Kattegat. 
In order to quantitatively assess the importance of the JCC in advecting nutrients into the 
Kattegat, knowledge about the magnitude and origin of the water volumes entering the northern 
Kattegat is needed. In a study of the hydrographic conditions in the Skagerrak, Danielssen et 
al. (199 1) identified six different water volumes constituting a very complicated hydrographic 
pattern within the Skagerrak. As yet, these hydrographic patterns are poorly understood and a 
satisfactory description and quantification of the water volumes in these components is still 
lacking. This would necessitate to operate with the simplification that two incoming water 
volumes are potential contributors to the renewal of the Kattegat bottom waters. These two 
water volumes have their origin in coastal waters along the Danish west coast am$ water from 
the North Sea. 
As no quantification of the relative magnitude of these two water components is available, our 
approach has concentrated on an examination of the chemical characteristics of the relevant 
water masses. The idea was that in order to be able to follow JCC waters into the Kattegat, 
their chemical cornposition should differ significantly from the coincident incoming water mass 
from the North Sea. In particular, the concentration of nutrients should exceed those found in 
the incoming North Sea water if any effect of nutrient input into the Kattegat from the JCC 
should be identified. 
Nitrogen has most often been identified as the limiting macronutrient for phytoplankton 
production in the Kattegat (i. e. Richardson & Ærtebjerg, 1991). The dominant inorganic form 
of nitrogen, and that for which sufficient data exist to enable an analysis such as the present to 
be carried out, is nitrate. In addition, nitrate is the dominant nutrient in the JCC. 
Therefore, in an attempt to elucidate the JCC's rolein transporting nitrogen into the Kattegat, 
this investigation has been limited to examining nitrate concentrations. The approach focusses 
on the annual patterns in nitrate distribution in the relevant water volumes located outside and 
inside the northern Kattegat. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The annual distributions of nitrate concentrations in three regions aiong the Danish west coast 
and in one region in the northern Kattegat were examined. The available data within each 
region covers the entire region, thus, sampIings were not restricted to a single station. In order 
to identify eventual sirnilarities and differences between the adjoining regions, an interregional 
comparison of the selected region's annua1 distribution of nitrate was made. 
The positions of the selected regions are shown in Figure 1 and their characteristics are as 
follow s: 
Data. 
For the present investigation, we have received data from several monitoring authorities and 
from the data base of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES). These 
data sources are listed in the following survey: ! *' L ' 
The Eastern North Sea 
As the data material origin from several different monitoring authorities, rninor uncertainties in 
the material as a whole will be inevitable. - 
The relevant water masses upon which has been focussed and followed through these regions 
are as follows: 
a) - water of salinity <34 psu. along the Danish west 
coast, referred to as the JCC. 
b) - North Sea (water of salinity >34 psu.). 
The choice of the salinity criteria (c34 psu. regarding the JCC component and c34 psu. 
regarding the North Sea cornponent) is in agreement with those used by Danielssen et al. 
(1991). Having chosen a depth interval of 100-150 meters, the North Sea component must be 
expected to be comprised mostly of Atlantic water. 
RESULTS 
The annual variations in nitrate concentrations in the coastal region off Hirtshals and in the 
German Bight during the period 1980-1992 are shown in Figure 2. The data material from the 
German Bight was mostly sampled at Helgoland Reede. Therefore, the distribution of nitrate 
concentrations show large fluctuations due to different positions (relative to Helgoland Reede) 
of the front separating coastal and offshore water masses. Although the seasonal patterns in 
nitrate concentrations are similar for both regions, very different patterns in the detailed 
distributions of nitrate concentrations in the Seman Bight and off Hirtshals ernerge, It is 
important, thus, to note that not all peaks in nitrate concentrations in the Geman Bight are 
followed by peaks in concentrations off Hirtshals. For example, the peaks in nitrate concentra- 
tions often found in the German Bight during M m h  are not reflected in peaks off Hirtshals. 
Another apparent difference between the GstffbuGons in the nitrate concentrations is that nitrate 
concentrations in the German Bight have increased during the 1980s, while this increase seems 
not to be relected in the data material off Hirtshals. The m u a l  variations in nitrate concentra- 
tion in the coastal region off Hirtshals and in the Norwegian Trench during the period 1980- 
1992 are shown in Figure 3. The nitrate concentrations in the coastd water off ~ s h a l s  show 
seasonal variations, which seldom significantly exceed the concentrations found in the North 
Sea component (i.e. The Norwegian Trench). When this occurs it is only during the months of 
winter and early spring in 198 1, 1989,1990 and 1992. 
Figure 4 relates nitrate concentration and salinity for the coastal region off Hirtshals during the 
period 1980- 1992. Two important observations can be made from this figure: 
1) - nitrate concentration exceeding 10 pm01 1-1 appear oniy during the months of 
winter and early spring and in relatively low salinity water ~ 3 3 . 5  psu. 
2) - water of relatively high salinity (>34.0 psu.), generally, carries nitrate concentra- 
tions below i0 yrnol l-1 during all monhs. 
/ ' 
Figure 5 shows the annud variations in nitrate concentration in the bottom waters of the 
northem Kattegat and in the coastal region off Hirtshals during the period 1980-1992. 
For the northern Kattegat, the period from which data were available stops by the end of 199 1. 
It is worth noting that in both water volumes, a seasonal signal can be observed. During the 
months of winter and early spring, the signal in peaks of nitrate concentrations off Hirtshals are 
followed by signais in the northem Kattegat. However, coinsidences of high nitrate concentra- 
tions (>>lOprnoll-l) in the water volumes of both regions only occurs in 1981 and 1989. In 
figure 6, the variations in nitrate concentrations in the bottom water in the northern Kattegat are 
illustrated together with the concentrations found in the deep water of the Norwegian Trench. 
During the winter and early spring in 1981, 1982, 1987 and 1989, the nitrate concentrations in 
the northern Kattegat exceeded the concentrations found in the Norwegian Trench. A seasonal 
cycle is observed in nitrate concentrations in the nosthern Kattegat bottorn water but not in the 
deeper water of the Norwegian Trench. During summer months the nitrate concentrations in the 
northern Kattegat are always found to be below the concentrations found in the Norwegian 
Trench. Nitrate concentrations shown as a function of salinity (bottorn water) in the northern 
Kattegat during the 1980s are shown in Figure 7. 
Generally, nitrate concentrations above 10 pm01 1-1 are found during the winter and early 
spring. These are usually reIated to salinities within the range of 3 1 to 34 psu. Figure 8 shows 
the annuai variations in nitrate concentration in the bottom water of the northern Kattegat during 
the period 1972-1990. It is clear Chat events where the nitrate concentration exceeds 10 prnol l-1 
occur in the last ten years of the period. These "peaks" in nitrate concentration are generaily 
found during the winter and early spring. 
DISCUSSION 
Although a thorough understanding of nutrient transpoct into the Kattegat and the turnover in 
this region is still lacking, it is assumed that the recorded increase in frequency and intensity of 
anoxia and hypoxia in these waters during the 1980s is related to an increased eutrophication 
(Ertebjerg, 1987). 
Before remedial actions to reverse this eutrophication can be undertaken, it is important to 
identify which of the potential nutrient sources into the Kattegat have increased during the last 
20-30 years. The North Sea provides the Kattegat with approximately 50 % of its annual 
nitrogen input (Anon., 1991a). Thus, any changes in nutrient transport via the North Sea can 
potentially be of great importance to the nutrient budget of the Kattegat. 
However, the North Sea's input into the Kattegat via Skagerrak must, for simplicity, be 
considered as being composed of two components, "The North Sea" and "The Jutland Coastal 
Current (JCC)". A number of studies (Le. Pedersen et al., 1988 ; Jacobsen and Richardson, 
1990; fistensen, 1991; Poulsen, 1991) have demonstrated that the relative distributions of the 
water masses belonging to these different components are very much under the influence of the 
wind speed and direction. Thus, under some conditions (especially those with a prevailing 
south/southwest wind), the JCC can extend into the Skagerrak and its waters potentially be 
transported into the Kattegat. Under other wind conditions, the extension of the JCC is such 
that it is unlikely to affect transport of nutrients into the Kattegat. This was resently reported by 
Danielssen et al. (1997) who demonstrated that during periods of strong north westerly winds, 
extensions of Norwegian coastal surface water masses (salinity <30 psu.) could cross the 
Skagerrak and reach the Danish coast south of Hanstholm (see Figure l), This event resulted in 
an interrupted pattern of the JCC and, thus, would indicate that a salinity criterium of S c34 
psu. in water volumes along the Danish west coast is not allways sufficient in order to identify 
the present of the JCC in this region. 
There is no evidence of a major change in nutrient concentrations in the open Nmth Sea. In 
addition, it seems intuitively unlikely that major changes in nutrient concentrations in the North 
Sea would have occurred as a result of anthropogenic activities. It is, however, well known 
that significant increases in nutrients have occurred in European coastal waters (Gerlach, 
1990). Thus, if a major increase in nitrate input via the North Sea into the Kattegat has 
occurred, it is reasonable to expect it to have done so through the JCC. 
Unfortunately, it is not yet possible to quantify the amounts of North Sea water entering the 
SkagentiklKattegat from the two respective components (i.e. "The Jutland Coastal Current" 
and "The open North Sea"). Until the actual transport from these sources is known, it will not 
be possible to quantify the JCC's role in transporting nutrients into the Kattegat. 
This study has shown that the concentrations of nitrate observed along the northern Danish 
coast, in waters which correspond with respect to salinity to the JCC, are considerably lower 
than those observed in the German Bight. This is, of course, a function of both dilution and 
biological activity (See Pedersen et al., 1988; ~ensen et al., 1983; Danielssen & Dahl, 1992). 
The seasonal patterns in the distribution in the concentrations of nitrate found in coastal waters 
off the north Danish coast (Hirtshals) are similar to those observed in the German Bight (see 
Figure 2). This is to be expected as in such coastal waters, the nitrate concentrations vary 
inversely with the annual primary production cycle. Some of the high concentrations observed 
off Hirtshals may be explained by transport of nitrate from the German Bight along the coast. 
If such peaks are related, then a transport time of about 1-3 months is indicated. This is in 
agreement with hydrographic estimates for transport in this region (Kristensen, 1991). 
However, it is not possible to see all of the peaks in nitrate concentration observed in the 
German Bight reflected in the nitrate distributions off Hirtshals. In particular, the large peak in 
nitrate concentrations observed annually in the German Bight during the month of March does 
not seem to affect nitrate concentrations in the coastal region off Hirtshals during the following 
period. It is also important to note that, while there appears to be an increase in the nitrate 
concentration found in the German Bight during the 1980s (confirmed in Anon., 199 1b) there 
does not, with the exception of 1989, seem to be a comparable increase off Hirtshals. High 
freshwater runoff from the River Elbe into the German Bight in 1987-1988 (see Gerlach, 
1990) should be considered in order to explain the increase in nitrate concentrations in this 
region. However, such an increase cannot be identified in the data material for the region off 
Hirtshals. Thus, where there are similarities between the patterns of nitrate distribution in the 
German Bight and the Skagerrak, it seems clear that the potential contribution of the JCC to 
transport of nutrients into the Kattegat cannot be evaiuated only by considering the amounts of 
nutrients entering the German Bight. 
The seasonal patterns in the distributions of nitrate concentrations in the coastal region off 
Hirtshals and in the bottom water of the Kattegat (Figure 5) resemble each other much more 
closely than those of the German Bight and off Hirtshals (Figure 2). The seasonal troughs and 
peaks in the nitrate concentrations argue for an immediate past history as "surface" water for 
the bottom in the northern Kattegat. "Surface" water in this case is used to refer to the euphotic 
zone, in contrast, for exarnple, to the deeper waters of the Norwegian Trench, where nitrate 
concentrations remain more or less constant throughout the year at about 10 pm01 1-1 (Figure 
3). The similarity in the distributions off Hirtshals and in the bottom water of the northern 
Kattegat may also argue for waters entering the northern Kattegat having had an immediate past 
history off Hirtshals. If this is the case, the time delay in the appearence of peaks in nitrate con- 
centration off Hirtshals and in the northern Kattegat may be explained by the duration of 
transport. Support for this argument can be found in Figure 4 and Figure 7 which illustrate that 
the high nitrate concentrations in both regions are related to salinities in the same range (3 1 to 
34 psu.). 
Assuming that the inflow from the North Sea into the Kattegat ultimately originates from either 
the northern North Sea or the JCC, then the JCC is only of interest as a potential carrier of 
excess nitrate into the Kattegat in periods in which nitrate concentrations exceed'rhose in the 
northern North Sea. Figure 3 shows that the greatest concentrations of nitrate in the JCC off 
Hirtshals occur in the months of winter and early spring. Thus, the available data material 
indicates, that it is reasonable to expect the greatest potential contribution by the JCC to nutrient 
transport into the Kattegat to occur during winter and early spring. This is also a reasonable 
assumption given that biological fixation of nutrients on organic form will be at a minimum 
during the months of winter and early spring (i.e. the period before onset of the phytoplankton 
bloom). 
Given the concentration of nitrate in the deeper waters of the Norwegian Trench (approx. 10 
pm01 1-1, see Figure 3) and winter concentrations of nitrate in surface waters of the northern 
North Sea during Jan/Feb in the 1980s (8-10 pm01 1-1, Nielsen and Richardson, 1989, and 
Jan/Feb data taken from the ICES databank 1984-1989), we have arbitrarily chosen to regard 
concentrations exceeding 10 prnol l-1 nitrate in JCC water during the months of winter and 
early spring as representing periods in which the JCC can be of potential importance as an 
"unusual" or "excess" nitrate carrier into the Kattegat. 
The data presented here (Figure 3) indicate that such winter and early spring peaks in nitrate 
concentration can be observed in JCC water during the 1980s (198 1,1989,1990 and 1992). It 
must be noted, however, that due to the sporadic nature of these events, the sarnpling is 
difficult. Thus, peaks can have occurred which are not (or not completely) reflected in the data 
set. The most drarnatic peak is observed in 1989. This peak can be followed into the bottom 
waters of the northern Kattegat. Indeed, Ærtebjerg (1990) has reported that it was possible to 
follow JCC water with high nitrate concentrations into the bottom water of the southern 
Kattegat in 1989. With respect to this event, winds during the winter and early spring 1989 
were unusually dominated by south/southwesterly winds (Sehested-Hansen et al., 1990) 
which give the JCC the greatest potential of reaching the SkagerrakKattegat (Poulsen, 1991). 
Ærtebjerg notes (pers. comm.) that despite yearly monitoring since 1974, this 1989 event was 
the first unequivical indication of a major nitrate transport from the JCC into the Kattegat that 
has been observed. Longterm data series and covering the period from 1972-1992 for nitrate 
concentration in the bottom waters (Salinity >3 1 psu.) of the northern Kattegat (Figure 8) 
indicate that major nitrate transport events from the North Sea into the Kattegat may also have 
occured in 1981 and 1982. 
In summary, the chemlcal data presented here suggest &at the JCC bas the potential to 
transport exceptional amounts of nilrate into the Kattegat during winter and exly spring 
months, but that such transport onfy occurs sporadicalfy. This sporadic emsport into the 
Kattegat is most likely a function of the wind selup md need not necessarily occu in ail years. 
In order to quantifj the effect of &ese exceptional JCC inflow everats on the total nitrogen 
budget of the Kattegat and, thus, to evaluate the potential contnlbution of the JCC to oxygen 
depletion in the southern Kattegat, it will be necessq to quantify the actual water transport in 
these events and determine how often they occur. It is, however, already possible to determine 
that there is no simple cause and effect relationship between years in which a transport of 
nitrate from the JCC into the Kattegat can potentially be identified and the severitylextention of 
hypoxidanoxia in the Kattegat. 
Hypoxia/anoxia events in the southern Kattegat and Belt Seas have occurred in a number of 
years in which no large transport of nitrate from the JCC into the Kattegat can be traced. By 
contrast, in 1989, when there is good evidence of an exceptional transport event of nitrate from 
the JCC into the Kattegat, the intensity and extension of oxygen depletion was less than in, for 
example, 1986 and 1987 (Anon., 1990). Nowever, the lesser intensive oxygen depletion in 
1989 must also be seen as a result of relatively low local freshwater and nutrient input into the 
Kattegat from Danish and Swedish sources. 
' r  
However, considerable research effort is still required to elucidate the contribution of the 
Jutland Coastal Current to the nutrient transport into the Kattegat and the potentid role of this 
nutrient in the observed oxygen depletion events. 
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Figure 1 
Map showing the selected regions. 1: German Bight, 2: The coastal region off Hirtshals, 3: 
The Norwegian Trench, 4: The northem Kattegat. 
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Figure 2 
The solid line shows the mean nitrate concentration (prno1 l-') from the coastal region off 
Hirtshals (di.: 0-30 n., salinity < 34 psu.), while the dotted shows the m m  concentrations 
in the German Bight (di .  : 0-15 m., salinity < 33 psu.) in the penod 1980-1992. 
Year 
Figure 3 
Mean nitrate concentrations @mol 1.') from the coastal region off Hirtshals (solid line, d i . :  
0-30 m., salinity < 34 psu.). The dotted line represents mean nitrate concentrations from the 
Norwegian Trench (d.i. : 100-150 m.). The perid is 1980-1992. 
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Figure 4 
Nitrate concentrations &mol l-') versus salinity @su.) in the period 1980-1992 from the 
coastal region off Hirtshals, (depth > 30 m.). 
Holbw circels with dot represent the months: December, . . ,March, - while dots represent the 
remaining months. 
Year 
Figure 5 
Mean nitrate concentrations @mol l-') from the northem Kattegat are shown by the solid line 
(d i .  : 25-50 m., d i t y  > 3 1 psu.), while the dotted line represents mean nitrate concentra- 
tions from the coastal region off Hirtshals (di . :  0-30 m., salinity < 34 psu.). Period: 1980- 
1992. 
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Figure 6 
Mean nitrate concentrations (pm01 l") from the northern Kattegat (solid line, d.i. : 25-50 m., 
saiinity > 31 psu.). The dotted line represents mean nitrate concentrations from the 
Norwegian Trench (d.i. : 100-150 m.). Period: 1980-1992. 
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Figure 7 
Nitrate concentrations @mol L.') versus salinity @su.) in the period 1980-1992 from the 
northem 'Kattegat, (Depth > 25 m.). 
Hoiiow circels with dot represent the months: Dccember,. . ,March, - while dots represent the 
remaining months. 
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ABSTRACT 
More than 250 profiles of chlorophyll fluorescence have been measured with a 
submersible fluorometer during SKAGEX 1, 2 and 4, in May-June 1990 and 1991 
and in September 1990. In the Skagerrak, the difference between the profiles 
measured during several hours at stations few miles apart could be comparable 
with the difference of profiles measured at one and the same place in May and 
September. Mixing and intrutions of alien waters contributed greatly to strong 
variability of chlorophyll at local scales. In the Kattegat, the intersection of a 
temperature front with a chlorophyll front-like structure was observed in May 
1990. The local accumulations of chlorophyll under the seasonal thermocline 
have been found in the northwestern Kattegat in May 1990 and in the 
northeastein Kattegat in May 1991. These phenomena indicate deep algal blooms 
and bias the distribution of total chloropXyl1 over the strait. The estimates of 
correlation between surface and total chlorophyll or chlorophyll at greater depth 
have proved that successful remote sensing of chlorophyll is possible only for 
the upper 5-10 m of the straits. 
INTRODUCTION 
The international experiment SKAGEX has been conducted in 1990-1991 
intending to study synoptic variability of physical, chemical and biological 
processes in the straits of the Skagerrak and Kattegat. Great attention was paid to 
determination of chlorophyll distribution. The main results have been obtained 
in the series of synchronous multiship observations at sections crossing the 
straits. We took part in the first stages of SKAGEX on board a small ship and 
could not follow the same scheme of observations in the open part of the straits 
because of weather dependence of our carrier. Therefore we collected data on 
events and phenomena that did not demand regular measurements at 
predefined places and time. The aim of the present work is to add some 
information on chlorophyll variability in the Skagerrak and the Kattegat which 
may be absent in the main data set collected during SKAGEX field activities. 
INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA PROCESSING 
The measurements have been carried out with the submersible multichannel 
fluorometer MZF (Karabashev and Khanaev, 1988). It measures separately in one 
and the same time the fluorescence of chlorophyll, fluorescence of dissolved 
organic matter (DOM), light scattering at fixed angle (turbidity), water 
temperature and hydrostatic pressure (depth of submersion). These quantities 
were logged 8 times per second by an on board computer. The profiles were 
averaged over 0.5 m thick layers. The intensities of fluorescence and scattering 
values were expressed in arbitrary units of linear scale, temperature and depth in 
"C and meters. 
The reproducibility error, E, for the fluorometer measurements was estimated in 
situ as the lower limit of data scattering about the average value when repeated 
observations were made in steady homogeneous water layers of the straits. 
Temperature errors were ET = k 0.03"C. The errors of fluorescence measurements 
were 4-6%. + Y  
The instrument was deployed at stations down to 250 m of depth during SKAGEX 
1 and 2 (May-June and September of 1990, research ship "Shelf') and to 60 m in 
SKAGEX 4 (May of 1991, research vessel "Lev Titov"). The stations position are 
shown in Fig. 1. The water sampling for chlorophyll was counted in SKAGEX 4 
just after deployment of fluorometer. The chlorophyll determinations have 
allowed to calculate the regression of chlorophyll on fluorescence and hence to 
convert the profiles of chlorophyll fluorescence to profiles of concentrations of 
chlorophyll. Applying the regression to data from SKAGEX 1 and 2 the possible 
error of chlorophyll determination with MZF fluorometer during SKAGEX 
exercises has been estimated. This error made up 0.4 mg m-3. 
RESULTS - 
Fig. 2 and 3 show seasonal variability of chlorophyll in the central and northern 
Skagerrak. The chlorophyll maxima scattered between 8-10 and 35-40 m depths 
both in May-June and in September. The shape of profiles drastically changed 
during survey even at neighbour stations (E3 - E4 in May, E7 - E8 in September). 
The seasonal mutations of the shape differed across the Skagerrak. For example, 
the spring and autumn profiles at station El were difficult to distinguish but they 
had nothing in common at st. E4. The profiles of complex shape were measured 
at several stations (E6 in May, E5 in September). The chlorophyll concentration 
was higher in September than in May below 50 m depth at half of the stations at 
section E. 
The mezoscale variability of the shape of the chlorophyll profiles in the area of 
the Jutland Current has been studied on 2nd of June, 1990 in the vicinity of st. E10 
and Ell.  Thirteen stations have been occupied during several hours. They were 
located 2-3 km apart along a line connecting these stations (the 1st section) and 
along another line parallel to the coast and coming through st. El1 (the 2nd 
section). The vertical gradient profiles of temperature have been computed and 
compared with corresponding profiles of chlorophyll. 
There was no significant variability of the shape of the profiles at the 2nd section. 
The profiles of chlorophyll and temperature changed concertedly at the 1st 
section (Fig. 4). The maximum of chlorophyll has disappeared at distance less 
than 2 km from st. E10 revealing variability comparable to that of profiles at 
neighbour stations at section E (Fig. 2 and 4). The temperature gradient profiles 
looked like mirror image of the chlorophyll profile except that the maxima of 
chlorophyll were several meters deeper than maxima of temperature gradient. 
This difference was common in open Skagerrak at Section D, E, F and is inherent 
to areas of the ocean with shallow thermocline. 
Three surveys at sections L, B, A, S in the Kattegat have been carried out in late 
May, early and mid June of 1990. They have shown the magnitude of chlorophyll 
variability and degree of stability of its vertical distribution over a 3 week period 
in the strait (Fig. 5-8). Almost all chlorophyll profiles had maxima at depths from 
8-10 to 20-25 m. There were near bottom maxima in some cases and profiles of 
complex shape were observed at western stations for section L and B. The 
variability of profile shape diminished southward for each survey' The profiles 
from the 1st survey were distinguished by greater amplitude and lesser thickness 
of their maxima. 
The same materials were used to map the horizontal distributions of chlorophyll 
and temperature at different depths in Kattegat. Kriging interpolation has been 
used. The maps were plotted for horizontal cross section of the strait in depth 
range from 3 to 35 m with vertical step of 2-3 m. The maps presented in Fig. 9-11 
account for the distributions in the upper mixed layer (depth 5 m), at the depth of 
the thermocline (15 m) and below (25 m). 
The temperature front oriented meridionally existed to the East of the island of 
Leseø during the 1st survey at all depths-(Fig. 9-11). The front separated colder 
waters in the southeast of Kattegat from the warmer waters in the northern 
Kattegat. At 5 m depth moderate amount of chlorophyll was almost evenly 
distributed increasing 1.5 fold beyond the front. A patch of colder water appeared 
at 15 m just north of the same island. Strong maximum of chlorophyll was 
attached to the patch (Fig. 10). The stripe of high chlorophyll concentration had 
stretched from the maximum to the southeast crossing the temperature front at 
an angle of 50-70". The chlorophyll concentration decreased across the stripe 
making it look like a "chlorophyll" front. 
The patch of cold water north of the island became greater and high chlorophyll 
concentration was localized around it at 25 m depth (Fig. 11). The content of 
chlorophyll was moderate and rather constant in the rest of the Kattegat at depth 
of 25 m. So the fronts crossed in a layer not more than 10-15 m thick. 
The 2nd survey was conducted after the surface water was warmed up several 
degrees. The pattern of the horizontal distribution of the temperature had 
changed at 5 m, but remained the same at 25m. There was nothing remarkable in 
chlorophyll diskibution at Li m depth in the 2nd survey. Two moderate maxima 
of chlorophyll not related to the extreme of temperabre were obsewed at depth 
of 15 m. The horizontal variability of chlorophyll at 25 m was poor and revealed 
no connection with the temperature variability in the 2nd survey or that of 
chlorophyll in the first one. 
The isotherms shaped as a "tongue" protruding southward may be seen at all 
depths in Fig. 9-11 for the 3d survey. The waters inside a "tongue" were colder 
than surromdings waters of Kattegat at 5 m and warmer at 15 and 25 m. The 
chlorophyll distribution at 5 m was flat having nothing in common with the 
temperature distribution. The minimum of chlorophyll, shaped like the 
temperature "tongue", was attached to the latter at 15 m. The weak minimum 
and weak maximum of chlorophyll coincided with westem and eastern borders 
of the temperature "tongue" at 25 m depth correspondingly. The temperature 
front separating colder waters near the Swedish coast in the southeast was present 
at 25 m during the entire SKAGEX I period. The position of the front varied from 
survey to survey but it did not effect on chlorophyll distribution at 25 m depth. 
The studies of the frontal zone initiated by Dr. Dybern were undertaken in May of 
1991 on board R/V "Lev Titov". It was expected that the studies yould allow to 
disclose characteristies of the boundary separating Baltic water from the waters of 
the straits. The area between sections C and B was chosen and 34 stations at 7 
sections were occupied during 2 days. These stations are marked with letters L, 
M, N in Fig. 1. The concentration of chlorophyll in the frontal zone (FZ) was 
mapped at different depths from 4 to 36 m for the 2 m vertical step of mapping. 
The total chlorophyll in the layer from 4 to 80 m has been computed for each 
station and the map of its distribution has been plotted in the same way as 
concentration at fixed depths. The total chlorophyll is a measure of its content 
under 1 square meter ofthe sea surface. The bottom countour was mapped, as 
well, using depth of bottom at stations L, M, N. 
Some results from FZ are presented in Fig. 12. There were no reproducible 
signature of an expected frontal bounitary in all the maps of chlorophyll 
distribution. The total chlorophyll varied from 70 to 90 mg m-2 without a clearly 
defined extreme in the north of FZ. A maximum exceeding 150 mg m-2 was 
found in the west of the central and southern parts of the FZ. The values less 
than 50 mg m-:! have been found in the south east. The largest chlorophyll 
concentrations at 5 m depth gravitated to the northeast. The chlorophyll 
increased eastward in the central and southern parts of FZ. The strong maximum 
above underwater valley in the south of FZ distinguished chlorophyll 
distribution at 20 m. 
The distributions of chlorophyll at sections Iimiting the frontal zone from west 
and east are given in Fig. 13. The eastem section above the continental slope 
reveals a single maximum at depth of the thermocline. Similar maximum is 
found in the western section. These maxtma are common. But the western 
section demonstrates extraordinary accumulation of chlorophyll occupying a 
layer from 25-30 m down to the bottom and extending 20-30 km southward from 
the centre. The layer of low chlorophyll at 20-25 m provides evidence that the 
deep accumulation of chlorophyll has no direct corupections to chlorophyll in the 
upper maximum. Obviously it was the deep cihlorophyll and not the chlorophyll 
in the upper maximum that determined the specific distribution of total 
chlorophyll in FZ. Seasonal and spoptic changes of total chlorophyll at section 
C are compared in Fig. 14. Both were not as strong offshore (st. C7-C9) as in the 
coastal area of Skagerrak (C2-64). The difference between consequent 
measurements were greater in May 1991 than in September 1990. Synoptic 
variations of total chlorophyll brned out to be comparable to that of the seasonal. 
Collected data were used to estimate covariability of surface chlorophyll with 
chlorophyll in deeper layers and with the total chlorophyll in layers from 3 to 40, 
3 to 60 and 3 to 80 m of depths. The data sets were formed according to different 
criteria (near shore - off shore, the Skagerrak only, the Kattegat only, spring, 
auturnn etc.). The amount of data pairs in a set was sufficient to secure 95% 
significance leve1 if the absolute valies of the correlation coefficient T>=0.7. It 
was found that correlation under study was poor in most cases and depended on 
criteria of data selection. The lack of connection between surface chlorophyll and 
the total chlorophyll or with the deep chlorophyll may be noticed -in the 
distribution presented above in many figures. 
* " '  
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DISCUSSION 
Striking diversity of the shape of chlorophyll profiles across the Skagerrak at 
section E (Fig. 2) provided evidence that local processes played a more important 
role in shaping the vertical distributions of chlorophyll than seasonal changes in 
the environment or the phytoplankton community at  the moment of 
observations. The smallest difference between spring and autumn profiles 
occurred at st. E l  and E2 in the Norwegian Coastal Current. These profiles had 
smoothed maxima. Probably it was due to intensive water mixing in the current 
of which the velocity field remained about the same in May and September. It 
may be assumed that strong vertical mixing at the offshore boundary of the 
Jutland Current had caused radical variations of chlorophyll and temperature 
profiles south of station E10 (Fig. 4). TheTe are no strong permanent current and 
vertical mixing in the active layer of the open Skagerrak and upwelling of water 
("doming") is here major dynamic factor of phytoplankton abundance and 
composition (Richardson, 1989; Fonselius, 1990). The spring profile of 
chlorophyll at st. E4 (Fig. 2) may be considered as an ultimate manifestation of the 
effect of "doming" on the vertical distribution of phytoplankton in the Skagerrak. 
It was established that the transition from intensive mixing in near shore waters 
to intensive "doming'" in the central Skagerrak is accompanied by a change from 
large to small size phytoplankton (Richardson, 1989). Taking into account this 
phenomenon and difference of shape of the profiles of chlorophyll by mixing 
without "doming" (st. El) and by "doming" without mixing (st. E4) one may 
assume that profiles of complex shape correspond to an intermediate situation 
when phytoplankton of different size accumulates at different depths at one and 
the same location regardless of season. 
The existence of subsurface maxima of chlorophyll inthe Kattegat was reported 
earlier and agrees with data of other SKACEX participants (Danielssen et al., 
1991). The southward decrease in variablliv of &e shape of chlorophyll profiles 
in the Kattegat illustrated in Fig. 5-8 is obviously due to Increasing homogenei9 
of hydrophysical conditions south of the transitional area behiveen the Skagerrak 
and the Kattegat. Higher variabiliv of the shape at sections L and B may be better 
understood taking into account horizontal distributions of chlorophyll in Fig. 9- 
Il together with the profiles in Fig. 5-8. 
The distributions from the first survey exhibit strong maximum of chlorophyll 
concentration centring at st. B5 and occupying the whole water column below 
thermocline from 20-25 m to the bottom (profiles B4-B6 in Fig. 6 and left map in 
Fig 11). At the same time there is an usual maximum in the themocline which 
spreads over a greater area (upper maximum at st. B5 in Fig. 6 and left map in 
Fig. 10). Just this maximum formed a front-like structure in the chlorophyll 
distribution. The maxima were separated from each other at some stations with 
low chlorophyll layer. This hints ona possible difference of phytoplankton 
composition in and below the thermocline. It was established (Danielssen et al., 
1991) that in May-June 1990 the upper peaks at stations B were dominated by 
diatoms and the lower ones by dinoflagellates. Attachment of deep chlorophyll 
maximum to a patch of colder water (Fig. 11, left) allows to suppose that there was 
local increase of nutrients which favoured development of dinoflqgellates below 
the thermocline in the end of May. Warmer water has been found at the same 
location during next survey when horizontal distributions of chlorophyll in the 
thermocline and deeper were almost flat (Fig. 10 and 11, centre). It supports our 
supposition that deep water phytoplankton bloom in the northwestern Kattegat 
was caused by patchiness of environmental parameters. 
There is a similarity between the vertical distributions of chlorophyll in the 
vicinity of the cold water patch at st. B4436 during first survey in May 1990 and 
the chlorophyll profiles above the western slope of the underwater valley in FZ 
in May 1991. Their common feature werea strong peak in the thermocline, low 
chlorophyll at 20-25 m depth and high evenly distributed chlorophyll at greater 
depths. These features were expressed more clearly in 3-2 (Fig. 13, west). 
According to chemical determinations dk ing  the SKAGEX 4 mission on board 
"Lev Titov", the nitrate concentrations was high exactly at the location and 
depths were the deep chlorophyll was observed. The findings of our SKAGEX 
missions show that blooms of phytoptankton occur sometimes in the Kattegat 
below the thermocline. Supposedly, the local increase of nutrient content in the 
water triggers the blooms which contribute greatly to estimates of total 
chlorophyll. 
The shape of a "'tongue" in the temperaiure field (Fig. 9-21, right) indicate 
instrusion of alien waters into the Kattegat before the beginning of the last 
survey. The "tongue" ternpts into conclusion that the branch of the Jutland 
Current intruded the Kattegat, the more so that deep penetration of this current 
in the strait is mentioned in recent reviews (Fonselius, 1990). However, the 
authors of the thorough analysic of water masses inthe SKAGEX area (Danilssen 
et. al., 1991) avoid thethe notion of Jutland surrent at all and infer that from 
June 3 to the beginning of third survey the flow along western coast of Denmark 
brought Southern North Sea Water (CNSW) into the Skagerrak. Xf so the 
"tongue" would be a mixture of SNAW and Surface Water (SW) from Skagerrak. 
The SNSW is several degrees coldes than SW but both waters are nutrient poor. 
It explains low chlorophyll content of intruding waters relative to intruded 
waters of the Kattegat and moderate temperature of water inside the "tongue". 
The fluorescence of DOM inside the "tongue" was as low as in distant parts of the 
open Skagerrak pointing out significant contribution of SNWS to intruding 
mixture of waters. 
Observation in May 1991 have given another example of influence of a current 
on synoptic chlorophyll variability. The phenomenon of "boiling water" is a 
reliable sea surface signature of a boundary between strong countercurrents 
(Fedorov and Ginsburg, 1992). This phenomenon has been noticed by an officer 
of the watch when "Lev Titov" sailed from stations C4 to C5 on 17th of May 1991. 
The distributions of water temperature and fluorescence of DOM measured 
together with chlorophyll at section C show that water properties have changed 
in opposite directions on both sides of the supposed boundary sinte 13 of May 
1991. It explains the difference of variations of total chlorophyll along the section 
C on 13th and on 17th of May presented in Fig. 14. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The results ofthe observations presented in this study confirm and clarify the 
connections between the variability of chlorophyll and water movements in the 
straits of the Skagerrak and the Kattegat. The results provide evidence that 
watermovements contribute to chlorophyll variability both at coarse and local 
scales in the straits, at least as much as sunlight, nutrients or other variable 
factors controlling development of phytoplankton. Therefor it is necessary to 
support chlorophyll measurements with the adequate observations of the water 
velocity field, otherwise this connections will remain difficult to quantify. 
The results return us to the well h o w n  problem of inadequacy of observations at 
stations in a rapidly changing marine environment. At the same time they warn 
that remote sensing of chlorophyll in the straits cannot solve the problem 
because 
1) only the surface layer a few meters thick can be remotely sensed; 
2) there is no reproducible covariability of the surface and the deep chlorophyll; 
3) deep chlorophyll contributes greatly to the total chlorophyll. 
The only solution seems to be the routine ernployment of a submersible 
instrumentation enabling continuous underway rneasurements of chlorophyll 
and sea water properties with space resolution of 101 m and the depth resolution 
of 1 m. 
The fruitful interaction with the international team of SKAGEX participants is 
gratefully acknowledged. We are aIso indebted to SKAGEX leader Dr. B. I. Dybern 
for his inspiring interest and support to this study. The study would not have 
been possible without the friendly assistance of masters and crewmen of the 
Russian research ship "Shelf" and research vessel "Lev Titov" from Lithuania. 
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Fig. 1. The positions of the stations occupied by fluorometer MZF in the straits of 
the Skagerrak and the Kattegat during SKAGEX 1,2 and 4. 
Fig. 2. The vertical distibutions of chlorophyll concentration, C, at stations of 
sections E in Skagerrak measured on 90.05.31 (solid) and 90.09.07 (dashed). 
Fig. 3. The vertical distributions of chlorophyll concentration, C, at stations of 
sections D in Skagerrak measured on 90.06.01 (solid) and 90.09.08 (dashed). 
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Fig. 4. The profiles of chlorophyll concentration, C, and vertical temperature 
gradient, Gt, measured on 90.06.02 at the track between stations E10 and El1 (in 
brackets - distance from st. E10. 
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Fig. 5. The profiles of the chlorophyll concentration, C, measured at section L on 
90.05,27,90.06.10 and 90.06.18. 
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Fig. 6. The profiles of the chlorophyll concentration, C, measured at section B on 
90.05.28,90.06.10 and 90.06.18. 
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Fig. 7. The profiles of the chlorophyll concentration, C, measured at section A on 
90.05.28,90.06.09 and 90.06.17, 
Fig. 8. The profiles of the chlorophyll concentration, C, measured at section S on 
90.05.27,90,06.09 and 90.06.17. 
Fig. 9. The distributions of the chlorophyll concentration, C, and water 
temperature, T, at depth of 5 m according to data from three surveys in the 
Kattegat. 
Fig. 10. The distributions of the chlorophyll concentration, C, and water 
temperature, T, at depth of 15 m according to data from three surveys in the 
Kattegat. 
Fig. 11. The distributions of the chlorophyll concentration, C, and water 
temperature, T, at depth of 25 m according to data from three surveys in the 
Kattegat. 
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Fig. 12. The distribution of the total chlorophyll, Ct, the chlorophyll 
concentration, C, and the depth of bottom, Z, in frontal zone according to 
measurements at stations L, M, N in SKAGEX 4. 
Fig. 13 The distributions of chlorophyll concentration, C mg m-i at the western 
and eastern lirnits of frontal zone. Broken line shows bottom contour. 
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Fig. 14. The variability of total chlorophyll, Ct, along the section C on different 
dates. Ct was computed for depth range of 4-60 m. 
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The general features of the variability of optical properties of sea water are known 
(Jerlov, 1976). But the amount of optical observations at sea is small and the 
diversity of factors effecting on optical properties of sea water is large. This raises 
hopes that the employment of a new technique even in a well studied area can 
help to discover an unknown phenomenon. This have been shown during 
three cycles of SKAGEX field activities in 1990-1991 when a multichannel 
subrnersible fluorometer (Karabashev, Khanaev, 1988) and a shipborne spectral 
transparency meter (Karabashev et al., 1987) have been used to collect data aboard 
the RV «Shelf» and «Lev Titov» in the Skagerrak and the Kattegat. The materials 
and methods of data collecting are described elsewhere in this volume. These 
data provided evidence that in some cases the fluorescence, turbidity or light 
attenuation in sea water behaved unusually. These cases are discussed in the 
present paper. 
1. The spectra of the light attenuation soefficient. 
A light beam is attenuated in sea water because of scattering by suspended 
particles and absorption by colored substances. the scattering-absorption relation 
varies in wide limits depending on water origin nevertheless attenuation 
spectrum of any water has the only minimum in the visible. On the red side of 
the minimum the attenuation rapidly increases with wave length of light due to 
absorption by «pure water» (Jerlov, 1976). on the opposite side the attenuation 
increases with decreasing wave length. The rate of increase is high when 
dissolved organic matter (DOM, or «Yellow substance» is abundant in sea water. 
Accumulation of particles (turbid water) yields «flat» spectra of light attenuation. 
As a rule the wave length dependence of light attenuation in sea water is 
structureless over the range from 300 to 450 nm (Jerlov, 1976). 
This rule was broken by the attenuation spectra measures on four water samples 
collected in the Skagerrak at 10 m depth at southern sections A and S (see 
Karabashev et.al., this volume) during SKAGEX I1 in September 1990 (Fig.1). The 
maxima at 315-335 nrn distinguished these spectra. We have not detected similar 
structures for water samples to the north of the sections A and S at depths from O 
to 250 m and at these sections but deeper than 10 m. Attenuation measurements 
in SKAGEX IV in May 1991 have not indicated the maxima in water samples 
from the Kattegat but the maxima have been detected in surface waters of the 
Baltic sea west of Bornholm. 
The same type of maxima have been measured earlier in filtered water samples 
from surface microlayer of the Atlantic ocean at low and moderate latitudes 
(Karabashev, Kuleshov, 1990). There is no mechanism of light scattering which 
results in attenuation maxima over the UV spectral range. We admit that some 
dissolved organic substance of natural origin causes the UV attenuation maxima 
in sea water, Connection of the maxima with the surface waters indicates that 
this substance may be «Younger» than the ~Yellow substance» causing 
background attenuation of UV light in the water. The location of waters 
exhibiting UV maxirna in the Kattegat hints on their Baltic origin. If so these 
maxima can be used to label baltic waters penetration the kattegat. 
2. Chlorophyll-turbidity relationship. 
The phytoplankton is a main source of light scattering particles in waters of the 
open ocean. If the depth of the seasonal pycnocline is less than 50-70 m the 
phytoplankton accumulates nearly at this depth and suspended particles from 
dead phytoplankton sink slowly because of density stratification of water column. 
In average the particles remain at the same depth as living phytoplankton. This 
results in similarity of the chlorophyll fluorescence and turbidity vertical profiles 
except that turbidity maximum is not as strong relative to its background as 
maximum of chlorophyll fluorescence (Karabashev, 1987). 
A different pattern has been observed at central stations for sections E and F 
during SKAGEX I (Fig. 2 and 3). Here moderate turbidity values were measured 
much deeper than corresponding values of chlorophyll fluorescence. The isoline 
of 75 arbitrary units clearly indicates a dive of moderate values for turbidity in 
Fig. 2 and 3. It is easy to see that chlorophyll accumulated below the thermocline 
in the middle of the Skagerrak and hence the source of light scattering particles 
was located in a layer where density of water did not change with depth. The 
particles were free to sink in this layer. The thermocline was deeper on both sides 
of the sections («doming» effect) and no anomalies in chlorophyll-turbidity 
relation occured here. Obviously location of a chlorophyll rnaximum is 
determined mainly by light energy and nutrients limiting phytoplankton growth. 
The first of the factors is independent from density or temperature of water. This 
provides relative stability of the depth of a chlorophyll maximum in spite of 
changing depth of a pycnocline due to «doming» specific to the Skagerrak. The 
similarity of turbidity distributions at sections E and F makes probable that a 
«ribbon» of more turbid water existed in the Skagerrak during SKAGEX I. The 
«ribbon» stretched along the axis of the strait being 50-60 m thick and several 
kilometers wide. If turbidity «ribbon» occures in the Skagerrak as regularly as 
«doming» one can assume that modern sediments along the axis of the 
Skagerrak differ from sediments on both sides of the latter because 
transformation of particles in sea water depends on their sinking rate. 
3. Chlorophyll maxima in aphotic layer. 
Recently chlorophyll maxima associated with viable phytoplankton have been 
discovered in the aphotic layer of the Baltic sea (Karabashev, Khanaev, 1991). The 
maxima of this kind in the straits have not been reported before. During 
SKAGEX I we have observed maximum of chlorophyll fluorescence at station D3 
at a depth of 200 m. It was several times brighter than the background 
fluorescence below or above this depth. The examples of similar maxima have 
been obtained in SKAGEX I1 at stations El-4 (Fig.4). A fine structure was abundant 
in near shore profiles during the first series of observations but it disappeared 
afterwards. A coarse structure of the maxima had common features at neighbour 
stations or at one and the same station in both series of measurements. These 
features indicate that the shape of aphotic maxima of chlorophyll fluorescence 
depended on water movements. At present it is difficult to explain the origin of 
the rnaxima and their role in biological productivity of the Skagerrak. 
4. Accurnulation of chlorophyll below therrnocline in the Kattegat. 
The chlorophyll profiles of a particular shape have been measured at several 
locations in the Kattegat during SKAGEX I and IV. The profiles have maxima in 
the thermocline as usual but below it chlorophyll fluorescence increased again 
from background leve1 to the values comparable with that of thermocline 
maximum. These values remained almost constant until sea bottom. The 
profiles of the kind have been discovered at western stations for section B during 
SKAGEX I and in the east of northern Kattegat during SKAGEX IV (Fig.5). 
Accumulation of chlorophyll between thermocline and the bottom is a local 
phenomenon indicating a possibility of deep water algal blooms in the Kattegat. 
In SKAGEX IV the bloom was associated with local maximum of nitrates. The 
minimum of chlorophyll at depth of 20-25 m provides evidence that there is no 
connection between such a bloom and chlorophyll in the upper maximum. The 
latter covers a deep water bloom that leads to underestimation of total 
chlorophyll by remote sensing or by insufficient water sampling. The 
accumulation of phytoplankton under the thermocline have als0 been observed 
by other participants of SKAGEX I at the western stations of section B (Danielssen 
et al., 1991). 
The results presented in the study are preliminary. It is necessary to quantify the 
effects and phenomena on the basis of further investigation. 
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Fig. 1. The spectra of light attenuation coefficient A for water samples collected 
at stationc of sections A and S in the Kattegat (September 1990) and in the 
south-western Baltic sea (May 1991). 
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Fig. 2. The distributions of Chlorophyll Concentration, Turbidity and 
Temperature of sea water for transect E in the Skagerrak observed during 
SKAGEX 1. 
Fig.3. The distributions of Chlorophyll Concentration, Turbidity and 
Temperature of sea water for transect F in the Skagerrak observed during 
SKAGEX i'. 
Fig. 4. The profiles of diforophyll concentration C at northern statiom of 
transect E in the Skagerrak in September 1990' 
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Fig. 5. The profiles of chlorophyll concentration C at stations L11, N1 and N2 
measured in May 1991. 
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ABSTRACT 
Zooplankton tempora1 variations in 0-10, 10-20 and 20-50 m Iayers were studied 
near the drifting buoy pfaced in the eastern part of Central Skagerrak from 10 to 
18 June 1990. The buoy ha$ a sail about 1 meter depth and served as a marker for 
the upper water layer movement. First week the buoy slowly rnoved in a low 
salinity lens towards the cape Skagen and h e n  was cauglst by the Jutland current 
and drifted with very high speed to the north parallel to the Swedish coast. In 
general zooplankton had a similar specific and age stages cornposition during the 
experiment. The dominant forms were calanoids, mainly I-seudocalanus, 
Paracalanus and Calanuc. In terms of biomass, calanoids Chaetognatha, 
gelatinous Appendicularia, and Cnidaria dominated inthe zooplankton. In the 
lens zooplankton was highly vertically stratified. Many forms and age stages 
strongly decreased in abundance below the pynocline near the 10 rn depth and 
below 20 m depth. Temporal variations in abundance depended mairily ore 
internal waves at the pycnoclåne. Changes in zooplankton between the lens of 
low salinity water and the Jutland current were relatively small end clearly 
expressed inthe surface layer. The dominant cogepods slightly Increased in their 
abundance with exception of nauplii and first copepodiks which numerisally 
drastieally decreased. It was suggested, %hat intensive qawning of Pseudocalanus 
and Calanus in/below low salinity water took plaee in the Central Ckagerrak. 
The similarity in zooplankton structure over the eastern Skagerrak during our 
experiment seemed to be a result of mobility of surface water, intensive mixture 
processes and low Baltåc sea influence. Organisms transporWwPth the parcels of 
low salinity water from central part of Skagerrak acsoss the frontal zone to .the 
Jutland current and then to the coastal area, seem to be a usual process* 
The first part of the large international multi-chig experlment in the Skagerrak 
area SKAGEX-1 was carried out In the perlod of May-fune 1990. The great 
number of data through the synoptic observatie~ns was callected (Dantelssen et 
al., 1992). The aims were to identify the different water masses and their origin, 
interrelations and variations over time as w e l  as chemical and biologica1 
processes dependent on water circulation, in par"clcuiar hasmful algal blooms. 
Zooplankton studies were made at same sbllgatory transects during the 
experiment by many ships and as a voluntary parameter in the central part of 
Skagerrak in June 10-18 caboard the RV "Lev ?fitov"* The alm of the voluntary 
investigation was to estimak the tempora1 variations of mesozooplankton 
community in upper water layers and its rela"Fon wåth the horizontal and 
vertical hydrological skrusture. 
MATERIAL AND METHOBS 
Droring the CKAGEX-%: hydrologiccrl, hydrochemical and zooplankton studies 
were carråed out aboard the RV "Lev Tåtov" from 10th to 18th of lune 1990 near 
the drifting buoy p1aced in the eas-kern part of Central Skagerrak (Fig. 1). The buoy 
had a sail at about 1 meter depth and served as marker of the upper water 
movement. Standard parameters (salinity, temperature, oxygen, pH, NO2, NO3, 
P04, Si) were rneasured fornr times a day at 5 and 11 am.  and 5 and11 p m .  of local 
time at the depth 0,5, 20,20,30 and P0 rn (Mamaev etaal., 1993). 
The mesozooplankton was sampled two times a day at I l  a.m. and l1 p.rn. of 
local time. A Juday net wlth mesh size of 180 pm was used for vertical hauls of 
the water layers 0-8 (10) m, 8(10)-20 and 20-50 m. At the deptk 8-10 m was a 
maximum of salinity gradlent at the belginning of the experiment. Camples were 
preserved in 4% buffered formalån. 
For assessment of the abundance of different zooplankton not less than 100 
specimens from the few most abundant grotips and not less than 500-600 
specimens per sample totally were cotinted in Bogorov's chamber under 
binocular microscope. This method provided near 20% of estimated errors for 
the main groups (Koaova, Melnlk, 1998). The number of some highly 
aggregated camples forrns like Csithoncr spp. and larvae Ophiuroidea were 
estimated very approximately. Adult Calanus finmarchicus and C. 
Helgolandicus as well as copepodite stages 06 Acartia species and Centropages 
hamatus & typicus were not separakd. 
A significant part of small zooplankton was lost, because near 50% of calanoids 
with length less 03 mm can pass througl-r the sleve wåth mesh aize of 180 pm 
(Tirnonin, 1983), Co the abrindance of all smallest forms represented in Table 1 
was estimated very approximately. But we took the abundance and lel-rgth of all 
forrns for biomass determinatåon wlrich were performed by the counting rnethod 
using relationshlp between body length and wei. weight (Recommendations, 
1985, Svetlichny, 1983). Individual body length and wet weight of organisms 
from our samples is presented in Table 2, After Baltic Marine Biologists 
(Resommendatiom, 1985) we suggested 1 mm3 of body voltime equal to 1 mg wet 
weight. Cotinting mesozoop%ankton biomass should be less than original due to 
the lack of smallest form$ and was sigraificantly less than sexton volume, because 
the great nurnber of phytoplankton (Csscinodisc~s), rnucers and organic particles 
were in the w&ec during our investigation. Using cownting method we 
estimated mesezooplcankton broanass for one of our stations 6;-9 (three layers) 
and upper layer of St,C-3, For the latter spelifis determination and counting were 
made by the Polish Sorting Centre (Table 5). 
RESULTS 
Hydrograp hy 
The first six days of the experiment the drifter slowly moved to the south towards 
Skagen cape with the complicated curve track sometimes with small loops [Fig. 1 
and (Mamaew et al., 1993)l. The surface salinity was less than 24-25%0. At that 
period big pulsations of salinity were at 10 m depth. At the surface and 5 m depth 
salinity was quite stable. 
In daytime of June 16 the buoy changed the swimming direction towards the 
Swedish coast and a day later to the north. The drifting speed was very high. At 
10 m depth leve1 salinity stabilized near 32%0 but at the surface and 5 m depth a 
significant increase up to 28-32%0 occured. The drastic changes up to 4%0, during 
6 hours was recorded at the 5 m depth. The deep water had a salinity more than 
34%0 from the 20 m depth. 
Zooplankton community composition 
Near 70 different taxonomic groups and age stages were found in the 
mesozooplankton community. The dominant forms were adult and copepodite 
stages of 16 species of calanoid copepods (Table 3), Cyclopoida (Oithona spp.), 
Appendicularia and larvae of bottom invertebrates Ophiuroidea, Bivalvia and 
Gastropoda (Table 1). In several samples the sufficient part of total number and 
especially of total biornass of zooplankton were formed by gelatinous forms, 
mainly Hydromedusae and Scyphomedusae. 
Regarding the calanoids the most abundant species were from genera 
Pseudocalanus, Paracalanus and Calanus. Subdominant forms were Acartia 
clausi and two species of Centropages. Species like Scolecithricella minor, 
Candacia cf,arrnata, Metridia lucens or Euchaeta sp. occurred in samples very 
seldom. 
Vertical distribution 
The specific composition of zooplankton community was nearly the same at the 
surface and down to 50 m depth. The vertical distribution of zooplankton 
showed a sharp decrease in abundance of organisms with the depth especially 
below 20 m (Fig. 2). Especially big fall of abundance up to 8-31 times was in 
Pseudocalanus population. In many cases (e.g. stages of the genera 
Pseudocalanus, Paracalanus and Acartia) the differenses between medium and 
deep layers had a statistical significance on a 95% confidence leve1 (Table 1). For 
few groups (Hydrozoa, Scyphozoa and Paracalanus) a most significant decreasing 
of abundance with depth occurred between upper and medium layers. The 
smallest changes with depth were found in Calanus populations and for adults of 
Centropages typicus as well as Chaetognatha. 
Tempora1 variat ions 
The structure of mesozooplankton community near the drifting buoy during 8 
days of experiment was relatively stable. We did not find changes in the specific 
composition of zooplankton but only in abundance of some dominant forms and 
age stages. 
In the upper layer 0-10 m above the halocline the numerous copepodites and 
adults of Pseudocalanusan had no significant trends (Fig. 3a, b). Only in the last 
two days after a big salinity change in the upper layer, an obvious decreasing of 
the youngest copepodites and nauplii Pseudocalanus was recorded. We tested 
the significance of differences in plankton numbers before and after a salinity 
front which was passed bythe buoy in the morning 16 June simultaneously with 
a sharp change of swimming direction (Table 4). After the front the reduction of 
Pseudocalanus nauplii abundance was significant in all layers as well as a 
number of Calanus eggs in contrast to the oldest copepodites of these species 
(Fig. 3c). A significant change was als0 recorded for several other group including 
Chaetognatha, Pondon sp., Scyphomedusae (Fig. 3c). In the medium layer below 
the halocline (10-20 m) the number of oldest stages of Pseudocalanus slightly 
increased after passing the salinity front with the great decrease of nauplii and 
COP I at the same time. A moderate increase in abundance was recorded als0 in 
Acartia and Calanus populations except Calanus eggs. Statistically supported 
changes were in number of Chaetognatha and Hydrexmedusae. 
In the deep water down to 50 m Pseudocalanus groups were more abundant after 
June 16, as well as Chaetognatha, Abundance of Calanus stages was quite stable. 
The copepods' nauplii and eggs strongly decreased similar to upper layers. 
Biomass determination 
It seems very important to compare the abundance and biomass determination at 
the obligatory station and that according to our voluntary programme. On the 
station S-9 in layer 0-10 m the main part of total biomass of zooplankton was 
formed by copepods Calanus and Pseudocalanus, and gelatinous forms of 
Appendicularia and Gnidaria (Table 5). In the medium layer 11-20 m the 
calanoids biomass decreased up to 4 times, while that of other forms was similar 
to the upper layer. At the station C-3 (0-20 m) situated near shore calanus 
abundance and biomass were practically the same as that of medium leve1 at the 
st. S-9 (11-20 m). For other forms the sharp differences up to 4 times were 
recorded in comparison with upper layer and more than 3 times with medium 
la yer. 
In the deep water the calanoids Calanus and Pseudocalanus were dominant in 
terms of biomass. The organisms from genera Acartia, Paracalanus and 
Centropages were very seldom and had no importance. Regarding other 
zooplankton Chaetognatha had a big part of the total biomass. These organisms 
were less abundant than in upper layers but significantly larger in size. Other 
subsurface dominant like medusae or Appendicularia practically disappeared 
During our drifting experiment the buoy had the "lack as expected from tohe 
features of the main ciarrants and surface water masses (Fonselius, 1989, 
Daaidelssen et al,, 1992)- Wåth parcel of water belongiskg to a surfase ilens of low 
sailåraity massec the buoy had a slow and rnera-adering movement to south. The 
lens oecupied the ecrctern part above the "dorne" ['-rildge'" in (Danielssen et al., 
199211 ar& of C:exatrai Skagerrak and had the borders formed by maln currents. 
The tlbicknesj: of the lens was up to 10 m in the cenkre and slowly decreased 
tcswards the encls. It seems that interna1 waves were comrnon in the pycnocline 
in $122 down side of the Iel~s. The waves brougl~t he bi- changes In salinity near 
buoy in a short tirne (Fig. 1). 
At 'Jinne 16 the we~ter parceB together with the buoy was caught by the Jutlarad 
Current. After that the buoy made a typical way as two others from the RV 
"'Argos" at tkie same pa-riod in June 10-18 1390. After the honial zone between the 
low salinity lens aiid the [$utland Current the internal waves together with the 
pycnocline låited to 5 rn depth and caused a big salånity jump. It was supposed 
tlliat IOW salinity parcels from Central Skagerrak mlxed and disappeared In the 
Jutland water vvitli åaesre or Bess visible decrease od surface salinity. 
r$/Iesozooplanktgpn comm~nitgr in the whole Investigated area had a similar 
taxonomic co~np~sifion, The obvious vdt'rtica1 and harizonkal variaibilities in 
abuåadaiice of dorzninarat forms seems to reflect the spatial hydrof~gecal structure. 
Very abanaddnt ylankion near surface drcastisally decreased below pyenocline 
a~proxb1nabelj7 at 10 -11 depth %n the lens area. Although the borders between the 
n~edium aad deeg Idyers were not distlnct, the gieat decrease of organisms with 
depth - was obviouh;, 81xSy few groups were more or less independent from depth, 
mainly typica% sea foanms Ca%smus and cl-iaetognatha. New hrms or species did 
not appeared i11 dcep water except Microcalanus pusillus. 
The largest statioii to station variations in plankters abundiance were in surface 0- 
10 n-1 and xaeediu~n 10-20 m Layers. %hås seems to be the combined result of 
interrial waves in the ~ c n o c l i n e  and sampling techniqzae+ In time when 
pyciiocline was lilied d& to internal %.avec dose to surface, the plankton net 
.eau@% so~ne part 08 S-elow pycnocllne community, After a short time the 
pyclkocline deyth increased and neQ broasght plankton only from "ihe upper layer. 
TCaki~kg snto accourat the sharp differences between t11e layers in plankton 
dburxd-ance, orae casi., mggest that alternations in "pure" and *'m~->aed'" samples 
caused the suific~eaat ckaanges in organisms abu-idance* Cjgnifcantly higher 
variability of ab%a~.idaricc in tws tapper Iayerc Influenced the width of confi'ldence 
Bs~texvaBs (Fig. 2). 
14. tra~~~ltåoa-l r o m  the lens area to JutiEand C-rrrent water is generally 
åxrsPgnificantSy refieckd in zsoplankg-ora structure on the contrary tcr the nutrie-nts 
in deey vrd-;itee v~haåch s~gt~lfica-tt~gr decreased after frontal zone (Mamaev et al., 
1393)* The dominant copepods Calanus and Pseudolialan.eia irtcreased a 1ittI.c in 
Jutland waters ån all three layers, The oppostte situation was with Pseudr>calanus 
nauplii, copepodites 1 stage ;m$ Calianus eggs, The decrease mias very large and 
statistissilly significant. It Is possible to suggest, that Interesiare qpawning of 
Pseudosalanus and Calasrus in or under the low sal i~~i ty  i-~rcki-crs in Central 
Skagerrak took place. In the Baitic Sea the spring spawning of ~lztepwater 
bseudocalanus in the subsurfase layer and near the 'dow-salinity lenses in 
estuarine frontal. zone in the coaskal area were recorded (Sidsza~rics, 1984, 
Korshenko, Gupalo, 1988, 1991)# 
The origin of the Calanus populations near the Swedish coalnst was n-sot c-lear and 
the long-distant transport from. the North Sea to the Swedick- coas"8~ras suggested 
(Lindhal, h-ilenroth, 1988). But in come sases Calan-kas females with eggs and 
nauplii in the Kattegat and north of Denmark in eady sprirrg occt~rred (Eriksson, 
1973, elt. Lindahi, Hersaroh, 1988). The katter dld not controvert the pocsibility of 
relatively active glalanus spawning in the Central Ckagerrizk accordi-ag to ous 
data. 
Except the copepods age stages, the substantial inryrease in abur~d-ncal of 
Chaetopatha In "se Tutlarad Current was the only important mark oi differences 
between two water masses (Table 4). All ather forms shoviired a relatively s14ght 
preference to the Central or Jwtland waters. The high lavel ssf similarity in 
zooplankton community at the ånvestigaked area seemed to he the result 09" 
conctant mixture processes in upper lagrer of Skaagerra]< due to asi~rface virater 
mobility from wind directionc and speed (Fonselius, 1989). 
It is important to note nearly the eornplete lack in our sa~npleei of typica1 Baltic 
species which could be used as indicater of the Baitic Sea iiiilrrpnce. Even at the 
statlon C)-9 sltt~ated slose to the Swedish soast we did not bind Ealtic specjes* At 
the same time at the nearesot, C-3 k w  speeimens of Acn-t ia Iongirernis and 
Temora longicornls were recorded. We cara suggest tha"af the Iow salinity ~~~riiatasrs 
in Central Skagerrak originated from the Baltic Sea, they låved in Kattegat 1ong 
time before and $hat pernod of time ås sufficient for the extinctior~ of typical Baltic 
species. If the braskish waters were the result of Scandinavian rAv~rs Båscharge, 
thegr only pick up a plankbon inhabitants from surrsaindings. Ii-i both cases i t  
does laot sontrovest the kydrological results of SKAGE/<-I and previous 
investigatlons (Fonsellus, 16389). The small influence of Bs;iek waters on. salinity 
and nutrients was alss shown during our investigation and åt vi-as s~aggested that 
relatively fresh Norwegia~~ Coastal water covered the big part of Skagerrak 
(Danielssen ei- al,, 1992). 
On the basis of our data the tempora1 shanges in zoaplankisirii coornmunity mar  
the drifthg buoy generally was aecording "c the fellowing schernsa: 
1. Hlghly vertåcally stratkfied and stable sommu~ait~i tvai: cirifiing in a Iow 
salinity lens in "se Central Skagerrak; the high level of plankton varåability in 
camples from upper two Xayers mainly was due to the rnixing of surface arsd 
subsurface waters as a result of intemal waves at the pycnocline; 
2. Slight changes in community occurred mainly in the surface layer after the 
frontal zone when parcels of surface low salinity waters passed across the border 
of the Jutland Current, mixed with surrounding water and disappeared; 
3. The relatively stable community occurred in the Jutland water with more 
soft vertical differences and without visible influence of the Baltic Sea 
zooplankton despite the position close to the Swedish coast. 
Until further data on involving the parcels of low salinity water fromthe Central 
Skagerrak to the Jutland Current, we can only speculate that this mechanism 
should be the usual type of water transport with particles and organisms from the 
ridge area above the pycnocline to the coastal part. This was suggested for some 
toxic algae blooms situations (Richardson, 1989). It seems that the bloom started 
at the pycnocline, offshore in the Central Skagerrak and later spread to the coast. 
Our results of complex experiment near the drifting buoy showed the possibility 
of such kind of particles transport. More detailed dynamical investigations on 
the border between dome area/Jutland Current and Jutland/Baltic current is 
needed for a further research of a plankton development in Skagerrak. 
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Table 1. Means and 95% confidence intervals of abundans (ind. per m3) of main zooplankton groups 
in the three upper layers near the drifting buoy in the Central Skagerrak, 10 - 18. 06. 1990. 
Group O - l o m  
Pseudocalanus minutus 
1 . Female 1 O1 7.41365.3 
2. Male 782.21311.8 
3. COP 4-5 female 803.21221.7 
4. COP 4-5 male 755.01261.6 
5. COP3 788.61273.2 
6. COP2 987.81320.3 
7. COP1 544.21227.6 
8. Nauplii 650.31304.3 
Paracalanus parvus 
9. Female 641.61140.6 
10. Male 379.51109.2 
1 1 . COP 4-5 870.01209.5 
12. COP3 643.91201.8 
Acartia clausi 
1 3 ,  Female 165.3rt54.8 
14. Male 296.01185.0 
1 5. COP 4-5 382.21105.0 
16. COP3 136.8177.0 
17. COP2 91.7142.6 
18. COP1 19.8118.2 
Calanus finmarchicus & Calanus helgolandicus 
1 9. Female 9.7114.5 
20. Male 9.3118.4 
21. COP 4-5 256.1184.2 
22. COP3 232.3172.8 
23. COP2 124.3144.7 
24. COP 1 54.1135.2 
25. Nauplii 5.5I6.9 
26. Ova 271.32304.1 
Centropages hamatus 
27. Female 16.4I14.5 
28. Male 61 .OI24.8 
Centropages typicus 
29. Female 24.1119.4 
30. Male 4.215.1 
Centropages spp. 
31. COP 4-5 11 1.5149.0 
32. COP3 131.5149.7 
33. c0P2  122.9161.7 
34. "Oithona spp. 
35. Evadne nordmanni 
36. Podon spp. 
37. 'Appendicularia 
38. Scyphozoa 
39. Hydrozoa 
40. Cirripedia larvae 
41 . Bivalvia larvae 
42. Gastropoda larvae 
43. Piychaeta larvae 
44. 'Ophiuroidea larvae 
45. Chaetognatha 
46. Ostracoda 
* - abundance of these forms assessed very approximatelly because of high level of clumping in aggregates. 
S - letter S indicates a statistically significant difference between means of two neighboring layers on a 
0.05 Sign. level. 
Table 2. Average length and wet weight of main zooplankton groups. 
Group Number of 
specimens 
Pseudocalanus minutus 
Female 7 4 
Male 2 2 
COP 4-5 female 7 0 
COP 4-5 male 6 7 
COP 3 4 6 
COP 2 3 5 
COP 1 13  
Nauplii 2 8 
Pamcalanus p a n w  
Female 4 3 
Male 3 1 
COP 4-5 5 4 
COP 3 12 
Acariia clausi 
Female 3 1 
Male 12 
COP 4-5 2 7 
COP 3 7 
COP 2 5 
Calanus spp. 
Female 5 
Male 1 
COP 4-5 4 9 
COP 3 4 8 
COP 2 2 6 
COP 1 8 
Nauplii 6 
Ova 6 2 
Centropages hamatus 
Fernale 14 
Male 18  
Centropages typicus 
Female 1 O 
Male 8 
Centropages spp . COP 4-5 2 1 
Oithona spp. 
Evadne nordmanni 
Podon SP. 
Appendicularia 
Scyphozoa 
Hydrozoa 
Cirripedia larvae 
Bivalvia larvae 
Gastropoda larvae 
Polychaeta larvae 
Ophiuroidea larvae 
Chaetogonatha 
Ostracoda 
Length KIIFormula* 
mm 
Weight 
mg 
for Copepoda coefficient K of equation W = Kl x 70 -2 x L3 was taken from 
L. S. Svetlichny (1983), for all other groups we used equation W = KLHh, where 
L = total length, Hh = width in both dorso-ventral and lateral directions, K= approximate 
coefficient. 
** from Anon (1985) 
Table 3. Calanoida species from Central Eastern Skagerrak 
on 10 - 18 June 1990. 
1 . Centropages hamatus Lilljeborg 
2 .  Centropages typicus Kroyer 
3 .  Temora longicornis Muller 
4 .  Metrida lucens Boeck 
5 .  Candacia cf. armata (Boeck) 
6 .  Acartia clusi Giesbrecht 
7 . Acartia bifilosa Giesb recht 
8 .  Acartia longiremis (Lilljeborg) 
9 .  Acartia sp. 
1 0. Scolecithricella minor (Brady) 
1 1 . Calanus finmarchicus (Gunner) 
1 2 .  Calanus helgolandicus (Claus) 
1 3 .  Paracalanus panlus (Claus) 
1 4 .  Psedocalanus minutus (Kroyer) 
1 5 .  Microcalanus pusillus (G. O. Sars) 
1 6. Eiuchaeta sp. 
Table 4. Mean abundance ind. per m3 of zooplankton in three layers 
before (B) and after (A) a salinity frontal zone in the 
upper layere was passed by the buoy in the morning of 
June 16. 1990. 
Psedocalanus minutus 
Fernale 
Male 
COP 4-5 female 
COP 4-5 male 
COP 3 
COP 2 
COP 1 
Nauplii 
Paracalanus parvus 
Female 
Male 
COP 4-5 
Acartia clausi 
Female 
Male 
COP 4-5 
Calanus spp. 
Female 
Male 
COP 4-5 
COP 3 
COP 2 
COP 1 
Nauplii 
Ova 
Centropages hamatus 
Female 
Male 
Centropages typicus 
Female 
Male 
Centropages spp. 
COP 4-5 
COP3 
COP 2 
Oithona spp. 
Evadne nordmanni 
Podon sp. 
Appendicularia 
Scyphozoa 
Hydrozoa 
Cirripedia larvae 
Bivalvia larvae 
Gastropoda larvae 
Polychaeta lawae 
Ophiuroidae iarvae 
Chaetognatha 
Ostracoda 
S - letter S indicates a statistically significant difference between means on a 0,05 Sign.level. 
Table 5. Abundance (C) ind. per m3 and biomass (B) mg per m3 of mesozooplankton on 
stations S-9* and C-3** in the Eastern Skagerrak 17 - 18. 06. 1990. 
GroupIStation 
Layer 
Pseudocalanus minutus 
Female 
Male 
COP 4-5 female 
COP 4-5 male 
COP 3 
COP 2 
COP 1 
Nauplii 
Ova 
Paracalanus panm 
Female 
Male 
COP 4-5 
COP 3 
Acartta clausi 
Female 
Male 
COP 4-5 
COP 3 
COP 2 
Acartia longremis 
Femaie 
Male 
Calanus spp. 
Female 
Male 
COP 4-5 
COP 3 
COP 2 
COP 1 
Nauplii 
Ova 
Centropages hamatus 
Female 
Male 
Centropages typicus 
Female 
Male 
Centropages spp. 
COP 4-5 
COP 3 
COP 2 
Temora longicornis 
Female 
Male 
COP 4-5 
Total CALANOIDA 
Oifhona spp. 660 5.01 1156 8.78 735 7.69 
Evadne nordmanni 8 O 3.34 756 39.31 2 2 0.80 
Podon sp. 2 0 O. 09 3 7 1.67 O O 
Appendicularia 420 44.02 281 10.39 15 0.82 
Scyphozoa 220 38.66 2 2 8.69 O O 
Hydrozoa 280 29.20 3 7 35.76 3.7 6.76 
Cirripedia larvae 2 O 0.90 7 4 0.85 3.7 0.09 
table 5 continued 
Bivalvia larvae 
Gastropoda larvae 
Polychaeta larvae 
Ophiuroidea larvae 
Chaetognatha 
Ostracoda 
Euphausiidae 
Noctiluca 
Varia 
Coscinodiscus SP. 
Total 13900 568.84 6169 244.62 1935 116.76 12707 134.72 
- St. S-9 in the drifting experiment of R N  "Lev Titov", 18.06.1 990, 0600 - 1000 UTC. 
58' 27,O' N 10' 54,4' E. Depth = 72 m 
" - St. C-3 on SKAGEX section C, R N  "Alexander von Humbolt", 17.06.1990. 
58' 19,O' N 10' 56,5' E. Depth = 80 m 
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High In sltu p r b a r y  product ivi ty  fa a subsurface 
chlorophyll maximum, moving from 15 to 18  m depth during 
three days, wac found in May 1991 at a station east of 
Skagen i northern Kattegat. The downwarc3 movement was 
- 
connected to s iBking  pyens- and.nutr3iclines. Parallel 
measurernents in an i r i c ~ n l s s  f a e  p o t e n t i a l  
productivity and the .comparåson of In situ and Incubator 
a s s h i l a t i o a  aumbess suggested $hat the l i g h t  coadi t ions 
not was the limiting factor an t h i s  occasion. 
Keywords: primary productios,  subsurface chlorophyll 
m a x i m a ,  autricline. 
A feature that has attracted considerable attention in 
recent years, is the presence of subsurface 
phytoplankton concentrations in the Kattegat-Skagerrak 
region. The Skagerrak mperiment ( S K A G M ) ,  carried out 
during four different occasions in 1990-1991, showed for 
the first tine the vast extent of this phenomenon, 
particularly obvious in the "ridgeW-area in central 
Skagerrak (Danielssen et al. 1991, 1992). Previous 
s t u d i e s ,  e.g. by Lindahl (1983), have pointed out that 
the initlation of blooms of dinoflagellate species may 
occur in off-shore, subsurface populations. 
Although these subsurface concentrations of 
phytoplankton have been observed and described by 
several authors, very little is known about the 
mechanisms that form them and this is also t r u e  for the 
physical, chemical an8 biological processes wlthin these 
communities. 
The subsurface phytoplankton populations are often 
easy to detect in the vertical-profiles of fluorescence, 
where it appears as sharp, narrow peaks. It is not 
rinusual to find more than one peak and they may be 
separated by only one metre or even less. The depth at 
which these peaks appear varies.  It can be shallower 
than 10 metxes, but alsu as deep as 40 to 5 0  metres 
(Danielssen et al. 1991). They are mostly found just 
above or within a nutri- or pycnocliae (Richaxdson and 
Christoffersen, 1990). 
When chlorophyll analyses is made on water samples 
from these peaks, coxresponding peaks are generally 
founcl although the chlorophyll profile, by no means 
always i s  proportåonal %o the flusrescence p~afile 
(Lindahl et a" ., ungub2.data). 
Hswever ,  the question to what extent  the subsurface 
chlorophyll peaks rapresent photosynthetically active 
phytoplanktan pogulalions needs mucb additional 
a t t en t ioa .  
1% is oboious thar sinking populations from a previouc 
bloom, i n  poor phycislogicaa state, will be registered 
in the flu~rsscence and chlorsghyll grofiles as w i l l  
chlsrsplastc incorporated into mixotrophic or 
heterotxsphic organisms. 
Microscope analysis of samples from these peaks do 
howesser in most cases alaow an abundance of cells in good 
physiolsgbeal condi t ion,  indicating pbotosynthetic 
gb~t iv i ty,  The problem is, that the depths at which these 
peaks are found, ase generally clase to, or below the 
bevel wbick i s  generally esnsidered the pbotic zone in 
these watsrs. 
I n  this paper we report an a - study m a t  addressed 
questions conneeted to vertical  ist tri bu ti on of 
s ~ s u r f a c e  chborophyll peaks. Such questions were: 
-To what extent are the popu2ationc photosynthetically 
activsl 
- A t  which depths  are they aetive and what is the light 
regåme at thoae depths? 
-rna$ can be the cause behisd the sharp vertical 
zonatiganb" 
-Xs there also a cpeciea zonation? 
The study was carried out as a special task dur ing  
th-ee Bay9 o f  SECASEX XV (14-16 May, 1391). It was a 
joint egfort betveen the Kr%c%fn&erg Harine Bis%sgFcal 
Station in Sweden and the Institute of Marine Research 
in Flodevigen, Noxway.'Two research vescels w a r e  
engaged, R/V "Ar'ne Tiselius" from t ris tine berg and R f l  
"G.M. Dannevig" from Flodevigen. 
Although the study was carried out in a Eimited area 
in northeastern Kattegat, it has been possible ts 
conpare our results with those from a much larger 
geographical area. During the same week, other S m G E X  
research vesseis w e r e  operatiag along traasect- åa both 
Skagerrak and Kattegat (Fig. l) and their data w e r e  
kindly made available to us. 
MATERIAL AND METHBDS 
study area 
A general feature of the Kattegat hydrography i s  the 
presence of a low salinity surface layer ana a high 
salinity deep layer. Low salinity water keaves the  
B a l t i c  through the B e l t s  and the oresuna. It i s  
generally transported northwards as boyawt coastal 
currents along the Danish and the Swedish coasts. As 
these currents e n t e r  Skagerrak, tbey unite into a 
counter-clockwise circulat ion following the Swedish 
uestcoast and the Norwegian southcoast tswards the North 
Sea. The salinity increases from about 14 PSU in the 
south to about 25 PCU i n  the north due to mixing 
(entrainment) with the deep layer of håyker s a l i n i t y  
(32-34 PSU), o r i g i n a t i n g  from the SkagerrakBBorth Sea 
(Svansson, 1975). Changes in wind stress and barometxi-: 
pressure distributions are important factors sesponsible 
for the dynamic of the esastal current. The kalocåine i s  
generally found at about 15 metres åepth, but the deptb 
as well as the currents may valy considerably due to the 
fluctuating flms from the Baltic and Skagerrak 
(Svansson, 1975; Rydberg, 1977, Rydberg et al. 1990; 
Shaffer & Djurfeldt, 1983). 
This study was carried out in northwestern Kattegat, 
in a limited area approximately 7 nautical miles 
southeast of Skagen (Fig.1). The centre was an anchor 
station (Y 1, N 5 7 O 3 7 < ,  E 10°46') which was surrounded 
by a grid of 7 stations, one nautical mile apart. The 
depths varied between 17 and 26 metres. 
~t the Anchor station the sampling programme inc$uded 
the following parameters; salinity, temperature, light, 
Secchi-depth, phosphate, nitrate, nitrite, silicate, 
fluorescence, chlorophyll a, potential primary 
production, in s f t u  primary production and phytoplaakton 
(qualitatively and quantitatively). 
At the Grid stations, the programme included; 
temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, phosphate, 
nitrate, nitrite, silicate and ch2orophyll a. 
- 
During each of the three days, sampling was carried 
out during 11.00 and 17.30 hours, local time. 
Temperature and salinity wexe measured by a CTD-cone 
and water-bottles were used for the collection of the 
water-samples. In addit ion to the hydrographic standard- 
depths, samples were also taken in fluorescence peaks 
and in the subsurface chlorophyll layer. The under-water 
light energy was measured by a submersible quanta-meter 
and the Secchi-depth with a 20 cm Secchi-disc. 
Phosphate, nitrate + n2trite (beiow called anly nitrate) 
and silicate were measured diiectdy after sampling in an 
autoanalyser according to the New Baltic Manual (1972). 
Speed and direction of wind and surface current were 
only estimated. 
Biological variablss.  
The vertical distribution of the phytoplankton 
community was studied by in s i t u  fluorescence. The 
chlorophyll a concentration was measured in-vitro by a 
fluorometer after 24 h extraction of GF/F filters 
mi sample) in 90% acetone. The latter fluorometer vas 
calibrated against a chlorophyll a extxact. The primary 
productivity was measured by the 14~-technique both i o  
s i t u  at 8 depths in the surface layer and at 6 to 8 
depths in the subsurface chlorophyll layer down to 20 
metres Bepth. Three hourc incubation time was used in 
situ starting soon after noon. The potential 
productivity of different mixed samples and of 
fluarescence and chlorophyll peaks was studied by use of 
an incubator. The incubator measurements were carried 
out for two hours at 300 pE.m-2.s'1 and at a temperature l 
to 2 *C higher than the surface water temperature. 
Parallel in situ and incubator experiments were carried 
out on water from the same water-bottles (Table 1). The 
treatment of all samples followed the recommendations of 
Baltic Marine Biologists (1976), The radioactivity was 
meacured by the liquid scintillation counting technique 
without any filtration of the sample water (Schindler et 
al., 1972). 
Phytoplankton samples were collected in such a way 
that it covered the layer of maximum fluorescence. 
During the first day of the study, this layer was 
belween l1 and 3.4 metres and thu% 11, 12, 1 h n d  14 
metzes were sapled. Altbough tbe laiyer descended during 
the two following days, we continued Lo monitor these 
depths (including all parameters) for comparative 
xeasons . 
Phytoplankton samples from the cubsurface chlorophyll 
layer and fluorescence peaks were preserved with Lugol's 
solution and a rough cell count were carried out onboaxd 
by use of an inverted microscope after sedimenting 10 ml 
of sample. Due to an unfortunate mistake too l i t t l e  
Lugol's was added for a longer storage. This has made 
the later and more precise analysis of these sampl,~s 
next to impossible and especially the diatoms could not 
be counted in all samples. This concerns the samples 
from 16 May and those from the peak af fluorescence L5 
May. 
RESULTS 
Grid stations. 
The daily measurements of ternerature, s a l i n i t y ,  
nutrients and chlorophyll a at the Grid stations showed 
that the stratification and concentxations in general 
were the same at the Grid stations as at the Anchor 
station. The movements of the pycno- and nutriclines at 
the main station ( s e e  below) could also be observed at 
the grid stations, howevex, oceasionally with some 
vertical displacement compared to the Anchor station. 
Anchor station. 
14 Mav 
The 14th of May was a sunny day with a westesly wind 
of about 15 m-s-1. Surfaee current was moderate (about l 
knot) heading north. Secchi-depth and andeswater light 
was not possible to macure due to the heaving of the t 
sea. The surface water was homogeneous down to 9 metres 
depth with a salinity of 23 PSTI and a temperature of 9.2 
OC (Figs. 2a and b). A mixture of surface and deep water 
was present from 9 to 16 metres depth with a sharp 
pycnocline at 10 mewes. Below 16 metres deep water of 
34 PSU and 5.5 OC temperature was found. 
The surface water was depleted of nitrate ( ~ 0 . 4  pmol.1- 
l) while phosphate wac measured in concentrations between 
0.10 and 0.15 pmo1.l-l (Figs. 2c and d). Below 10 metres 
depth the concentration of nitrate increased from +out 
8 mol-1'1 at 13 roetres depth Lo 10 ~mol-1'1 at 20 metres. 
Phosphate increased linearly from 10 metres depth down 
to 20 metres, where 0.6 ymolbl-L was measured. Silicate 
was not measured. 
The primary pro8uctivity in s i t u  was abaut 5 pgC.l'l.h-l 
from surface down to 18 metres depth (Fig. 2e). A peak 
of 25 pgC.l'l.h'l was found at 13 metres and still at 15 
metres a productivity of 8 pgC.1"l.h-1 was found. 
- 
CNorophyll a had a s b m l l a r  vertical distribution with 
low concentxationc in the surfaee water (2.5 pg-1-11, a
peak of slightly more than 10 pg.lal at 12 - 13 metres 
(Fig 2f) and a very low concentration in the deep water. 
The potential probuct iv i ty  of the mixed curfaee water 
saxnple was 3.1 pg~-l"l.h"l, while the pixed sample from 
11, 12, 13 and 14 metres was 16.8 pg~.l-l-h'l. The 
primary productivity/chlorophyll quotienls of these 
samples wexe 1,O and 2.1 respectively, indicating that 
the potential production was twice as high in the 
subsurface layer when compared with the mixed surface 
layer. The primary productivity/cblorophyll quotients of 
the corresponding åa s i t u  sanrples were also ealculated 
to 1.0 (rnfaed surface water) and 2.1 (subsurface layer), 
indicating that the in c i t u  grswth in the subsurface 
layer was twice as high per u n i t  chlorophyll when 
compared with the surface layer. 
The plankton flora in the subsurface chlorophyll layer 
was a mixture of speeies. The diatoms Leptocylindrus 
danicus (up to 1.4 -106 cells.1"1), Chaetoceros spp (up 
to 600 000 cells.1-1) and flagellates <lov (up to 
5.6 106 cells .l-1) were most nunerous. 
The 15th of May was cloudy with a NW wind of 7 
The surface current was strong (estimated to 2 knots) 
running northwards. The light a t  the surface was 120 
pE-rn'2.s-l and the 1% light leve1 was at 21.5 metres 
depth. The Secchi-depth was 8.5 metres. The salinity and 
teniperature of the curface water were still 23 PSU and 
9.2 OC respectively (Figs. 2a - an8 b). A small halocline 
(3 PSU) was present between 7 and 12 metres depth, but 
the main pycnocline waa between 12 and 16 metres. The 
deep water was still present from 16 metres and 
downwarcls. 
The nitrogen concentratian w a s  Iow (0.15 urn.1-1-l) 
down to 13 metres deptb except at 11 metres where 0.8 
~unol.1'~ was measurecl. No phosphate (detection limit - 
0.05 pmolsl'l) was detected from the surface down to the 
same depth (Figs. 2c and d). The nitrate concentration 
increased to 5 wol-1-1 at 15 metres depth and further 
to 9 m o l  -lm1 at 20 metres. The phosphate concentration 
increased almost linearly from almost O at 14 m to 0.9 
pmol.lmf in the deep water at 20 m depth. Silicate 
concentrations were about 0 .l pmol*l'1 in the surface 
water, between 0.05 and 6.1 gmol-1-1 in the 11 to 15 
metres depth layer and 2.1 paol.1-l at 20 metres. 
A second set of chemical and chlorophyll data was 
taken during the afternoon, tbree hours after the first 
set. From these data it was obvious that the nutricline 
and the chlorophyll peak had sunk &out 2 metres in 
three hours . 
The in s i t u  primary productivity was low at the 
surface and increased slowly with depth co that 7 1zgC.1' ). 
l - h ' l  was measured at l2 metres depth (Fig Se). At 13 
and 14 metres the proauctivity increased more rapidly 
and a conspicuous peak of 52 p g ~  9 1-1. h-l was found at 15 
metres. At 20 metres the productivity was almost zero. 
The chlorophyll distribution over depth had a pattern 
sirnilar to that of the productivity with concentrations 
less than 1 pg-l'l in the surface water, between 1.7 and 
4.1 pg-1-1 in the depth interval 10 to 13 metres, a peak 
of 17.8 pg- 1-I at 15 metres and 1 pg.l'l at 20 metres 
(Fig 2f). When nonmalized to the chlorophyll 
concentration, the in s i t u  productivity/chlorophyll 
quotients were 3.8, 2.3 and 2.9 for the samples mixed 
surface watex (1 - 10 metres), mixed subsurface layer 
(11 - 14 metres) and at the depth of maxinal 
productivity (15 metres) respectively. The corresponding 
quotients found in the incubator were 4.5, 2.2 and 2.9 
respectively. The in s i t u  and incubator quotients thus 
indicate that the phytoplankton population in the 
suriace water was growing &out twice as much compared 
wfth the algae in the mixed subsurface layer (6% light 
level) and about 40% faster as in the 
flusrecce8ce/chlorophy$,d. snaxfrnuea at 15 - 16 metres depth 
a t  the 3% %Qgh teve1 
Wceordisg ta the onboard analysis sf the plankton 
%losa aof the subsurfase c h l o r o p ~ l l  ayer, L. d g n i c u s  
(up to 1.1 " 0 "  eells-1-11 and Blagel ladec  less than lOp 
(up es 1.6 10"dls-1-1) wase t h e  most abundant.  T h e  
vertical d i s t r a u t i o n  of the dinoflagellate Dba~physis 
nomegica khis da'g was particularly interesting: at 11 
ts $3 mekres depta I 100 to 4 700 ceL~c.l-~ w e r e  found, 
a@ 1 4  metre- 14 300 cells-%"l aad %n the fluosescence 
peak a=k l6 metres 24 400 cebls .l-l. During the  other 
samplfng days %be maximum abundance of this species was 
"m c c e ~ l s - l - ~  (16 M8yl at 18 metres dep th )  . 
The Xeth of xay waa sunnap w i t h  a northerly wind of 12 
m *  sW9* T h e  surface co~tmrronis wes still running tswards the 
nor th  and sa s t r s n g  (-2.5 knots) t h a t  aur ship (25  
metres I s n g ) ,  when anchssed, tuzned t h e  atern more or  
Less against t h e  wind and semained i n  that pasition 
dwiag the dag. 
%be light at the surface was 538 pE.m'2.s-1 and the 1% 
ILgBt level was found at 20 metres depth. Secchi-depth 
esul8  n o t  be. measared due to the strong c u s r e n t .  In the 
surface water the saliwity had i n c r e a s e d  from 22.7 to 
2 4 , W P " U  and t h e  s u r h a c  water  body had continued ta 
expand deeper. The pycnoclia~e was in the depth interval 
E 5 t t s  28 netrea b u t  n o t  as s h a q  as dusing the previous 
dags gFigs- Sa and B ) .  
The concentration of t h e  nitrogen eompounds wac 0.08 
m61*l"i 0- howr down to 15 netres depth (Fig .  2 c ) .  A t  
28 metres depth, 1.9 w01 - 1-1 was massured. Thus, almost  
no nitraeline was deteeted, The concentration of 
phospkate w a s  below detectåon limit ( 0 . 05  wol~l-1) down . 
to 15 metres, alanssl O,$ at d Z"9-t~-a  and 8." at 
20 metres depth (Fig. Sd), The top o f  the nutrisline had 
thus sunk from fl metres on the IQth, via 14 metres on 
the 15th, to 18 metres on the 26th ( F i g s .  2c and d). Tke 
silicate concentration was around 0 - 1  ymol-P-l down to 
12 metxes deptb, varieå between 0 - 2  and 0 , 9  pmolal-l %n 
13 to 19 metres depth interval and 2 . 9  pmsl-1-1 at 20 
metres . 
The pr imav  produe t iv i ty  between the susface a@ 1 5  
metxes depth was in the range f ts 6 pgc-l-1-hel. -&e 
bulk of the productivitp followed the dowwward wnovmenk 
of the pycnsm and nutrfcline so $hat maxirn~n produetion 
(23 ~ i g ~ * 1 - ~ - h - 1 )  during t h i s  day was found at 18 mekiles 
(Fig. 2e). A t  19 and 20 metres depth a product iv i ty  of 
about 15 yg~el"l.h'l was found. The ~AlorophyU 
concentration showed a distribution aver depta sia;irai$ar 
to the productivlty (Fig 2f). The eonee-dtratian was 
about 2 pg.1-l  down to 15 metres depth, %narreased to 10 
pg . l ' l  at 18 metres and was arsund "g-1-1 at 19 - 20 
metres . 
T h e  in s i t u  primary pssduetivltPg/"chlor"rphy~.1 quatients 
were 1.7, 2.6 and 2.3 for  the mixed surface water, the 
mixed subsurface layer ($P - 14 metres) and t h e  
fluorescence peak ( $ 9  metres) respest ively (Table l), 
The corresponding potential proåuctivity was ".l r2.9 
and 2.4 respectively, measured at a light level of 66% 
of that at suaface this sunn- da-, The quotfents 
indicate that the aPgae were light limited in t h e  l a  
s i t u  nixed surfaee sample csmpared to the growtk in the 
incubator ,  In the samples of the mixed Payer and the 
fluorescenee peak on the other hand, the g r s w t h  p@+ unit 
chlorophyll was almost the same i a  situ and i n  the 
incubator altkough the  in s i t u  light levels were 6% and 
1% of surface light or about 14% and 6% of the light in 
the incubator respectively. 
In the subsurface layer flagellates of 3 - 6 pm (up 
to l o 6  cells -J."1) and D. norvegica dominated. However, 
the remains of the diatoms that was found fndicate that 
they probably dominated the plankton flora. 
Subsurface phytoplankton populations in the  Skagerrak 
- Kattegat area have been described by several authors 
@.g. Dahl & Danielssen (1981), Pingree et al. (1982), 
Lindahl (1986)  and Dahl et al. (1987). The Skagerrak 
Experiment in 1990 and 1991 confirmed these earlier 
f indings and it could be shown that they were common and 
aften covering large areas in both Skagerrak and 
Kattegat. Throughout SKAGEX 1 (24 May -20 June, 1990), 
large subsurface chlorophyll concentrations were found 
in central Skagerrak in association with the "ridge" 
(Danielssen et al. 1991, 1992). During SKAGEX IV in May, 
1991, the same phenomenon was widespread along the 
'ridgen and over northern Kattegat and eastern Skagerrak 
(unpublished data collected by the vessels "Argo~", 
"G.M. Dannevig", "Johan Hjortw, "Arne Tiselius" and "Lev 
Titovn. 
Preliminary analysis of the data from SECAGEX TV 
collected by the above mentioned skips, indicate that 
the hydrography found at our anchor-station Y 1, was 
representative for a situation that prevailed all over 
northern Kattegat. The many fluorescence profiles that 
were taken by these ships during the week of SKAGEX IV, 
showed the same sharp peaks at depths between 10 and 20 
metres, in water of similar salinity and nutrient 
content. 
Tn Danielssen et al. (1991), a nitrate-salinity 
diagram is used to identify the different water-masses 
in Skagerrak and Kattegat. If this is applied to 
identify the origin of the water below the nutricline in 
this investigation, it would indicate that it was 
Jutland Coastal Water. Accordiny to Brtebjerg (pers. 
comm.), such water entered northern Kattegat in mrch- 
April, 1991, and formed an intermediate layer with a 
s a l i n i t y  of 32-34 PSU and characteristic nitrate'bind 
phosphate levels. However, whether or not this water has 
remained in northern Kattegat until the middle of May, 
must still remain speculations. 
The.present results indicate that the primary 
production in subsurface phytoplankton comrnunities can 
be considerable, even when the algae are present at 14 
to 20 m depth. T h i s  observation was in accordance with 
studies on subsurface production in southern Kattegat in 
1988 (Richardson & ~hrisstoffersen, 1990) and in 1990 
(Bjornsen h Nielsen, 1991). In the present investigation 
the main part of the primary production was made up in 
the subsurface chlsrophyll layer and the addition from 
the surface water was of less importance. 
It must also be stressed that the peak and the bulk in 
productivity followed the downward movement of the 
subsurface chlorophyll layer, which in turn followed the 
downward movement of the pycno- and nutriclines. The 
downward movement of the phytoplankton community 
occurred although the lnc iden t  light energy changed 
considerably during the thiree days (14 and 16 May were 
sunny while 15:th was cloudy). The peak in chlorophyll 
was found in water of? 32 PSa, or more. It was surprising 
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the 15:th and the sabinity on the %6:"%2 sf the s u r h a c e  
water. 
The assimålåtisn n u d e r s  caleulated from the 
productivity and cklsrophyll measu rmen t s  of the 
subsurface ehforophyll Hayer were more constant during 
the three dayc tianen compared to Ihose o% the susface 
water. There was als0 a bloser relation between 
corresponding ascimi%atisn n ers sP the in situ and 
the åncubatos measurments than in the surfaee layer. 
F u r t h e r ,  the es~nparåssn between the in s f t u  and the 
5 -  
incubator resuits cuggests t h a t  the Light conditibns at 
the depths of the subsurface chlsrophyll layer was not 
I h i t i n g  the i n  s l t u  gsswtk od the phytoplankton. 
Although thbc seems somewkat unlikelp It is not 
impossible. Richardson and Kullenberg (1984) have shown 
that low light adapted cells of eultured Gyrodinium 
aureolum are better equipped to utållze low light than 
high light adapted and, at t he  s m e  tine, as welf able 
to utilize high light as their high light adapted 
eouaterparts. H o w e v e s ,  no G. a u r e o 2 m  - cells waa observed 
dusing the present study. 
The peak in primary productivity a11 three days was 
found in t h e  mixeB layer of surface and deeg water. This 
correspsnded to t h e  5 $o 1% light level, e.g. the iower 
end of the photic zone. The shape sf the haioclines 
suggests t h a t  the mixing of deep and surface  water 
increased during the t b e e  days 02 investigation, s i n c e  
the gsadåent o& the salinity becarne less sharp. The 
increased surface eurrent and the increased surface 
salinity on 16 May should have increased the efffibency 
od the mixing psocess. $hus, the suppfy of n u t r i e n t s  to 
the mixed layer of surface and åeep water should 
theoretieally has increased at the same time as the 
layer was displaced dsmwards. I n  fact,  the assimilation 
numbess increased from 2.1 t o  2 . 9  i n  t h e  mixed sample 11 
- 1 4  m measured i n  t h e  incuba tor  and from 2 . 1 t o  2 . 6  ia 
s f t u .  It can t h u s  b e  concluded that t h e  mixing of 
surface and deep wate r  m o s t  l i k e l y  was an impor tan t  
process fo r  t h e  h i g h  subsur face  p r o d u c t i v i t y  measured i n  
s i t u .  
I t  has been sugges t ed  that entra inment  process is 
essential for t h e  development of subsur face  c h l o r o p h y l l  
maxima i n  the Skager rak  c o a s t a l  areas (Lindahl ,  1993) .  
Rowever, w i thou t  having rneasured the c u r r e n t s ,  the 
mixing or i £  t h e  production was new o r  regenerateei,  it 
is not p o s s i b l e  t o  e x a c t l y  answer which f a c t o r ( s )  was 
the most impor t an t  f o r  the development of  t h e  shape of 
t h e  p r o d u c t i v i t y  cu rves  over  depth. I n  t h e  p r e s e n t  d a t a  
it can be seen t h a t  the peaks In p r o d u c t i v i t y  always 
were where t h e  ni t rogen/phosphate  ra t io  was 10 or  more, 
which i n d i c a t e  t h a t  n i t r o g e n  may have been l i m i t i n g ,  
Nitrogen as t h e  l i m i t i n g  f a c t o r  also e x p l a i n s  t h e  common 
downward movements o f  bo th  t h e  n u t r i c l i n e s  and t h e  
p r o d u c t i v i t y  peaks .  S i m i l a r  r e s u l t s  were found i n  the  
northwestern Mediterranean wh&e there was a s i g n i f i c a n t  
positive c o r r e l a t i o n  between t h e  dep ths  of  deep 
c h l o r o p h y l l  maxima and of t h e  n i t r a c l i n e s  ( E s t r a d a  et 
a l . ,  1993) .  
i n  conc lus ion ,  t h e  p r e s e n t  r e s u l t s  p o i n t s  o u t  t h a t  
high p r o d u c t i v i t y  of t h e  subsurface ch lo rophy l l  l a y e r  
may o c c u r  i n  b o r d e r  area between Kattegat and Skagerrak 
and t h a t  the l i g h t  c o n d i t i o n s  a t  15 t o  l 8  m dep th  n o t  
was the limiting f a c t o r  on t h e  p r e s e n t  occas ion .  I t  is 
a lso  obvious t h a t  t h e  hydrodynamic processes  plays a 
great r o l l  i n  t h e  development and dynamics of the 
layers . 
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TABLE l: Chlorophyll a concentration, productivity and 
assimilation numbers ( p r o d u c t i v i t y  / c h l o r o p h y l l )  of in 
s i t u  and incubator measurements during 1 4  - 16 May at 
station Yl. 
DAY AND SAMPLE SAMPLING CHLORO- PRODUC- ASSIMIZA- 
TIME PHYLL TIVITY TION NOMBER 
~ . m .  pg-1'1 ~ g c * l - l - h ' l  
14 May 
Jn s i t 4  
Means 1, 5, 10 m 1.00 3.1 3.1 
~ e a n s  11, 1 2  ,13, 14 m 1.00 8 . 2  17.1 
Znkubator 
Mix l, 5 ,  10 m, 1.00 3.1 3.1 
Mix 11, 12 , 1 3 ,  1 4  m 4.50 8 . 2  16.8 
15 Hay 
JR sitq 
Means 1, 5 ,  10  m 1 . 1 5  1.1 4 . 2  
Means 11, 12, 13, 14 m 1.15 4 . 0  9 . 3  
Productivity-max. 1 5  m 1 . 1 5  1 7 . 8  5 2 . 4  
kubator 
M ~ X  1, 5, 10 m 1.15 1.1 4 . 9  
Mix Il, 12, 13, 14 m 1.15 4. O 8.9 
Mix 11, 12, 13, 1 4 m  5 . 2 0  4 . 5  1 0 . 4  
Fluorescence-max. 16  m 5 . 4 5  9 . 4  2 7 . 0  
16 May 
 sit^ 
Means l, 5 ,  10 m 0 .05  1.8 
MeanS 11, 12, 13, 14 m 0 .05  2.0 
Fluorescence-max, 19 m -0 .05 7 . 6  
Irikubator 
Mix 11, 12, 13, 14 m 0 .05  2 .  O 
Fluorescence-max. 19 m 0 .05  7 . 6  
~ i x  1, 5 ,  10 m 0 . 0 5  1 . 8  
Fluorescence-max. 19  m 3.10 8 . 2  
Fig. 1. Map of Northern Kattegat and Skagerrak with the investigated station (*). 
-21: Primary Productivity (JL~c*I-'*~-~) 
O 10 20 30 40 50 60 
Fig. 2. a. Temperanire, b. Salinity, c. Phospahte - P, d. Nitrite + Nitrate - N, 
f. P r i m  productivity during 14 - 16 May 199 1 east of Skagen. 
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ABSTRACT 
The investigation carried out at section H in the western Skagerrak in the second 
part of SKAGEX 1-90, Jurte 8 - 20, allowed to state that the northem extent of the 
Jutland Current, was greatly affected by various coinciding factors such as: an 
extensive spreading of low saline surface waters towards the Danish coast, 
prevailing northwesterly winds forcing inflows of Central/Southern North Sea 
waters into the Skagerrak. 
The entire Skagerrak region wac characterized by great, spatia1 and tempora1 
variability in all measured parameters and this variability was often found to be 
much higher than the sampling intervals (75 hours). However, the 
supplementary measurements allowed to observe some short-term phenomena 
and these are described in details. Sudden changes in velocity and direction of 
water advection together with convection process in the surface layer led to 
formation of «quasi-inh.usive» structures but no «salt-fingers>> type of structures 
was observed below the base of pycnoclhe. These quasi-intrusions are not only 
an important element in energy transfer in water colurnn, from the mixed layer 
to below the base of pycnocline, but also play an important element in energy 
transfer in water column from the mixed layer to below the base of pycnocline, 
but, also play an h p o r t m t  role in &ansformation of water masses. 
The entire surface layer down to 30 m of the western Skagerrak underwent a 
convective mixing and Ekman traasport. Below the well pronounced pycnocline 
the circulation had mostly a geostrophic character. Thus the calculated 
geostrophic currents are discussed in the context of presence of quasi-intrusive 
structures, in the middle and nor&em part of section H. 
Skagerrak is a peripheral part of the North Sea but, on the other hand, it is a 
hydrological transitional zone where an exchange of oceanic waters with the 
Baltic waters takes place, (Stigebrandt, 1983). Taking into account the bathometry 
of Skagerrak the eastern extension of the Nonvegim.-Trench resembling, by its 
shape a big fjord, is a most important element of that region, (Fonselius, 1990). 
An axis of this suboceanic fjord lies along &e Nomegian coast, Fig. 1, therefore all 
the hydrograpkic profiles rrossing the strait are clearly unsymmetric. The great 
depshs of the fjord favour cpreading of dense oceanic bottom waters, Ljøen, 1981 a. 
The very recent SWCIEX data allowed Dmielssen et al., 9991 to distinguish six 
water masses being of importance in &e Skagerrak and differing in salinity, 
temperature and nutrients content. 
Almost all the published saflnity profiles made in that region are similar to 
vertical salinity distributiom recorded in the esktaries of big rivers i.e. are of so 
called «esbarine type», (Rodke, 1987). As a consequence of the above fact there is 
lack of symmetry in distribution of measured parameters; besides, low saline 
waters, spreading on the surface as a thlai layer, easily undergo influence of 
atmospheric parameters. nerefore a numbes of scientists see interdependence 
between the barometrle pressure (winds) and the curface circulation, (Aure and 
Sætre, 1981; Sætre et al., 1988; Bo Pedersen et al., 1989). 
A cyclonic circulation i usually obsesved in the entire Skagerrak and it causes, in 
its centre, an upward movement of waters from the deeper part of the Norwegian 
Trench, (Rodhe, 1987; Fonselius, 1989). n i s  circulation is most often aided from 
the south by the stream of well mixed Jutland Current waters having salinity 32 - 
34 PSU and high content of nitrates. n e  Jutland Current flows to the Skagerrak 
from the German Bight and it may even reach Kattegat during its maximal 
extension, (Jensen et al., 1983 a; Richardson et al., 1987). The investigation, Jensen 
et al., (1983 a) b; Bo Pedersen et al., (1989), Danielssen et al., (1991), indicated 
however that there is a gossibility of blocking of these waters near the western 
coast of Jutland Peninsula. Flazding of the direct causes as well as solving of this 
problems require further spesialistie studies, in particular with respect to 
hydrochemistry and hydrobiolom. h the eastern and northern surface waters of 
the Skagerrak there develops flow of bow saline waters called the Baltic Current in 
vicinity of the Swedish coast wkich continues as the Norwegian Current along 
the Norwegian coast. Both currents delimit the cyclonic circulation, with respect 
to the Norwegian Coastal Current, may undergo disturbances leading even to 
occurrence of upwelling, Caetre et al., 1988; Dmielssen et al., 1991. Though the 
phenomena such as circulation from east and north. The classical model of 
circulation its definition, location, time of oseurrence and also the disturbing 
mechanisms affecting the Jutland and Norwegian currents were given a priority 
in oceanographic studies not rnuch attention was given so far to short-term 
changes of hydrological phenomena haaring a mesoscale character as well as to 
interrelation between advectiow and convection laz the surface layer. A separate 
problem is a question whether belsw the base of pycnocline, an averaged 
circulation of waters can have a baroclinic character. 
The presented material. was collected onboard R/V "Professor Siedlecki", (Sea 
Fisheries Institute in Gdynia), h the second half of S U G E X  1-90 expedition, 8 - 20 
June 1990. According to the approved method the sampling was done on 15 
oceanographic stations located on the most westerly profile, 'marked with letter 
«H», Fig. 1. Almost all the measurements were repeated at the stations five 
times, (on average at 75-hour-intervals). Apart from the obligatory and 
nonobligatory oceanographic measurements, (during 13 days), there were made, 
in spoptic hoursp the meteorologica2 c-bsewatåows~ 
The vertical profiles of Itemperatadre and salinity were obtained with the Neil 
Brown Mark III CTD System. The s;amplings od water for the foilowing 
parameters; oxygen, ghosphate, nitrate, ni&ite, silicate were made with General 
Oceanics Rosette Sampler combined with the Neil Brown CTD Measuring 
System. The chemical analyses were mawalfy conducted directly after coliection 
of sarnples and unifieå methods dor determination were used, (Cafberg 1992; 
Grashoff 1976, Grashoff et al., (eds) 1983). The spec$-sophotometsic measurements 
were made with a Beckman instrument (msdel 25). The oxygen content was 
determined with the Winkler method. 
R e  avera@ vertical profiles of temperabre and sailhiv calculated on a basis of 
all the measurements eonducted Pn days 8 -20 June 1990 were used for calculations 
of geostroghic cusrents. The relative veilocitiec of geostrophic currents between 
the stations were calculated accordlng to method by Zubov and Mamaev, (1956). 
The geostrophic currents velocities were calculated for particular pairs of stations 
and the dynamic knghts were used ån  at process. The dynamic hights were used 
in that process. The dynamic hights were salsuiated for each station and the 
depth levelling correctlng factorc were taken histo accomt in these calcula~ons. 
The obtained hydrochemical resultc are presented in figures which have an 
uneven depth scale and that follows the S U G E X  recsmmendations concerning 
elaboration of data. Come of the physåcal parameters, narnely salinity, T-C, 
density, were also drawn in uneven intervals what may wrongly suggest a 
presence of vertisal gradients. 
VARIAIBILITY O F  HYDROLOGICA& PARAMETERS IN THE WESTERN 
S U G E R R A K  
The recent investigations have skown a cloae dependence hetween the velocity 
and direction of wind and the spreadårng gf surface waters in the Skagerrak. This 
dependence can be observed bsth ln the region being under hfluence of Jutland 
Current and the zone being under effect o$ the Norwegian Coastal Cursent, (Bo 
Pedersen et al., 1989; Rodhe 1987; S ~ t r e  t al,, 1988). 
As it arices from &ro data gresented by numerous authorc, (8ensen et al,, 1983 a, b; 
Brockman et al., 1985; F ø p ,  1986, 1987'; Rchardson et all., 1987 a, b; Banielssen et 
al., 1991), the rtutrients data may serve as an additionall source sd infomation on 
water masses m d  their dynamics in the Skagerrak and aqacent regions. Based on 
the historical as well as on the CWGEX data i% c m  be said that waters of Jutland 
Current are characterized by elevated nibates valades the latter being strrongly 
affected by both - mixing with the North %a waters while proceedhg tosvards the 
north/north ,east and by the biolsgåcal uptake in the peRod of biolsgical activi"Eyr. 
During the oceanographic studies carried out at sectlon H (8 -20 fune 1998) there 
decidedly prevailed light and moderate windc from MW, 36 % for all 
observations, and W sector, 28% of obsemations, Fig. 2. Such a direction of wind 
was, on occasions, a limiting factor in the nortiraerar extent of Jutfand Current. As 
it is reported by Danielssea et al,, 1991, based on moored current mekrs records 
the ADCP (Acorastie Doppler Current Meter) and the drifting buoys the Jutland 
Current gulsated k t o  Skagerrak on May 23 to 25, J m e  4 to 6, l1 md20, wkat was 
fomd by skore aeåthors to be coorrelated, to some extent, with winds varying from 
C to W. Hovarever it should be pointed out herre that the waters of this current 
were present at sta~niom W-L3 to HG 5ur4srg &e entim period of «Prof. Ciedlecki~s 
shidies and on some oscasiom on the neighbourhg profile «G». The fluctuating 
cl-Laracter of niitratea concentratians at the above stations resulted therehre from 
tvaro facts - fisstiiy from not a sontinusus supply of nutrients due to fluchiathg 
character od the Jutlmd Current. F ig+  (5, IQ), and secondly from the biological 
uptake, (Fig+ 61, However &hese coksidhg facts dåd not result in a total depletion 
of nutrients h g&e most southem part of the profile M. 
An analysis of figures reprecenting hosiæontal distributions of temperature, 
salinity, niwates at seleeted level of IQ m in tke entire Skagerrak in days 8 - 20 June 
1990, (Figs. 3, 4, 5), allows to observe a cfose correlation between the decreasing 
tendensy iri. nitrates concel~tsations observed in days 11 - 17 June 1990 in vicinity 
of north~estem part of Jutlaltd Ben--isula - and the increasing area covered with 
waters having salhity > 34 PS-J, m a t  resulted from the inflow of waters from the 
North Sea in that geriod, The maximaxm area of highest salinities and lowest 
temperature was observed on 1"une 1990 and that coincided with the lowest 
values of nitrates content in the above mentioned region. That hydrological 
sibation is a reflestion of blocking pkemnomenon of Jutland Current reported by 
Danielssen et al*, (1991), Ui days 3 - 10 and 12- 19 June 1990. It is worth pohting at 
this moment that this coincided with the fact that in days 16 and 17 June there 
were recorded NNW winds of strength 8 - 15 m/sec, These strong winds, 
persisting far nearly 48 Baours, ad&åitisrna%ly Increased the process of convective 
mixing. 'lle measurements pedormed three days later i,e. on 20 June showed 
that situation was reversed whish meanc the area of highest salinities dsastically 
dimuiished and high coracentratisns of nitrates again appea(red what remained ui 
agreement with change of wind dlreckion and strength, SW; 3mlsec.1, and in 
ageemtant with reported Jutlmd Current acGvation, (Danielssen et al., 1991). 
The norhhem part o£ sestian H was hnreasingly meler iaifluence of relatively 
warmer m d  lovs salhe surface waters of the Nomegian Current. The sa lk iv  in 
the current's main stsearar reached its måairnum omn 19 Tune and that was equal 
24.88 PST, (Figc. 4,8). 
A main feature in distribution of temperature and salinity during five sampling 
days was steady developrnelat of m k d  layer and hcreasing vertical gradients in 
near-surfare layer, Figs. B", 8. n e  time changes, h the central part of profde H are 
best illustrated by isoplethc of temperature and salhity, Fig. 11. The sharp bends 
of isoiirnes can be observed there ared,the thermshdhe change~ in the entire 
sanaly-& lagrer " ~ o k  p%acc~ jbls no bonger h e  &an sone hoafrs. It w& chrasteristic 
&at below &ermo- and $IaIoc%he the ampBifudes were v e v  low Table 8. 
Table I. The exeeme values of T, S at at selected depths at station H6, calculated 
from 8 measurements, 8 - 20 J m e  2990. 
Depth T/"G/ S /BU/ bt 
/m/ ----------------------*---------------------------------------------- 
T T AT c, as o O~ AO 
The vertical distribution of salinity showed a steady tendency of increase in 
values towards the bottom, while the thermal structure was more complicated; 
local minima and maxima were alternatistg resulting in occurrence of closed 
isopleths, Fig. 11. A further analysis of temperature changes in time allows to 
detect slow warming up. Ctation W6 can be an example to prove it; the 
temperature in the layer between 45 and 85 m increased of over 0.7"C during 13 
days of investigations. It can be concluded k.om the above that in the Skagerrak 
the salinity rather than the temperahtre is a factor which stabilizes the density. 
Warming up of surface waters is, in this emt- of the year, Figs. 3, 7, related, to 
some degree, to occurrence of bigger amounts of low saline waters of Baltic origin 
in the northern part of profile H in the second half of June 1992, Figs. 4, 8. 
An intensified outflow along the sout;baer~ Nomegian coast immediately initiates 
a compensating recirculation and this arises from a rule «current - counter 
currentn. According to ss-called estuarhe model of water masses exchange in 
two-layer-reservoir that counter-current should agpear to the left from the stream 
of surface current and should eneompass first of all the deeper layers, (Rodhe 
1987). 
A slow movement of more saline waters carried to the Skagerrak from the 
central/southern North Sea, maidy in bottom and subsurface layer, caused that 
isolines representing density above 27.20 kvese UI a characteristic way bending 
along the southern slope of the Norwegian Trench, Fig. 9. This density 
distribution results from the Goriolis force whish deflects all the movements in 
the northern hemisphere to the right. The above mechanism, forcing waters to 
the Skagerrak, was reidoreing the process of ugward movement of deepest waters 
in the central part of the cyclonic mre. $hat phenomenon finds its reflection in 
Fig. 12 representing isopleths of åenslty at celected levels, 40 and 60 m. At both 
levels betwen stations H1 m d  H4 the hokontal gradients of densiv kncreased, at 
40 m depth two times and at 60 m only sne time - close to the end of 
investigations, what in consequence had to sause an increase in geostrophic flows 
across the northern part of analyzed profile. At the same time there were 
observed bigger disturbances in Ihe shape of thermo- and halocline base, Fig. 7 
and 8. The above described katures allow to state that in the Skaprrak, in 
particular in the second half of June 1990, h ~e outflowlng waters there appeared 
a strong baroclinic circulatiost, (Danielssen et al., 1992), together with elements 
characteristic for the mesoscale frontal zones e.g. intrusions. 
Co called instrusive lateral mixing of two water masses most often takes place 
along the same density planes, therefore that phc?nomenon can be easily analyzed 
on a basis of T-S diagrams,( Sten 1967). At station M6, located in the central part 
of the profile, a disturbance havhg character of instrusion of warmer and more 
saline waters was observed at the base (26.00) arid below (26.50) pycnocline in days 
16-19 June 1990, Fig. 13. This quasi- laistrusive layer was characterized by a low 
thickness, about 15 m, and approximately of 75-hour-duration. An appearance of 
this layer was, most probably, partly comected with development of the surface 
mixed layer and presence of local thermal inversions, Fig. 11, what destabilised 
the vertical distribution of density. Occurrence of this phenomenon should als0 
be related to southward spreading of surface waters flowing in the Norwegian 
Current in the second half of June, Figs. 4,7,8,9. 
During that time scatter of all points representing the station H6 on T-S envelope 
was within a field delimited by curves represenhg the neighbouring stations H5 
and H7. So, the highly saline waters from the central Skagerrak, flowing in the 
subsurface layer, constituted a quasi-instrusive layer; the halocline was slightly 
rising up towards the surface while the surrounding sea surface was under 
influence of less saline waters of the Norwegian Current, Fig. 8, 11. Formation 
and development of such phenornena allow to presume that intensification of 
water advection in Norwegian Current, caused a local increase in convective 
mixing not only in the mixed layer but also at the base of pycnocline or even 
below. That was supported by distribution of Vaisgl5-Brmt frequency calculated 
at each investigated station and simply means that the energy transfer from the 
mixing layer can reach deeper layer?; of &e ocean. 
The temperature and salinity variability in time and space brought about a 
thought of analyzing the average hydrological situation observed during the 
study. In order to achieve this the average temperature, salinity and density 
values were calculated on discrete levels, every 10 m, fig. 14. Even a brief analysis 
of this figure and Table I allowc to state that only a thin surface layer was 
characterized by differentiated temperature and salinity. Below 30 - 40 m the 
thermo-haline variability at all stations was very low. So, summing up, it can be 
said that during 13 days of research work the following consistent hydrological 
elements in the western Skagerrak were observed: 1) markedly developing 
thermo- and halocline, therefore a pycnocline, 2) bendhg up of all the isolines in 
the central part of the profile, 3) unsyrnmetric distribution of those isolines, so 
called "estuarine type". 
Amsng the analyzed elements the temperature showed the greatersl var iabi l i~ 
and that was sbserved not snly in the mH=sed layer mi! the ~ermoclb-te bu$ ~ I S O  in 
the entire water column. Undsubtedly ås arises from the fact that the vertical 
themal sihruckbkre was less stable in shoæt time htemalc than the salfity seuchre 
and oscillated, on particular depth iievels, arsund the average value; on i c s p l e ~ s  
these are rauranerous loeal maxarna and mhima, Fig. %ls As the varialsålity o1 
physical features belsgw the base of pycnocline, in particular salinåty, which is a 
deeisive fastor with respeet to -Ilensivp was IOW, gl-rerefore åt can be assumed fial 
the water cirsulation there, &ad mostly ca geoskæophic character, MOSE certcady in 
such a sense the authors o% papers erited in the htroduc-kaon intevreat the general 
circulation in Skagerrak as a cydonic one, (Rodhe 1987; F~nbjellus 1989, Cvawcon 
1989). The only problem wkich the above authors faced waa proper positisning of 
reference level, zero level, of the geoskrophic flow, KeepPng this in minst the 
authors of the presented gaper decfded that the cletermlnati~n of circulation 
would be based on calculations fos the pairs of stationse The geos t roph i~ow wac 
always extrapolated to the level of dearper statlon what a190wed obtaining the 
mean sirculation valuer; on the profije ""H'" Fig, 15. 
'%he above dipre shows a classieal model of qckontIm&rc%alation PaS days 8 - 20 Jurne 
1990 with the zero velociv zone behg situated in vlehasiQ of staGon H6 and H7. 
$kis general distribution of currerat as wel1 as &eiat ve-gi. much differhg velscities 
are very sinrpilar to those obtaEraed by D ~ e l s s e n  et al,, 199" the Ilas-Eer behg based 
on eursent meters data. The watera were outflowiabg from the Skagerrak in the 
deepest gart of the profile md the average v e i o c i ~  was of 10 sms-1, n e r e  csrald 
be disthgbaiskaed two streams wkich were separated by a domiårg of Ihes of equal 
vellosity near the station H4. "e main stream was positloned alortg the 
Norwegian soast and the velocity in this stream was a few times higher than 
further offshore. The maximum of flow velocilsy, above 30 cms-1, Fig. 15, was 
coinciding with the area ~f *e lowes"cal~%-gr values, belovs BeOQ PSU; Fig. 14, So, 
it can be reckoned that strsngly stratifåed -%vaters utflswing from the Skagerrak 
have typisal baroclinic ctructure and &ey extend to the deeper layers than only 
the surface ane with the lowest saliniq,,_ Rodhe, (1987), states even hrthermsre 
and sayc that the velocity of the near soast stream overlaps the velseiv of general 
eyslsnåc sirculation and the E b a n  tramport. 
The water cårculation near the Danish toast looked entirely different as the 
average Rover velocities were much Icswer, (- b, cms-1) and the ise%inssc of equal 
velocity wese often horizontal. ktween the "&ion Hl0 and Hl1 there was 
observed a laral counter-current. Cuch phenomenon åma a skallsw part of the 
Skagerrak was already mentloned by Rodhe, (1987). An analysls of average 
geostrophis flows and of the other hydrologica1 factors, Fins, 14, 15, shows  at the 
soutkern Skagerrak, whish ås under puXsa~ng infiuence of JutlanQ Cursent, is 
rather skarasterised by a barotrophi- circulation. Therehre the mean flow 
velocities were much lower there and the direction of ci~ulation can be subjected 
to iFPeqeaent ehanges e.g. hfluence of whds. Taking into account entireiy different 
character of circulation in the southem and northern gart 0% profile H and 
urasyranmetris bottorn topography, the values of geostrophic Bow velocitgr, Fig. 15, 
should be understood as appmxhate snes. In part1c"i~lar the f%ow veloeitåes 
berneen station EI7 and H25 are much lower than one wsuld expect and it results 
from the fact that the southem part of the profile is characterized by a clearEy 
barotrspic flow, 
lt is woIL$h poi%lthg &at &e quask-htrusåon -%escribed in the previous paragraph 
(Fig. 13) was pasitioned h the area ok: the grecatest horizontal flow gradient i.e. at 
station H6 where the chmge of flsw diregltion kom orrtflowlng to inflowkg was 
observed. As the horizontal movement 09 water masses is conneeted with 
upward or downward movement of water - tkere are, in Fig. 45, additionally 
marked arrows indicating the zo-ees of most intensive vertical movement. A 
distinct upward movement of water masses towards the surface was cleaaly 
observed in the senhal part in investiga"Ed seetion. Similar upward movement 
was aIso observed in the northern part of the cection, thus suggeeting the 
upweflhg in &e ugpper layer, 
1. The pulsating character 06 Jutland Curresirt governed by significa-at and 
variable infiows of North Sea surface water masses had its refleetion in horizontal 
distribution of tempera&re, i;aB%rtiy and nåkates in the surface layer k region off 
the northwectem Judand penhsraiia. The biggest area characterized by high, >34 
PSU, salhåties, Bow tempera%bare m d  kow a%ktrates, Fig.;. 3,4, 5, was obsemed on 17 
June - thus the åmpact of North Sea water on the extension of Jutland Current 
seems ta be the most visible then, $hat blocking corresponded well with 
direction, m W ,  and streng&, 8-15 mlsec., of wIFLd which persisted for nearly 48 
hours in days I6 - 17 Jwe 1990, 
2. T2ae en&re surface layer, down to 30 mm, of the western Skagerrak andergoes a 
convective mixing and Ekman transpor%, Below the well pronomeed pycnseline 
the circulatlons has most often a geostrnphic sharacter. Resulting from non- 
symmetPis character of )sathornetry the hflowing and outflowirag water masses 
differ very muck. n e  Jutland Current ~ c e u p y h g  more shallow part of Skagerrak 
undergoes, most ad -11, .gke steady wind~fress, the bottom friction and the tida1 
mixing roefeet. It results h the bamtrophåc circuiiation there. 
The outfl~wip-tg water$ occupying the norithern part of sestion «H» are much 
lighter, therefore together with kkae deeper water masses eseate a distlsoict baroclinic 
structrrre extending to deepest layess with high demity, n i s  is the maiai reasoa 
for wEch the "ostrophic cwrent at seetion H should be treated as a general view, 
helphg to understand the hydrologåsal sihatlon correlated with the presense of 
intrusive strucgaires* 
3. Sudden changes in velosk~ and disectisn of water advection in tl-te s-earleace 
layer most probably glonnected with deveropment of surface mixed layer and 
presenee af loeal &erma% inversians, may lead to ernerging of incfrusive 
struetures, Hsweues, in the inves~gated case the intrusisns, in their elassical 
understanding, were not obser~ed as there was not observed a clear calinity 
decrease with the depth, in T." - 9 ~ 4  "C ternperabre range. Therefore the authors 
used the l e m  «quasl-intrusive~~ structtåre. An excample of classical T-C emelspe, 
drawn on the backgrokand of equal densiv lines, is shown in Pig. 13 b. Ortly h 
case when branch 114 of the T-C) line is a mirror æeaection of branch A may the 
lateral mixhg take plaee along g%be e q a %  demity plmes. nerefore it cannot be 
expected that microstructure of «salt fingers» type occurred along the type of 
branch B observed in our hvestigation, These features are very important 
element in energy bansfer from the rnåxed layer down to below the base of 
pycnocline and also play an important role in transformation of water masses. 
4. Frequency, e.g. ossillating charaeter of terriperature variation below the 
thermocline, of variability of mesossale circulation in. Skagerrak was found too 
high to be in agreement with the assurned, in SUGEX 1990, measurements 
intervals, on avesage 75 h on every station. Only thanks to supplementary 
measurements at selected station of profile H, Fig. 1, was it possible to record some 
characteristic elements of mesoscale circulation. The analysis of satellite h a g e s  
indicated considerable changes of thermal sitraation on the sea surface within 24 
h. 
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Fig.1. Distribution of oceanographic stations during 
SKAGEX expedition. R/v  Profesor Siedlecki 
8 - 20 June 1990. 
i - stations numbers on the section H, 
2 - number of measurements done at particular stations, 
3 - shaded - region of additional stations 
Fig.2. Share of wind velocity and direction / in % / 
in the western Skagerrak in days 8 - 20 June 1990 
1. weak winds and gentle breeze, 
,2. moderate winds, 
3. relatively strong and strong breeze, 
4. very strong breeze. 
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Fig.6. Potential primary production 
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1990./after Ochocki et al./. 
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1990. 
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Fig.11. Isopleths of temparature and salinity at three stations in the 
middle of profile H. SKAGEX 8 - 20 June 1990. 

Fig 13. (a) T-S envelopes-for stations H 6 and two 
neighboring stations /H 5 and H 7 / ,  
(b) a schematic diagram of T-S envelope 
favouring the lateral mixing. SKAGEX 14-19 June 
7 990. 
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Fig.14. Average values of 
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During the second stage of CKAGEX I R/V (<Lev Titov» worked in the Eastern 
part of Skagerrak with its voluntary programme. The main purpose of the 
investigations was to obtain data on time and spatia1 variability of the chemical 
and biological fields in the surface waters above the «dorne» area. 
Data, obtained during the first stage of CKAGEX I, pointed to the existence of the 
comparatively warm and low saline water above the "dome" area. Some 
observations (Richardson, 1989) showed that strong shallow pycnocline might be 
one of the main reasons for algal blooms in the Central Skagerrak. In our opinion 
hydrological conditions in May - Tune 1990 under the warm and low saline 
surface water were favourable for the bloom. It was therefore interesting to look 
at the changes in hydrological and hydrochemical characteristics of this water 
mass. To confirm the existence of this water mass, in the beginning of the second 
stage of SKAGEX I R/V «Lev Titov» made transect T1 - T10 (Fig. 1). According to 
the Fig. 2a and b, the place fos the beginning of the experiment was chosen in the 
point T3 with temperature of surface water 14,71°C and salinity 23,83 %O. 
To mark this watermass we deployed a cusface drifter in point T3. The drifter was 
equipped with underwater sail and radar reflector. To obtain data on the spatia1 
variability of parameters on a scale much less than the average distance between 
SKAGEX stations, measurements were undertaken in coordinates connected with 
the drifter at polygon «SPIDER» (Fig. 3) with 6 n.m. in diameter. Time variability 
was investigated by means of taking water samples in the vicinity of the drifter in 
6 hours intervals during an 8 dayc geriod. CTD measurements were made to the 
depth of 50 m, water samples were taken from 0, 10 and 20 m. The following 
characteristics were measured: water temperature, salinity, pH, nitrite, nitrate, 
phosphate and silicate. Carnples of phyto- and zooplankton determinations were 
als0 taken. 
The Polygon of the oceanographic coordinates «SPIDER» included 37 stations, 
located at 6 transects. The distances between the stations at each transect was 1 
n.m. Position of each station was determined from the vessel with the help of 
radar in polar coordinates, using the angle and the distance from the drifter, that 
served as a centre of the polygon. 
It was noted that there had been evident patchiness of nutrients against the 
background of comparatively smooth fields of temperature and salinity (Fig. 4a, b, 
c, d). At polygon «CPIDER» their values differed by a factor of 10 or even more. 
Patches were from 1 to 3 n.m. in diameter but, as a whole, concentrations of 
nutrients in this waters were rather low. 
Time variability of nutrients during the 8 days was even less than spatia 
variability at «SPIDER» polygon. Time variability of temperature (Fig. 5a) showec 
that in the first part of the drift the temperature had the tendency to becomc 
higher and in the second part - to become lower. Maximums and minimum: 
were due to the daily changes. 
The plot of salinity (Fig. 5b) points to the two zones - with values of about 24%t 
and 27%0. There was a zone between them where salinity changed very fast. As i 
was established from the trajectory coordinates, it happened just after the drifte] 
had passed the eddy zone during the 14 and 15 of June. Based on these data it maj 
be suggested that this was the zone of the front between surface low saline watei 
of the central Skagerrak and the waters of the Jutland current, 
The drift of our buoy was in the beginning rather slow, with velocities about 10. 
20 cm/s and with several circkles. Then more than a day the drifter was in thc 
region with intensive eddy activity (Fig. 6). Coefficient of horizontal turbulen 
diffusion estimated with the help of the second drifter by Richardson method wai 
here in the order of 106 cm/s. After the frontal zone velocities were about 20 - 3( 
sm/s, drifter turned to the Northeast. In the last period of the observations thc 
drifter moved along the shore to the North-North-West with velocities up to 5( 
cm/s. On the Fig. 1 the trajectory of Argos buoy is als0 presented. 
Fig. 7 shows nitrite and nitrate concentrations at transect Tll-T17, made acros: 
the eddy zone on June 14. In the centre of the transect there is some loca 
upwelling zone, or maybe some residual traces of this upwelling zone, or maybt 
some residual traces of this upwelling, because they appear mostly in nutrientt 
and less in temperature and salinity. 
Transect T18-T27 made through the drifting area just after taking the drifter or 
board the ship, showed that, in general, the structure of the investigated wate: 
mass had not changed (Fig. 8 a, b, c, d). On the salinity plot it may be recognized . 
a zone of low saline surface water, the frontal zone. The zone of the Jutlanc 
current, strong shallow pycnocline and the upper part of the «dorne». Under thc 
pycnocline there is a little maximum of nutrients. 
The position of the investigated water mass of lower salinity and highe~ 
temperature during the second stage of SKAGEX was obtained als0 from thc 
pictures of satellite surface temperature and from the profiles of the standarc 
Skagex transects. 
It may be supposed that the formation of this surface water mass of low salinity i1 
the Central and Eastern parts of the Skagerrak is one of the main reasones fo 
algal blooms, Formation of this water mass lead to very high vertical stability o 
the waters at the pycnocline. If this situation coincides in Spring with othe 
necessary conditions (water temperature, nutrients sufficiency, etc.) algal bloon 
may happen. In our opinion it should be payed more attention to the dynamics o 
the upper layers of Eastern Skagerrak in order to understand the formation o 
favourable conditions for algal blooms. 
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Fig. 1. Position of transects made by R/V Lev Titov during 09.06.90 - 18.06.90 and 
drifters trajectories. 
Fig. 2 a and b. Temperature and salinity distribution at section TI-T10,09.06.90. 
Fig. 3. Scheme of polygon SPIDER made by R/V Lev Titov in the vicinity of st. 
T3,10.06.90-11.06.90 
Fig. 4 a, b, c, d. Distribution of slainity, nitrite, nitrate and phosphate on the 
surface of the Skagerrak at polygon SPIDER. 
Fig. 5 a and b. Time variability of surface temperature and salinity near the 
drifter. 
Fig. 6.  Trajectories of two drifters in the frontal zone during 14-15 of June 1990. 
Dash line belongs to the second drifter. 
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Fig. 7 a and b. Nitrite and nitrate concentrations ( p o l / l )  at transect Tll-T17. 
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Fig. 8 a, b, c, d. Distribution of salinity ( % o ) ,  nitrite, nitrate and phosphate 
( p o l / l )  at trensect T18-T27, 18.06.90. 
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Introduction 
By tradition water masses in the Skagerrak are isolated on the basis of 
hydrological data about their origin and by common oceanological parameters, 
like temperature and salinity, to which presently nitrate concentration is added in 
addition (Danielssen et al., 1991; Danielssen et al., 1992). The purpose of this work 
is to show, that the given problem may be solved using as a poweyful method of 
multivariate statistics as cluster-analysis by K-means (Hartigan, 1975; Hartigan, 
Wang, 1979). The advantage of this method is a possibility to use all available 
hydrochemical data for identification and classification of water masses, to decide 
between them the most informative data and based on them to obtain more 
reliable and objective findings. Furthermore, analysis by K-means facilitates the 
estimation of statistical relationships between hydrochemical regime of particular 
water masses and tkeir hydrobiological characteristics, that is one of a number of 
objectives specified by ICES in the SKAGEX project. 
Preliminav anaiysis od basic data 
The data collected at the obligatory stations of the transects C and E and kindly 
provided to us by Dr. M. Ostrowski in data3ase form that he set up in the Institute 
of Oceanology of PA§ in Sopot. As indices of the state of water masses were 
selected temperature, salinity, phosphate, nitrate, nitrite, silicate, oxygen and 
ehlorophyll concentrations which were the most cornplete materials of SKAGEX 
I, SKAGEX I1 and SKACEX IV. 
First the estimation of the distribution character of a11 these variables with help of 
so called "stem-and-leaf plots" was carried out (Turkey, 1977). On these plots the 
marked asymmetry of nitrite, oxygen, chlorophyll distribution and bimodal 
distribution of nitrate, phosphate, salinity, temperature and silicate have been 
found. 
On these plots quartiles of distributions and rnaxirnum and minimum values 
have been defined with taking account of strays (Table 1). The obtained findings 
show clearly that for using of multivariate statistical analysis of the collected 
material the methods based on Pkte notions of normal distribution are completely 
unsuitable, in particular, such popular methods as factor analysis or principal 
component method. On the other hand, one can bargain for that the most 
pronounced classification of water masses will be gained with the use of 
parameters with bimodal or even polyrnodal distribution. 
At the same time it was rational to choose between all above numerated variables 
only such ones, the character of variations of which has been more or less alike in 
all three experiments. h this case one can expect &at the different types of water 
masses, found in every experiment, one can correlate with each other not to 
correct for seasonal or any random variations. Based on the data from Table 1, we 
have selected salinity, nitrate and phosphate concentrations for further analysis. 
General remarks on the K-means method and its application to the classification 
of water masses 
The peculiarity of the K-means method is that in accordance with its algorithm 
the objects under investigation are clustered in such way, that for all selected 
variables (features) within groups variance is a minimum, But bztween groups 
variance is a maximum. Therewith distance or similarity matrix between all its 
objects is not warranted to calculate as it is needed in common agglomerative 
hierarchical methods. For our task this advantage is of critical importance because 
values on 236 water samples collected at all depths of C1-C8 and E8-E12 stations 
for two days of work belonging to the SKAGEX N data file to be of minimal body 
lied ahead. For this 27730 Euclidean distance or other metrics could calculate and 
then analyze the structure of resulting matrix. As for the SKAGESX I data file 
where the material have been collected for five days, these metrics could exceed 
150000 in nurnber. The extent of the corresponding computations is far in excess 
of ability of up-to-date programs on applied statistics and so warrants seeking help 
of supercomputers. Cluster-analysis by the K-means method for the same data 
takes not more than five minutes even using PC/XT. 
It is well to bear in mind that the final result of clusteranalysis depends on choice 
of the scale of variables in use. This leads to certain problems when we need to 
deal with variables od different origin as In case of our task To match the scales by 
different variable it is usually recommend to make their standardization that is 
substraction of arithrnetic mean from all magnihtdes of given variable and then a 
finding is divided by a standard deviation for the variable in given file. We 
consider that this procedure is poorty adequate for our task as arithmetic mean 
and standard deviation are an estimation of the parameters of normal 
distribution, and as pointed out above, distribution of our variables differ 
noticeably from normal one. In addition, as values of arthmetic means and 
standard deviations for every variables differ somewhat in three data files such 
standardization makes further correlation of results of clusterization difficult for 
alternative experiments. 
In this work we chose the seale for eveorgr variable so fiat ten unlts of scale were in 
the limits of its maximum variationc. Suck rearrangement is equivalent to 
standard practiee in the construclion o% mo-dimensional scatter plots, when both 
axes are uniform in length and with 10 ticks on each axis. To illustrate, it is 
known in the Skagerrak sa lk iv  may be shanged horn about 35,5%0 (in waters 
from Atlantic Ocean) to 45 - 15,s %o in surface watexs from the Kattegat (Kattegat 
Surface Waters - KWSW). So for salinity &e rearrangement was X --l = 0,5 
(SALXINITY - 15,5), in accordanee wi& which salinity of I5,5 %o corresponds to the 
initial point of the scale and salinity. of 355 %o is at the terminal point of this 
scale with ticks of 10. For phosphate concentration t-kae rearrangement was Xphos 
= 10"[P04] and for nitrates it was decided to use that data without tearrangement 
because the great bulk of measurements has provided the values /NO3] in the 
range from O to 10 pmol/l. 
The specific feature of the K-meam method is &at a quantiby of groups (clusters) 
are defined not under analysis, but it is given beforehand. aherewith there is no 
criterion to determine this number, if it is unknown a prio~i.  Quality of 
clusterization could be inferred after running eluster-analysis by the size of 
distance between the centres of the clusters to be fotand and by the character of 
distribution of classified samples wåthin every cluster due to their individual 
distance from its centre. We have tried to ectimate the sizes of these distance that 
are typical for custom water masses in order to determine on their basis of a 
number of clusters. The latter value will be optimum in the sense that it 
corresponds to a number of water masses which achtally existed in the sea area 
studied. 
To do this we have taken advantage of available data of well known experiment 
devoted to patchiness investigation in the Baltic sea (Patchiness experiment - 
PEX), In this experiment, at the SLOPE GRTD polygon all s t a~ons  were located in 
homogeneous space by hydrology and esszntial differences by hydrological water 
compositian are seen only above and below the pycnocline. Co a priori we can 
expect that a number of cluster corresponding to distinct water masses must be 
equal to 2 or not more than 3 if we isolate discontinuity layer as a separate water 
body. 
For example, in Table 2 values of dictancee between three clucters are given. They 
were isolated for SLOPE 2 and SLOPE 4 data files by salinåq, nitrate and phosphate 
values, that were rearranged on the same principle as fo"orSMAGEX data file. In Fig 
1 distribution histograms of distances drom the cenkre of clusters are shown. They 
are determined for the samples that were included in these clusters. We can 
conclude that the distance between the centres must be not less than 2.5 - 3.0 for 
clusters relevant to the different water masses. With this the maximum distance 
from the centre within each cluster must be not more than l,$ - 2,0. These 
magnitudes were adopted as critical values b r  the choice of optional number of 
clusters on malysis of the S U G E X  data. Thus the PEX matel*lals served US as the 
reference for gkie estimation of optimal clusterization of the SKAGEX data. 
K-means clustering carried out for three experiments each (SKAGEX I, SKAGEX II 
and SKAGEX IV), enhancing successively the given number of clusters. The 
process of clusterization was stopped when 1 - 2 values less than 2.5 appeared in 
distance matrix. The value from previous clusterization was adopted as optimum 
number of clusters. So it was found that åra SKAGEX I and SKAGEX 11 it was 
isolated by 5 different water bodies whereas ån SaCAGEX IV six was isolated. 
In Table 3 mean concentrations of saliniw, nitrate and phosphate are given for 
isolated clusters as well as a quanliv of samples to be related to each of clusters. In 
Fig. 2 distribution of these clusters in "Salinity - nitrate $oncentrationfl 
coordinates are shown. Correllataon of clusters to be found by us with types of 
water masses Siat were dessribed for the Skagerrak hitherto was made possible in 
these coordinates. We can state with assurance that A4, B2 and D5 clusters 
coincide virtually in between and they are nearest to the Norwegian Coastal 
Waterd (NCW) by the relationskip of salinity and nitrate content. Also we can 
assign with certainty A5, B5 and D6 clusters to the type of Atlantic Waters low 
(AW1). We can identi9 with less assurance three other groups of clusters that are 
closely related but occupied an intermediate position as to "classic" types of 
waters. A3, B3 and D2 clucters ase nearest to the Southern North Sea Waters 
(SNSW), althoug its salhity is well be2ow (in average). B4 cluster is closer to that 
for SNSW by salinity and nitrate content, As fos phosphate concentration, and 
especially by distance in thwe-dlmensional space (in salinity-nitrate-phosphate 
coordinates) it is undoubted%y in sne grakp with A2 and D3 clusters which are 
near to the Central North Sea Waters (CNSW). So identified arbitrarily the group 
of A3-B4-D4 clusters as SNS (?) we denoted equally arbitrarily the group of as CNS 
(?). The group of A1-Bl-P>.(% clusters that belongs without doubts to the same water 
body in all three SKAGEX exgeriments oscanpied intermediate gosition between 
Atlantic Waters high and Atlantic 80w, so we specified it as AW (?). At last D1 
cluster integrating only 15 samples horn the whole SKAGEX IV data file being 
reasonably distinct from other clusters, is brought nearest to the Jutland Coastal 
Waters (JCW) by salhiv a-id nitrate content, 
Along with any classificatlon the isolation of distinct types of water masses must 
be considered as some Imptemediate stage of data working out following by more 
deep analysis of resulthg material. %ra this case, for instance, we can deal with 
vertical distribution of isolated water macses, showing it in such way, as it did in 
Fig. 3. As it seems to us, the procedure like this is more clear than traditional 
vertical sections with isolines for each parameter. In addition it is more effective 
in terms of methodology because it provides multivariate instead of univariate 
approach to analysis of multidimentional phenomenon as in case of 
hydrochemical state of water body. 
In addition there is no question that the information about distribution of all 
samples in the data file by isolated clusters to be obtained in the process o<f cluster- 
analysis is of great interest (Table 3). It is quite evident, that during SKAGEX I1 at 
C - E transect homogeneity of water masses was higher than during SKAGEX I 
and SKAGEX IV. We can suggest simple quantitative index of this homogeneity 
by type of indices of ecological diversity. As for instance, let us calculate for every 
cluster which fraction of the total quantity of N samples comprise n;! samples in 
i-cluster. In this case the value d = Cpi2 will characterize theextent of 
homogeneity of water bodies in the same manner as the well known Simpson' 
index (Simpson, 1949) describes the species diversity of ecologicgl community. 
We will get its maximum value equal to "1" when all samples belong to one type 
of water, namely to absolutely homogeneous water mass. 
Naturally under further analysis we can als0 calculate mean values of the 
parameters for each separate water body that weren't used on clusterization. The 
detection of dynamics of these parameters is the most important both in time and 
in space in the limits of isolated water body. In Table 4 such data are given for 
chlorophyll, calculated for those water masses in which its concentration were 
determined during the experiment. 
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Presentation no 18. 
Current measurements in the northern Kattegat 
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Current measmemeats were -de b May %=e %9W dong a eross-section in the 
nortbern Kattegad. n e  megsol-emen2.t~ were a part of the 
international Skage& eape&.tlion, SUGEX at were meters 
deployed in s k  Weselrsd m o  . "P"e resdk  -e eompared to other 
measurernents end maaurernents in the area. 
The SKAGE= was a mdtBaEp, hteæ& -edition, undertaken in 
Skagerrak &om 24 May - 2% Juae 1990. Bt binother three short 
expeditions in 1990 and 1991. Some 
presented by Dhelsson et d. (1 
deployed in two crosa-riiectåons, om 
outer part of Skagen& =C1 asfckber h Llie nohhem p& of Gttegat, between 
Denmrirk and Swedea. =oss-oectioa Lg &&emt (sec Fig I), was chosen near 
to the Danish i s h d  L&&, a shod &tmee south sfihe emen t  meter section used 
by Svansson (19%) but same few h no-6;h of the msss-seetBoa. used by Andersson 
and Rydberg (1993). %re, som8 reodta from the moas-seetion at  Las6 are 
presented and &caseed jlB rdatictaa b o&er SmGEm (faere&er SKAGEX) data. 
Except for the current meter seetions me-tlåsaaed above, emen t  rneasurements in 
the northern Mattegat are spkl-se, Svaaissan (%abe)%Sf;) presented &k &om the joint 
Skagerrak expeditlon in 1966 mdl f i e ~ g : h  419") s ed lightvessel data 
(suxface currents, only) &am G d t e ~ t  Ba% relatiobd. b Resuits from single 
moorings at dif3Ferent sites aem L"& gtme ds0 preseIi$ed by Gustafsson and 
Otterstedt (1931), by Svaasson (1984) a d  by Eossibr (1968), wbo reworked old 
measurements &om the Eghbes~el L&" Rede ,  west of Lua. 
Six current meter inamhgs ( S b s  M ,  M ,  A4, Agt A6$ AT) with totaiiy 18 
instruments (Aandwag, R6M-4) were deployed i-i. sk moes-seetion on both sides of 
the island Lasa in the laofiekxa &t&-t (aee ni"& 1, 2). n e  deployxnent was 
depth 
in this seetion is less 
sect iod area approx. 2q0' kna2, of wEch les l a 0  is bP3 LgsO Re 
west side of Liisd, A mo on Stn M was Lo ed by another 
in SKAGEX This was done, however. Positions of each mooring induding 
depths and working period for each ins ent are showa in Table 1. Three 
instiuments failed toklly, and for another few, the w o r h g  period was shortened 
for different reasons. 
Most of the instnunents were of an older type and &d not have a s 
Moreover, for some of the instrumenta, the temperature and s 
not calibrated. Thus, decoding of data was done for velocity 
From these original data (measured in 10 als), we calculated hourly 
mean velocity components in the N-S and the E-W direction. The results from this 
deulation are shown in Figs 3 a-f. For eomparison with other data from 
SKAGEX, the corresponding daily mean velocities are shown in Table 2 a-b. 
Figs 3a-c show the N-S veloeity components and Figs 3d-f the E-W components. 
The tidd amplitude varies &om l 0  - 30 cmls 4 t h  negligible phase differenees 
between the moorings. The amplitudes are k g e r  in Las6 Rende where the depth 
is smaller and the tidal heights are also larger (see Svansson, 1976). The 
6 3 menirnum volume flux due to tides is of the order of 10 m Is. 
In general, there are few prominent features in our measurements. The period 
from 29 May-4 June is characterized by an OULIFIOW on the Swedish side (Stn A l  
and A2) with mean velocities of 10-30 d s  in the upper 16 m On Stn 4, on the 
other hand, near Lasd, the flow is inwards d* this period indicating a cydonic 
gyre east of Liis6. In Liisd Rende the mean flow is near zero in May. From 1-16 
June the m e n t  is northgoing with mean velocities of 10-40 c d s ,  rn on Stn 
6. On Stn 7, the currents are weaker or sometimes even southwards. 
From 8-13 June there are high northward velocities on Stn A6, particularly at 16 
m depth. In the be . . of &at perIod &e ffow is northwmd als0 on Stn Al and 
A2 (induding Stn A6). After 10 June, the current on the Swedish side changes 
direction, giving rise to an anticydouic gyre in the surface water. 
In the deep water, represented by three current meters at 25 and 50 m, only the 
velocities are generaliy very small. 
The mean circdation in .Kattegat is dominated by an outflow of low saline water 
from the Baltic in the upper layer and an i d o w  of high saline deep water from 
the Skagerrak in the lower. Andersson and Rydberg (1993) measured, a few km 
south of our section, a yearly mean outflow of 66000 m3/s (S=24 PSU) and an 
infiow of 40000 m3/s (S=33 PSU) at deeper levels. Even though measurements 
d-&ven mottlom susd sea level Mereness beween the Bdtic Sea -d 
the Qaegat imply Pmge v--%a%om h &e momenbeou go, ames, however. 
T'he sea ievel SmGEX D8dy nem sea kvek 
h &-"t a a l a s  hderasoss at -a%e Swedish 
Metctorololgbcal and EPy&slgogicd lmtihb, are shom h Fig 4, & mentåsned, the 
re weak most sf the b e  S U G E X  (Ddehson et d%^, 1992) eh9eefl 
near gaie fro1311 % m d  2 
on 17 Jme. 
hcsrhag  to the current memp?bpements h &e Wmathoh-Efi4Ghs~iggd section 
(Da8åelsson. et d., %991), the C je10-i-a~ c m - d a ~ o n  hShgem& relatavelg weak 
skemh, but seornewhat v 
Srnepeased b a 
pedod cch&des k t h  rn perjrad o f  
h tkae kidace layer &om 7-10 Jme. 
Baa fa;attegsit mag have agproaebcrd 5 
B e h w e s  direction t o  hwad8, e%-%d &e OUBOW dmea8es. m s  pe&d &o 
cohddes h k h  a derneatse h f i s  Bdtig: Sea water kve1 of l0 O ((P-k 4, 
The v~1ume fim in LBisO Rende was gsem zero h May, bu& Easmeased $0 nodhwad, 
agp~x. 20000 m3/s k the be of Juae, M e r  10 Jane &er@ is a. dernease 
&Q&, mus, it seems a 3 %;%a-?re i s  a coup- bskween a s&onger Sbgemalk 
&dat;B,on and easbg v d m e  f l u e l ;  on &e D d e h  side of&.BI%esty blaaijag 
S b  M, east of Lase. On &e gother hand, a le88 skong Q h g e ~ &  ~9"6dd&~8a ai y 
d to an ou.tf%ow on the Swedk-h  ide of &%ega%, m is ~e case k the 
g of the SmGEX penod, 
Ddelsson et d. (1991) ds0 shdaws veetor plok &om 8 er (&Q%OS buog) h 
the noipthern &%egate Zxcept for the hast %w days, boweve- 
k g o s  huoy aad '&e ent8 ob~emed at the cr~88-6ec~0~b k 
d mea in. the "ggtitte~t is 
c and &ha& res&& from e w e n t  ob~3emalk-rnns m b evduate. 
problem &ven here, 1 b&evs *t %&e ~bLiare approaiebes cm the 
SUGEX &b, hvol*g fl= e ~dgm based an s fs the proper gkp 
fornwc%, 
The professåad work done by  pai wew and by ~"ldali eMmembers, J o d  er9 
Bengt LGebb& and P I "M8bdt onboad riv S v a ~ c  i8 hereby achowle&ed. 
Andersson, L, arad Ryaerg, L. 1993 E x c h g e  ofwater =d nutrients between Ql$e 
Slragemak a d  the & ~ e g ~ t +  E-& Csast. SheE d%&ence* 36A69-181. 
- f 988 %Ireads h na%s-Ient a d  o v e n  con&~om e t h  &e Mattegat; Effeds gl% 
local nut;rient supply, Ese. Coas%, SbeE S e a e e .  263659-79. 
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A i  67.20.7 N 11.49.5 E 
8 m 22 May - 20 June 
16 m 22 May - 20 June 
25 m 22 May - 20 June 
A2 57.19,s N 11.42,6 E 
8 m 22 &Iay - 14 June 
15 m 22 May - 14 June 
26 m - 
60 m 
A4 67.18,O N 11.26,2 E 
8 m 22 May - 8 June 
1 6 m  22May- 8 h n e  
25 m 22 May - 8 June 
60 m 22 May - 20 June 
A6 67.17,2 N 11.l8,O E 
8 m 22 May - 20 June 
1 5 m  22May-20June 
26 m 
A6 67.16,4 N 10.46,2 E 
6 m 23 May - 19 June 
l o m  23Maym14June 
A7 67.16,6 N 10.40.0 E 
6 m 23 May - 19 June 
l o m  23May-19June 
Table 2 a. North(+)/south daily mgan velocity components 
DATE Al-8 
Table 2 b. East(+)/west daily mean velocity components 
DATE A l - 8  
Fig 1. Mag over the study area. 

Fig 3a. N-S (E-W) hourly mean components of velocities. 
Fig 3b. N-S (E-W) hourly mean components of velocities. 
A7-10 5 01 N-komp. 
I 
Fig 3c. N-S (E-W) hourly mean components of velocities. 
Fig 3d. N-S (E-W) hourly mean components of velocities. 
A4-B E-komp. 
Fig 3e. N-S (E-W) hourly mean components of velocities. 
A6-6 E-komp. 
Fig 3f. N-S (E-W) hourly mean components of velocities. 
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Presentation no 19. 
Variability of biological parameters during SKAGEX I 
at the C/E - transect. 
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Varlabilily of biologica! parameters during "MAGEX I 
at the &./E - transeet. 
Sigurd Schulz* and Ganther Breuel*" 
"Lessingstr. 22 
D-0-2500 Rost~ck/FRG 
**Baltic Sea Research Institute 
D-0 2530 WarnemundeIFRG 
One of the aims of the SKAGEX was " to identify and quantify the various water 
masses entering and leaving the Skagerrak area and their variation over time". For 
this purpose the programme was designed in such way that with repeated surveys 
at certain transects and with the observation of comparatively easy measurable 
determinands s t~ch  alterations in the environment could be monitored. 
In a first attempt to quantify this processes as they are reflected in some biological 
parameters , information obtained by fluorescence profiles and secchi disc readings 
as well as the analysis of chlorophyll, potential primary production and 
mesozoplankton biomass, were used. The biological results were related to  physical 
and chemical features as far as this was possible at the present stage of data 
availability. 
The analysis is restricted to  the transects surveyed by RVnAlexander von Humboldt", 
that means the splitted EIC-transect (see Fig.11, 
Material and Methods 
Generally all methods used in SKAGEX were agreed upon in the preparation of the 
programme and followed accepted international standards. For the fluorescence 
measurements a Variosens ( Impulsphysik, f-lamburg) probe was used. All data are 
given in "arbitrary units" that means in this paper no transformation of fluorescence 
to chlorophyll was done, Chlorophyll was estimated after the procedure described 
by Jeffrey and Humphrey (1 975) and Lorenzen (1 961 ), referred to in the "Guidelines 
for the Baltic Monitoring Programme", WELCOM, 1988. Samples were taken from 
015 ; 5; 10; 20; the fiuorescence maximum depth and "m. An intercomparison 
was executed before the experiment. 
Potential primary production was measured in a standard tank (dutch/lCES type), 
provided by the organizer for all partieipating ships. Triplicate samples were prepared 
for the layer 0-1 0 m by mixing aliquots from 0,s ; 5; and 10 m and from the 
fluorescence maximum depth. From the same mixed sample also subsamples for the 
determination of chlorophyll and phytoplankton species composition were taken. 
Zooplankton hauls were performed from the pycnocline to the surface and 
bottoml1 5 0  m to  the pycnocline. As standard nek the WP I I -  net supplied with 
200pm gauze was used. The samples were splitted by using a FOLSOM- splitter and 
conserved in buffered formol. One half was used for the qualitative analysis, the 
other part for a gravimetric determination. For this purpose the sample was filtered 
on 100pm gauze, the zooplankton dried for 2h at 60° C and weighted. The 
zooplankton biomass was expressed as dryweight mg/m3 for the haullstation. 
Brief environmental assessment 
As expected from the position of the transect, the area under investigation was oce- 
anographically influenced at least by three dynamic systems and the corresponding 
water masses, the Jutland current, the Battic current and the central eddy above the 
dome area. This is reflected ciearly in the distribution patterns of the physical and 
chemical parameters, since the three systems are characterized by specific proper- 
ties. The features of the water masses are compiled in BANIELSSEN et a1.,(1991). 
The southermost stations of the E-transeet were occupied over most of the time by 
water of the Jutland current. This coastal water showed very often a barotropic 
structure, as examplified by diverging and sinking isopycnals. The striking feature of 
this water type in relation to the biology was its low nutrient content and the 
downward tendency of the nutrient horizon in comparison to the northward following 
dome-region. 
In contrast to  the JGW-region the area above the dame was characterized by a 
strong stratification. In this region the pyenocline was identical with the nutricline. 
The warm surface water was exhausted from nutrients over most of the investigation 
time . Only from 18  June on tili the end of the observation, intrusions of nutrientrich 
water or entrainment to the surface layer could be detected. 
The eastermost part of the C-transect was influenced by the Baltic water or a 
mixture of Kattegat water and the corresponding northward current. Again, as in the 
case of the JCW, the isopycnais went down or disappeared completely. The 
nutrients showed the same tendency. 
Biatribution patteans of the biologica8 parameters 
Generally both parameters, used here with all knswn shortcomings as an indication 
for the phytoplankton biomass, showed iow values in the JCW ( fig.2.) A t  the 3-4 
southermost stations of  the E-section , which ought to be positioned in the JCW, no 
or onfy weak indication of a subsurface maximum were detected, This maximum was 
well developed over the investigation time in the dome region. Fig.3 can be 
considered as a typical example over the observation time. Although the subsurface 
maximum was a persistent feature, the chlorophyll conlent was at the E and C - 
transect much lower than reported from the more westerly region of the Skagerrak 
(DANIELSEN, et al.,i991). In the dome area of our transects higher chlorophyll 
values could be stated in comparison to the JCW, they were, however, lower than in 
the BW region (fig. 2). This fact is not expressed in the figure with the means, but 
better in that of the single day values. From thls figure it is cleariy shown that the 
average is very much influenced by two exceptional high values. Khus it can be 
assumed that the highest biomasses were detected in the water observed at the 
eastermost stations. The vertical distribution of the fluorescence indicated higher 
values as close to  the danish coast and again a weakening of the stratification 
(fig.3). 
As could be seen from fig.2 ( lower part), the variability, expressed by the coefficient 
of variation, decreased from Skagen in direetion to the dome region and increased 
again in direction to  the swedish coast. 
The figures for the potential primary production at light saturation level are generally 
very Iow and show a pronounced day -to-day variabilittg (fig.4 upper part). Only 
siight differences, however, exist for the mean values over the time and the transect 
(fig.4 lower part). The JCW and the water in the central part vary at the same level. 
Only the values from the eastern stations are slightly elevated. This is again an 
indication for the higher productivity of the water near the swedish coast. In this 
water type also the highest variability could be detected. 
In fig.4 (upper part) from the single day measurements it is obvious that at june 8 
and 20 at most sites the highest rates were measured . Whereas for 8 june no clear 
indication for the causes are visibie, at 20 lune the rnaxima coincided with elevated 
nitrate values . 
The distribution pattern for the snesonasplankton biomass from the mixed surface 
layer and the layer down to the bottom or to i 50m are fairly similar (fig.5). In both 
cases the dome region showed the Iowest vaiues. The figure examplifies also that 
the biomass in the surface layer was about 4 times higher than in water below the 
pycnocline. In the surface Icmyer the variability showed a clear maximum for the 
boundary zone between Baltis current and the central gyre (fig.6). In the depth haul , 
however, a different pattern sould be discerned . Here the bound8ry between the 
Jutland current and the central gyre showed the highest variability. 
The secchi disc readings increased from both coastal sides of the transect in 
direction to  the central gyre (fig.9). The lowest values were recorded in the water 
close to the swedish csast. During the investigation period at ai1 sites a tendency to 
higher visibility ocurred. This was most pronounced at 17 and 20 June . The 
amplitude of the values amounted at 8 june anly 4m, at 20 june, however , i0m. 
This clear tendency is also supported by partly higher production rates and can be 
caused by stronger entsainment or transport of Central North'sea water into the area. 
In contrast to  all the other parameters the variability of the results was rather uniform 
and showed the same patterns. This might indicate, that the changes whjch have 
taken place, had the same causes and were similar for all stations. 
Discussisn 
The observation time of our "AGEX (secsnd period of SKAGEX i) contribution was 
oceanographically characterized by post springblsom conditions. Bright, silent 
weather warrned up the surface water increasingly. The surface water was up to  
some exceptiona stripped off from nutrients. Higher nutrient concentratisns could be 
found only below the pycnocline. Aecording to the Secchi disk readings the light 
penetration depth ( "2,6 x Sesehi depth = i % incident light level ) would mean that 
during the observation time the penetration depth increased from -1 8-26 m in the 
beginning to  "20-3" ( see als0 fig."/P at the end of our period. This increase in the 
light penetration is aIso eharacteristic for the production condititons during this time 
of the year, showing that with proceeding season light penetration becsmes more 
and more important especially for the deep phytoplankton rnaximum. This decrease 
of turbidity might be caused by either sedimentation of phytoplankton and feeding by 
zooplankton or the transport of water rnasses with other features into the area. 
Probably the first argument is more important because the tendency of clearance 
was evident for the whole transect and therefore more a seasonal process than a 
stochastic event. Also the low vartance of the variation csaefficienl ( fig.7, lower part) 
hint to this fact. 
The distribution of the subsurfaee chloiophyll maximum showed a specific pattern 
which was persistent over the whole observation time. A typical example is given in 
Fig.3. No or only slight indications of a maximum are reflected in the JCW. Highest 
values could be discerned in the southern dorne region and towards the swedish 
coast. Here an ascending tendency of the rnaximum was detectable which could be 
related to the decreasing light penetration towards the coast. If the mean Secchi 
depth (Fig. 7) is compared to the distribution of the subsurface maximum than just in 
the zone with the highest light penetration the most pronounced maxima are found. 
The phytoplankton biomass, expressed by the chlorophyII content, exhibited for the 
surface layer low values, according to the season. Significant differences existed 
between the JCW and the other stations of the transect ( see fig.2). 
The potential primary production showed very low values which are in relation to the 
described low nutrient content in the surface water. in comparison to the other here 
considered determinands no significant differenees between the different 
watermasses seems to exist. This again shows that during this season light was the 
decisive factor for phytoplan kton activity in this area. Higher photosynthetical 
activity was evident for the phytoplankton from the subsurface maximum. This 
higher activity is related to the higher nutrien% potential present in that water layer. 
Unfortunately no in situ measurement have been conducted at our area in this depth. 
For the Kattegat area LINDAHLek, al( this voiume) could show that also in situ, 
although the light intenaity was reduced to some 10% or less, the yield is still 
higher than in the nutrient impoverished surface water. 
The mesozooplankton biomass skowed in direetion to both coasts significantly higher 
biomasses and a minimum in the southern boundary to the ridge region in the central 
Skagerrak. Obviously both the JCW and the water masses close to the swedish 
coast had a higher zooplankton biomass compared to the southern dome region. 
According to DANIELSSEN et al., ( 1 9 9 7  ) was the outflow off the 
Kattegatt/Baltic water more or less blocked during SKAGEX I ( second lag) by the 
strong JCW current and the water transported towarda the swedish coast. Here the 
water was mixed with BWIKattegat water and moved northward. This would explain 
why the zooplankton biomasses are nearly similar in both eoastal areas. 
Unfortunately at the moment we do not have the species composition to our 
disposai, which should give clearly answer on this question. 
The variability of the different parameters was expressed here as the coefficient of 
variation ( standard dev.1 mean x loaf. It was calculated for the different 
parameters and for the stations using the results of the various turns. Generally the 
coefficient, because calculated from only five values, is very sensitive already for one 
outlayer. This is in some cases very ohvious and therefore the value for interpretation 
shall be considered critically and may only underline features already discerned. 
For both phytoplankton parameters the core stations of the distinguished dynamical 
areas show the highest variability ( see fig.2-t-4). This is somewhat surprising 
because one should expect that the boundary zones display the maxima. 
In case of the mesozooplankton for the surface layer there is an indication that the 
station situated in the boundary zone between BW and central waters shows the 
highest value, This high coefficient is, however, very much infiuenced by one 
extrem vaiue. Generally the coefficient for the rnesozooplankton varies between 10 
and 35%. This is considerably lower than for the phytoplankton parameters , where 
it ranged between 20 and 60 %. Much more even is the course of the coefficient for 
the secchi diso readings (fig.7). The amplitude was in this case only lo%, ranging 
between 15 and 2 5 % .  The differences in the variability of the considered 
parameters indicate that various reasons are responsible for them. For the 
phytoplankton e.g. light and nutrients might be decisive , whereas for the 
zooplankton , not able to respond in short time scale to changes, the current system 
might. be more important. 
Conclusions 
- The considered biological parameters underline the existence of three different 
current systems, respectively water masses 
- The features of the water masses are determined by different biomasses of 
phytoplankton and also zooplankton as well as by differences of the potential 
primary production. 
- The visibility of the water masses indicates at least differences between the coastal 
current zones and the central gyre 
- The variability of the results from the single days was different for the considered 
parameters. Highest coefficienta of variation were observed for the phytoplankton 
parameters. 
- Spatially the variability was highest for the plankton parameters at the stations 
close to the danish and the swedish coast. 
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Fig. 2 Chlorophyll concentration below a m2 (0-30m) for all stations at the obligatory turns 
(upper part). Mean values for the stations over the observation period (lower part). 
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Fig. 4 Avergage potential primary produetion (0-10m) for all stations at the obligatory tums 
(upper part). Mean values for the stations over the obsemation period (lower part). 
Fig. 5 Mesozooplankton biamass (dqweight mg x m3) in the surface layer (upper part) and 
in the layer below the ahemoclhe to &e bottomll50m (lower part) for all stations at 
the obligatov tums, 
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Fig. 6 Mean mesozooplankton biomass in the surface layer (upper part) and in the layer 
below the thermocline to the bottom/l50m (lower part) for all stations at the 
obligatory turns. 
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Fig. 7 Secchi disc readings for al1 stations at the obligatory turns (upper part). Mean values 
for the stations over the observation period (lower part). 
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The Skagerrak marks the outer part of the transitional area between the Baltic and the North 
Sea. The area is characterized by a complex hydrography created by the dynarnic 
circulation and ~liaxing of up to six different water masses (Danielssen et al. 1991). During 
the period from May 1990 to May 1991 four synoptic investigations ("SUGEX") 
coordinated by ICES were carried out in the Skagen& with the maån objective to obtain 
base-line infomation regarding circulation patterns and key processes in the whole area. 
One of the main questions adressed was the reasons for the unusually high productivity of 
the Skagerrak. Fish production in the Skagen& is almost the double of that of the North 
Sea (70 kgkaly), and the area functions as the main nursery area for North Sea Herring 
(Bøhle 1989). Although high rates of primary and secondw production have frequently 
been reported at fronts and at the pycnocline in the SkagerrA (e.g. Pingree et al. 1982, 
Richardsson 1985), the links between lower and higher trophic Ievels are poorly known. 
Skagerrak is the most important feeding area for several species of seabirds occurring in 
the northeastern part of the North Sea outside their breeding seasons (Skov et al. 1990). 
SKAGEX provided an excellent opportuniq to study the relationsbip between individual 
hydrographical structures and concentrations of seabirds. A nurnber of recent studies 
indicate that seabirds can be used as indicators of gradients in physical oceanographicd 
structures, such as fronts, likely to concentrate plankton smd fish (Schneider & Hunt 1982, 
Haney & McCillivary 1985, Briggs et al. 1989) and as indicators of increased productivity 
in general (Springer & Roseneau 1985, Haney 1986, Brown 1988a, Schneider et al. 1988, 
Hunt & Harrison 1990). 
The bird fauna of the Sk-enak is d o ~ n a t e d  by two plmkttvorous species from the North 
Atlantic ; Fulmar Fulinarus and Liale Auk Alle alle (Laussen et al. in prep.), wkiich 
both have been estimated at several hundred thobisands In the area. The Little Abik is known 
to favour the larger species of zooplankton of high cdoric value (Brads&eet 1982, Brown 
1988a), while the Fulmar exploits a wider range of Good ftems (Cramp & Simmons 1977), 
and may in some areas take offal from worGng trawlers during daylight hours, when 
plankton availability is low (Furness & Todd 1984). There is growing evidence that 
planktivorous seabirds concentrate in areas witlr s&ong Inorizontal andor vertical property 
gradients (Schneider 1982, Schneider &; Hunt 1982, Hmey 1985, Follestad 1990, Haney 
1991). Such concentrations rnay both refiect produetiviv and availability of prey in the 
upper water colum~, as many of the planktivorous species, incl. Fulmas and Little Auk, 
have reduced capacity for diving. Therefore, by attaching seabird studies to oceanograp- 
hical investigations, we hoped to be able to gain tnsight Into processes and stmctures of 
potential importance to higher trophic levels in the Skagenak. 
During the SKAGEX I1 and EI expeditions in September 1990 and January 1991 seabird 
counts were performed coneurrently with oceanograpbical sampling from WV Argos along 
a 100 k n ~  transect from Oksoy (58'02' N, 08'30") to Hanstholm (57O 14' N, 08O33' E) 
(Fig. l). The hydrogrograpkleal data were collected by the Bceanographical Laboratoq of 
the Swedish Neteorological & Hydrologleal Institute. During Skagex H birds were counted 
on three crossings: l 0  September, 12 Septeder and 14 September, while during Skagex 
III birds were counted on the 14 J a n u q ,  16 January and 18 January. Due to fog insuffic- 
ient bird data were gathered on the 18 January, hence only data from five crossings have 
been retained for analysis. 
Profiles of CTD were t&n for each 5-10 m over the whole water colurnn at 12 stations 
using a Rosette multibottle-m- system or a 30 1 Niskin bottle in conjunction with CTD 
analysis (Neil Brown). Most samples were obtalned from stations during daylight, when 
birds could alco be observed. 
Birds were counted continously in a 3W rn wide strlp transect within a 90' sector ahead of 
the ship, while steming between stations at a speed of approximately 15 knotslhour. The 
observer worked from the bridge-wing of W Argos and ~ised binoculars to locate and 
count the number of birds present wltKn the isanseet. Vare used the suggested standard for 
strip transects of seabirds (Tasker et al. 1984), which includes interval-counting of flying 
birds in order to reduce overestimation of flying birds in the transect. As we wished to 
focus on birds seemingly related to natural food sources, birds seen in the vicinity of 
trawlers were not included in the analysis. The bird counts showed that Fulmar pre- 
dominated the bird fauna in September and Little Auk in January. 
To compare bird data with hydrographlcaf data It was necessary to aggregate bird count 
periods into segments with one sampling station located centrally in each segment, as bird 
data were split into time periods equaling 3 iiautical miles of cruising distance and 
oceanographical data were saxpled at distance intenvals of approximately 6 nautical miles. 
The bird data were evened due to vxiations in the distances between stations. 
Due to the skewness of bird data (several zero counts), we chosed to base tests of 
relationships between birds and ocemograpbiPcd features on robust and distribution-free 
statistics. Utilization tests (Bonfemral z-tests) give a statisticali indication of habitat preferen- 
ce based on individual coqxisons  of observed proportions to expected proportions 
within different habitat categories (e.g. water rnasses) , allowing for control of the ex- 
periment-wise error rate (a) during testing (several chi-square tests, Neu et al. (1974), 
Haney & Solow (1992)). The followlng fornula provådes confidence limits on observed 
probabilities for each sceanographical categov: 
+ ZW) l/(p( 1 -p)/n), P -  p is observed proportion, %<a2a) is the upper standard normal table value corresponding to a 
probability tail area of (0,05/2k), k is the number of habitat categories. The important 
assumption of no conelated sampiles between categories (eg. birds following the research 
ship from one water rnass to the next) could "o rnet, as ship-following birds were excluded 
from analyses. 
We first tested the null hygothesis that planktivorous birds were distribuled independently 
of water masses. If rejected, five different models of bird-oceanography relationships were 
tested, each assuming greater use khan expected of areas with maxinnum mixing, strongest 
surface fronts and shallowest pycnoclinehalocline: 
1. Bird distributions related to the xnixed surface water masses (33-34 psu). The following 
four water mass categories were used: al surface salinity 32 psu, b/ 32-33 psu, c/ 33-34 
psu and d, > 34 psu. 
2. Distributions related to convergense zone created by the gross circulation of sui-face 
cunents. In the study area inflowlng water masses were detemined as water > 32 psu, and 
outflowing water masses as water < 32 psu. The coaavergense between these two major 
surface water movements was chosen as the mlddle section (approximately 1/3 of transect) 
around 32 psu. 
3. Distributions related to particular mesoscale fronts in the convergense zone (descriptive). 
4. Distributions related to areas with strongest surface gradient (psu) in convergense zone. 
5. Distributions related to areas with the shallowest pycnocline measured from the surface 
to the middle inflection point and to areas with the strongest vertical gradient (psu) of the 
upper water column (upper 20 m). 
We finally tested the application of the best models for the whole Skagerrak by comparing 
maps showing average distribution of Fulmar and Little Auk gathered during large scale 
surveys of the whole Skagerrak (bird densities) with maps showing general 
oceanographical knowledge of the lateral distribution of important oceanographical 
features. 
RESULTS 
The distributions of salinity in the upper 50 m on each of the five crossings are illustrated 
on Fig. 3. During SKAGEX I1 salinities were in the range 25.0 to 35.0 psu, while during 
SJSAGEX 111 salinities were in the range 30.5-34.5 psu. During each crossing a gradual 
increase in surface salinity was found from station 1 at the Norwegian coast to station 12 
near Denmark. During the anticyclonic weather, which prevailed throughout both study 
periods with relatively calm conditions, the Norwegian Coastal Water (< 32 psu) was 
running close to the Norwegian coast. Strong horizontal changes in surface salinity took 
place from station 1 in the Norwegian Coastal Water to station 8 in water of North Sea 
origin (33.5-34.5 psu). Station 6 generally marked the border (convergense) between the 
Norwegian Coastal Water and inflowing surface waters of higher salinities. In general, the 
depth of the pycnocline decreased from at least 30 m to around 10 m at the central segments 
of the transect (shallowest during SKAGEX D). The stations closest to Denmark were 
characterized by a mixed or almost mixed water column with salinities above 34 psu. 
The distribution of both planktivorous seabird species was not uniform along the transect. 
Both Fulmar and Little Auk were highly aggregated on one segment of the transect over the 
edge of the Norwegian Trench around stations 5 and/or 6 (Fig. 2). Up to 1500 Fulrnar and 
130 Little Auk were recorded per crossing. In general, no birds were recorded in rnixed 
North Sea water close to Denmark and more than 90 % were seen in the central parts, with 
at least 75 % recorded around stations 5 and 6. The null hypotheses that the two bird 
species were distributed independently from water masses was rejected ( ~ 2 ,  p< 0.01). 
We first tested the affinity of the birds for mixed surface waters (32.0-34.0 psu). The 
results (Tab. l ,  Tab. 2) show that both Fulmar and Little Auk preferred the mixed water 
masses between inflowing high saline and outflowing low saline waters. On the other 
hand, the confidence interval for the observed proportion of Little Auk in water of salinities 
below 32 psu could not completely roule out the possibility of affinity for the Norwegian 
Coastal Water for this species. 
The next model (Tab. 1, Tab. 2), which tested the bird's use of mixed waters of the 
convergense zone as opposed to the centers of inflowing and outflowing surface water 
masses, strongly indicated that the distribution of the two planktivorous was indeed related 
to the convergense zone. Both species clearly avoided the core of the Norwegian Coastal 
Water as well as the core of inflowing surface water from the North Sea. As the 
distribution of mixed surface waters of the convergense zone varied between days, the 
peak abundances of both species, which occupied segments smaller than 10 km transect 
distance, did not seem to be related to any specific water mass within the 32.0-34.0 psu 
category. 
Although some of the bird aggregations were recorded in areas with surface fronts, neither 
species seemed to use particular fronts (mesoscale) between water masses occurring in the 
convergense zone. The 75%-quartile of birds seen on the five crossings were found along 
the following salinity gradients (surface): Fulmar 10/9 31.0-33.5 psu, 1 2 9  33.0-34.4 psu, 
14/9 32.6-32.8 psu and Little Auk 1411 32.0-33.5 psu, 16/1 31.0-33.4 psu. 
Utilization tests (Tab. 1, Tab. 2) further showed that bird distributions did not relate to 
surface gradients (psu) in the convergense zone, as they failed to indicate any trend in 
significanse when comparing observations between weak and strong fronts 
(Tab. 1, Tab. 2). 
Pycnocline characteristics, on the other hand, clearly affected the distribution of both 
species on all five crossings (Tab. 1, Tab. 2). Surprisingly, both species showed strong 
affinity for areas with a shallow pycnocline and a strong vertical gradient (psu) of the upper 
20 m of the water colurnn. The results of tests indicate Fulmar use of areas with a 
pycnocline shallower than 15 m (78-88% of birds) and Little Auk use of areas with a 
pycnocline shallower than 20 m (92-98% of birds). The results indicate an abrupt change 
in preference from significant use to non-significant use around 15 m (Fulmar) and 20 m 
(Little Auk). Further, a trend towards gradually fewer birds with increasing pycnocline 
depth is indicated, and both species avoided waters with a pycnocline deeper than 30 m or 
a mixed water column. 
It was not possible to test the general application of the bird's affinity for areas with a 
shallow pycnocline, as lateral extension of the shallow pycnocline through Skagerrak is 
only poorly known. As the seasonal lateral oscillations of Norwegian Coastal Water have 
been investigated by Sætre et al. (1988), it was possible to indicate the application of the 
bird's use of the convergense zone between inflowing/outflowing surface waters. Sætre et 
al. (1988) found a mean annual displacement of the 34 isohaline of 80-100 km, the winter 
location being approximately along 200 m depth contour on the southern edge of the 
Norwegian Trench and in midd summer south of the 100 m contour. We therefore chosed 
to compare the average distribution of Fulmar and Little Auk over the whole of Skagerrak, 
as obtained during former surveys (1987-1990), with the approximate distribution of the 
convergense area between Norwegian Coastal Water and North Sea Water. As the outflow 
of the Norwegian Coastal Water is often blocked during strong westerly winds (Aure & 
Sætre 1983), this comparison only reflects the relationship during calm or easterly wind 
conditions. Fig. 4, shows the wide ranges of Fulmar and Little Auk in the Skagerrak, and 
the striking overlap between the location of their concentration area and the predicted 
location of the convergense zone south of the Norwegian Trench along the 100 m and 200 
m depth contours. 
DISCUSSION 
Our work adds to the number of studies, which have underlined the extreme heterogeneity 
and patchiness of the Skagerrak. Due to the spatial and tempora1 dynamics of the area, 
especially the wind-driven oscillations of the outflow (Aure & Sætre 1983, Danielssen et 
al. 1991), one should be carefull to use the results obtained from single transects to make 
general statements concerning the whole of Skagerrak. 
Taking these considerations into account, we still find that the study of associations 
between planktivorous birds and hydrography in the Skagerrak generated pertinent results, 
which have elucidated important relationships. Both studied species were definitely 
associated with the convergense zone between inflowing and outflowing surface water 
masses in the central part of the Skagerrak, whereas both species seemed to avoid the core 
of these water masses. In spite of the fact that the location of the interface between 
outflowing and inflowing surface water masses was dynamic and changed position within 
25 nautical miles, the location of bird aggregations always coincided with this zone. 
The finding of significantly more bårds of both specles in m a s  wlth a shallow rncnocline 
is in agreement with their relation to the convergense zone, and may actually be the reason 
for the significant use of this area. It is not Likely, however, &at irulmar md Little Auk are 
associated with the areas of the Skagen& supporiing the shallowest pycnocline. The 
doming of the pycnocline, which is created by the anti-clock9ir,rlse circulation pattem, has 
been found by Pingree et al. (1982) and Danielsen et al, (1991) to be generally centered in 
the deepest part of the Skagerrak, whereas the main concentr;atlons of planktivorous birds 
are normally found at the shelf break or rather over the southem area of the dome (fig. 4). 
The relationship of Little Auks to the dome is not surprising. Little Auks winteplng on the 
Scotian Shelf were found by Brown (1988b) to concentrate absve a shallow scattenng 
layer 
(15 m) containing dense swams of mesozooplankton. Leasl AuMet Aelhia , a small 
auk species with a similar diet, has been found within stratified water in the Bering Sea to 
forage, where the pycnocline is most shalliow (Hunt et al. 1990, E-aaney 1991). Unlike 
small-bodied, planktivorous auks, the Fulimar is only able to make very shallow dives. Et is 
possible that Fulmars utilize zooplankton, which migrate through the pycnocline during 
night, as found by e.g. Rosenberg et al. (1990). Unforhunately, the few investigations of 
the biological processes related to the Skagen& pycnocline make interpretations of the 
nature of this relationship very difficult. Several studies, including SmGEX,  have 
documented the importance of the shallow pycnocline to sub-surface concentrations of 
phytoplankton (Dahl, E. & Danielssen, D.$. (1981), Pingiree et al. (1982), Richardson 
(1985), Danielssen et al. 1991). Fulmars may receive additional food from working 
trawlers (Furness & Todd 1984), yet studies of the distribution of Fulmars in relation to 
trawling activities in the Skagerrak have documented that dunng winter only trawling 
within the convergense zone attracts the species, eawling outside this area using similar 
gear does not attract birds (Skov et al. in prepp). Therefore, natural food sources seem to 
forn the stable food for the species in Skagerrak. 
Very limited information seems to be available on the lateral dlstribution of mesozooplank- 
ton, which rnight be the food for the populations of Fulmar tand Eittle Auk in the 
Skagerrak. Pingree et al. (1982) and Rosenberg et al. (1990) found aggregations of the 
abundant Calanus finrnarchicus at the sub-surface chlorophyl maxinlum during night only. 
Bøhle & Moksness (1991) and Ulmestrand & Hagstrom (1992) analysed kri11 catcbes 
throughout most of Skagerrak using ICES standa1.d trawls, and found the highest 
abundance over much of the deep area and single large patches in the transition zone to the 
Kattegat. Some studies have underjined the generd imporiance of ~nixlng pocesses to 
secondary production in the Skagerrak (Richardson 1985, Tisellus et al. 1991). Other 
studies, such as Ki~rboe t al. (1990) seem to åndicate variable stmctures of food webs, 
which might influence the abundance of mesozooplankton in different areas of Skagerrak. 
Kiørboe et al. (1990) found during a 5-day c~x~ise indications of a microbial loop type food 
chain in the central, stratified part of the Skagerrak, while a more "traditional" her'bivorous 
food chain dominated at the periphery. 
Future studies relating zooplankton abundance and distribution to the domne, should take 
into account the considerable heterogeneity and dynannlcs of the Skagenak. Shallow 
scattered layers and vertical migrations make sampling of zooplankton abundance difficult. 
Supplementing such studies with research on plaaiktivorous seubirds may assist in locating 
single patches and in determination of the lateral dlstribrrtion of zooplmkton. 
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Table 1. Utilisation tests of differential use of surface water masses, fronts and pycnocline 
characters (see Methods section) by Fulmar Fulmanis glacialis in the Skagerrak. Observed 
proportions (p) compared to expected proportion (pe). * marks significantly lower use than 
expected (Bonferroni z-statistic), ** marks significantly higher use than expected 
(Bonferroni z-statistic). 
Hydrographical Census Proportion 95 % C1 
Significans 
category ef fort of Fulmars 
(pel observed (p) 
Surface water mass 
(salinity) 
25-32 psu O. 323 
32-33 psu O. 194 
33-34 psu O. 323 
34 psu O. 160 
Surface flow 
(salinity) 
inflow (>  32 psu) 0.290 
outflow(<32psu) 0.291 
convergense zone O. 419 
Surface gradient 
(salinity) 
0-1 psu 
1-2 psu 
2-3 psu 
3+ psu 
Pycnocline depth 
mixed column 
5-10 m 
10-15 m 
15-20 m 
20-25 m 
25-30 m 
30-35 m 
Pycnocline gradient 
(psu - 0-20 m) 
0-1 psu O. 385 
1-2 psu O. 384 
2-3 psu 0.231 
Table 2. Utilisation tests of differential use of surface water masses, fronts and pycnocline 
characters (see Methods section) by Little Auk Alle alle in the Skagerrak. Observed 
proportions (p) compared to expected proportion (pe). * marks significantly lower use than 
expected (Bonferroni z-statistic), ** marks significantly higher use than expected 
(Bonferroni z-statistic). 
Hydrographical Census Proportion of 95 % C1 Significans 
category e£ fort Little Auks 
(pe) observed (p) 
Surface water mass 
(salinity) 
25-32 psu 0.400 O. 458 0.3851p20.530 NS 
32-33 psu O. 133 O. 396 0.3251p20.468 * *  
33-34 psu 0.200 O. 146 O. 0945p20.197 * 
z 34 psu 0.267 O. O00 O. 0001p20. O00 * 
Surface flow 
(salinity) 
inflow (>  32 psu) O .267 O. O00 O. 0001p20.000 * 
outflow (<  32 psu) 0.267 O. O10 O. 0001p20.031 * 
convergense zone O. 467 O. 990 0.9761p>1.000 * *  
Surface gradient 
(salinity) 
0-1 psu O. 429 
1-2 psu 0.428 
2-3 psu O. 143 
Pycnocline depth (m) 
mixed column 0.267 
10-15 m 0.200 
15-20 m O. 200 
20-25 m O. 133 
25-30 m 0.200 
Pycnocline gradient 
(psu - 0-20 m) 
1-2 psu O. 429 0.144 O. 1041p20.184 * 
2-3 psu O. 571 O. 856 0.8161p20.896 * *  
Fig. 1. The location of the study transect in the Skagerrak. Stations 1, 6 and 12 are 
indicated. 
Fig, 2. The average density of Fulmar Fulmarus elacialis recorded during SKAGEX 
I1 and Little Auk Alle alle recorded during SKAGEX 111. Densities are birds/km2 per 
station segment. The water depth is indicated. 


Fig. 4. The average geographical distribution of FuImar Fulmarus alacialiq and Little 
Auk Alle alte obtained during surveys in the Skagerrak autumn and winter 1987-1990 
compared to the predicted location of the convergense zone between inflowing and 
outfiowing surface waters along the southern edges of the Norwegian Trench (see 
text). The thick contour indicates the range of the species, the hatched area indicates 
the area of average high densities (r 5.0 birdslkmz). i 
- 
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Suspended matter and minor elements distribution in 
the Danish straits. 
SZTSPENDED MATTER AND MINOR ELEMENTC DLSTRHBUTLON 
IN THE DANISH STRAITS 
V. L. Stryuk 
Atlantic Dept. of P. P. Shirshov Inst. of Oceanolog 
Academy of Sciences of Russia 
Kaliningrad 
Methods of sampling and grocesslng of samgles 
Water sampling for suspended matter was carried out by using 5 litre waterbottles 
attached to a cable which had a fluorometer at the bottom. Usually the samples at 
all stations were taken from 0.5 and 10 m depth asaccording to the SKAGEX 
manual. At individual stations in the Kattegat samples were collected according 
to light dispersion intensity extreme at right angle to the water. At some stations 
in the Kattegat samples were als0 taken at near-bottom depth (about 2 metres 
above the bottom) by a special waterbottle which closed when the fluorometer 
touched the bottom. 
The collected water was immediately transfered into polyethylene bottles and 
suspension was extracted on a filter appliance under vacuum conditions of 0.3 
atmosphere through nuclear filters, 35 mm diameter, pore diameter 0.45 pm. 
The volume of filtered water varied between 05-1 litre. 
Presentation of resrilts 
Table 1 shows the concentration of suspended matter (mg/l) according to the 
results of the 13th cruise of research vessel "Chelf" (April-May 1990) and table 2 
shows the results of the 15th cruise of research vessel "Shelf" (September 1990). 
Table 3 provides the calculated average concentrations of suspended matter with 
root-mean-square deviations on cruises, regioris aiid depths. Table 4 reflected 
concentration and content of suspended and dissolved minor elements across A 
section in the 13th cruise. 
Preliminary scientific results 
The number of samples appeared to be insufficient for compiling representative 
maps of areal distribution of suspension that is why the average values of 
suspended matter concentration were calculated depending on cruises, regions, 
horizons and tirne. Qualitative analysis of the distribution of suspended matter 
throughout the profiles was performed as well. This enabled us to compile a 
generalized picture of the distribution of suspended matter to make a 
comparative analysis of suspe~asiom concentration for two seasonal surveys, to 
examine the distribution of suspended and dissolved forms of Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu 
at profile A (according to data of the 13th cruise) and to draw the following 
preliminary conclusions: 
1. According to the data of the 13th cruise suspension concentration in the 
Kattegat made up 1.0 mg/l at of 0.5 m depth and 1.1 mg/l at 10 m. In the 
Skagerrak the values of suspension concentration were insignificantly lower: 0.9 
mg/l at 0.5 m depth and 1.0 mg/l insignificantly lower: In the Kattegat in the 
near-bottom layerthe suspension concentration increased sharply: up to 2.0 n g / l  
as an average and at an individual stations it mounted to 6.8 mg/l (station L-4). 
2. The average concentration of suspension in Kattegat decreased from 1.2 
mg/l to 1.0 mg/l (9-10.06) during the survey between 27.05 - 04.06 and to 0.8 mg/l 
(17-18.06), this could be related to the termination of a phytoplankton bloom. 
3. There was a notable increase in suspension concentration at the depth of 10 
m in the northern part of E transect in the Skagerrak. 
4. The average concentrations of suspended forms at transect A profile in the 
Kattegat were for Fe - 44.6 pg/l, for Mn - 1.5 pg/l, for Zn - 1.2 pg/l and for Cu - 0.7 
5. The average concentrations of dissolved forms inthe same transects were: 
for Fe - 13.6 pg/l, Mn - 1.2 pg/l, Zn - 6,2 pg/l and Cu - 0.9 pg/l. The data on Fe and 
Zn correlate well with the results of Magnusson and Westerlund, (1983), while 
our data on Cu are lower. The investigations were carried out approximately in 
the same region (north of transect A), but it should be noted that the elements 
were determined by an other method. 
6. One should als0 mark a considerable increase of suspended Fe in the near- 
bottom layer which was twice higher, and at station 4A thirteen times higher as 
compared to the surface one. 
7. It seems an interesting fact that high concentrations of dissolved Mn were 
registered in the near-bottom layer at stations 5A and 4A (1.7 and 8.0 pg/l 
respectively) that testifies indirectly to oxygen deficit and even hydrogen sulphide 
presence. 
8. According to the 15th cruise data the average concentration of suspended 
matter in the Kattegat Strait made up 0.4 mg/l at 0.5 m depth and 0.6 mg/l at 10 
depth. In the Skagerrak the average concentration of suspended natter was 0.6 
mg/l at 0,5 m and 0.5 mg/l at 10 m depth. These values were at average twice 
lower than the results of the 13th cruise that could be explained by a 
phytoplankton bloom and may be by river drainage and store abrasion during 
spring storms. 
9. The concentration of suspended matter in Skagerrak at depth of 150 m 
(stations 7 and 5), where transparency of water is conparable with deep open sea 
one, made up 0.1 mg/l, that is lower than the concentration of suspension on the 
surface layer of the open sea. 
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Presentation no 22. 
On water masses and biological variability in the 
central and eastern Skagerrak during SKAGEX - 90: 
Inflow of the Atlantic water. 
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K. Piirsoo and V. Porgasaar 
ON WATER 
e 
This paper is based on the hy&opwsieal, hydrochdcal and 
hydrobiological data gathered on bsaæd o6 R/V old Veimer in 
the central and eastern Skagerrak during the international 
experiment SKAGEX-90 in my-Pme 1990- 
Synoptie hydrologica%. surve%--; expose the large-scale 
circulation and mesoscale w&alwicd proeesses as follows. The 
Jutland Current (JC) is not p r e s a t  duril%gi the first: surveys of 
the experiment in m y ,  %Iris salisais- -ter appearance near the 
Danish coast in the catraX Skagerrak at the beginning of June 
can be interpreted as the start o$ *e JC in spite- of that the 
N:P ratio does not correspsnd $o tha t  far the iFC water. Most of 
the biological parmeters -crepe the er of heterotrophic 
bacteria (NHB) do not lain the origån of the water. The high 
NHB (due to the incre d orga-le: meter content) showed that 
this saline water m s  pushed to norm-east %>y the JC after it 
started and eossisted of a &xture 6 f  the $omer JC water and the 
North Sea water, PTear the X o m e g i a  caast two upelling events 
bringing saline nutriat-rieh -ter $0 &be surface layer were 
observed. The less-salisre Nolasegåan Coastal Water (NCW) was 
extending over the surface of the e(~3i~ltral a d  also southern part 
of the Skagerrak, The spreading of the NCW southward was 
confirmed by the contat of s m e  $hytopl ton species. The start 
of the increased salånity A t l - t å c  Wa$er FnfPow was observed in 
the central Skagerrak near the ses-athem slope 06 the Nomegi- 
Trench in two cores - betwecraa, a e  "-180 aa. wiesh about 100 m deep 
sea£ loor, where the $ daily aaeaaa speed eeeeded 80 cm/s, 
and near bottom wikh eltze 300-450 >soia! deep seafloor, During the 
inflow the two cores w å d a e d  creating %nflow region over all 
depths. T-S analyses of deeper water generally confirms the 
cyclonic circulation in the Skagerrak- However. a part of the 
saline water fowaed a brael$. not odkasemed earlier that turned in 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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the central Skagerrd to the nor~west not follmpkng the isobaas 
and left *c- "Zkqerrak, m e  u speed to 36 / W-s 
%ed in $Pre de- %qess, %Inis m Bously saline -ter 
infl- se to be related to the in ased saliflity water 
appearence into the Pax Atlantic and the northern North Sea 
observed in late 1989 a d  earl.- 3990, 
The Skagerrak is the veq srtmt trataisitim area Between 
the North a d  tkae Ba%tic Se whieh coasiderably influenees 
the water a d  =&ter =e ge in these seae being at Erfie sainie 
the an area =der co-bsi<%e~&lcae ~tkopogaie load, nerefore, 
under the aegis of ICES, tlhe joirtt editian SRAGm-90 was 
organized, the first stsenge og which took place in my-ame, 1990, 
The present pcager is based on khe results of R/V 
Veher which was sne of a e  1Wesearch wessels working 
eastern and c-tral parts of the Skagerrak, n e  a h  of the 
paperis to present the new experåmental data giving new 
scientific kamledge &out =ter circulatisn =d their consneetion 
with biological processes, bue also to give some new 
interpretatisas coneernåli(- $Ilas Atlatie Water Inflow and the 
behaviour of the -utland -baramt. %Ihe historieal data ta which 
these results are c ared are %eine Skagerrak edition 1966 
(19701, Svansson (1975). Rsae (1987) a d  Fonselius (19891, %e 
Three latter forn a e  basis for the iate-retation of the data, 
The paper contailas the analyrsås of the unfque SRAGEX 
microbiological measarrements and also %%le analysis of the 
kon diata* me biologica1 data are malysed fr= the 
view of their posaible witB eireulation and 
hydrophysical processes, Less attention 2s paid to their 
statistieal asalysis- %ost of <he phenm-a descrlbed in the 
latest WOILR (Daznielssa et a1.,%991 -d Daielssa et al, 
(in this issue)) e= be observed in the data of R/V 
Veimes. Noreover, many results presented in this paper give 
valuable eontributisn to the m - t i o a a d  sveniew papers, 
R/V old Veher worked in the egontral -d eastem part of 
the Skagerrak from 24 m y  till 5 Jme, "ha work was divfded 
into obligata~y -c$, the so-caX1ed volwtaq progr-, The 
obligatoq paraetess meaaured were -ter t erature, salinity, 
in si t a a  fluorescca+ice, nitrates. aitrit ortophosphates, 
chlorophyll a, pr q produetisla, c osition a d  -t of 
phytoplankton, zooplankton and åts produetion. The 
oieasurments were perforned on defilaite transeets (Fig, 1). 
started evergr thård da- m d  lasted for a di3.y a d  a half, R/V 
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cmtaining 12 stakions, a d  EOUE t h e s  on trmsect E bvizag 6- 
13 stations. A lenoorång statian wiå-h E i v e  m 
meters deployed on 25 of &y in *e southe-s', part of trmsect 
F (Figo%), Cbrrent meters were placed at 20, 40, 60, BO a d  98 m 
level, while reeording interval was 10 mSi~-rr%tes, The mooring 
station -ra recovered on 14 $ul-, 
Cm-casts were carråed sut ilasing Kei1 Bro- ( m X A )  mrk 111 
proflaer, Calibration of t esature -d conduetivity prabes was 
realåzed in the the basin us%% =IS calibration evipent 
direetly before and after the erhmt,  Also 1x8 =%er s 
were regularly collected a. s9rnaXysed P>- ababora$sry with 
the baa%i%asmaeter mAutosalm %o compzare their salinities with 
corrssponding -bn s i t u  CTD valbues. As a reasult, a eorrectlon 
facto~ -0,091 was caleula&ed over the whale -8 le of -ter 
les salinity data were egsrrec*1ted accc-rding $0 2%- 
leteorological paranietess were measured by the 
tic weather skation iX5&ass, 
Water samples for autri-%. (HO3 +NO2, -O4) mal'gees were 
collected with 1.7 1 Niskin bsttlbes on the Gmerråtl Oeeanie's 
rosette sampler attaehed to the CTD profiler, aalys%s were 
perforned bediately after r% l%ng with the DA"T?iX cautsacaalyser 
acsteordip%- to the methods supplied &he Eactuairer - 
Chlorsphy3.1 a (chl a) uaeas malap aceossdång eo the 
ations by Edler (19"aL ,e birhtratLop~ så% water was 
perfoned with the Wha GF/C $-j-e filkers. ehlor~p$fprll was 
extracted with 90% acetone, Meaaurements wexe =ader on the 
specerophotometer Yanacco-2 000, chk a cane-$ration was 
aalcuaated according to the e~atio-a of  Jeffrey f rey. 
Miersbfological measurearats as a part of the voluntaaiy 
progra were earsfed out taiPee thes can &atamrasect F, -gile distrilsu- 
tion of heterotrophic baeteråa Gs: studisd =d in s a e  s 
the totall number of mlcroorganaia3m-s w a s  estimated, For tbat 
puqose ZoBell agar medium 2216 E with $m difhepmt salinities 
(7 a d  34 psu) and the spread-plate techiqkae were used, 
1- n e  wind data, 
me wind speed aad direetion, measured on board of R/V 
såd Veher are presmted in Fig, 2 -  mring the "%-t days of 
erbent the speed of westerly w i n d c  m s  sseachiw q %o 15 
nce 27 May the wånd weakwed to 6-8 m/s a d  t 
After 2 Gme easterly and sauther" wwiirsds wera fluctuating iraerialy 
belaw 10 m/s, Thus, neoderate westerly wbnds during the first half 
and weaker variable auirrds during the sec0-s-d half o% the 
m e a a u r - m %  period d 
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2, Water ~ag8ea-s -d ewrmts 
2a, n e  -eisin circulatiola sch-e in the 
Skagerra soar (1975) is as follaws, In the 
upper layer the 3ui"St-nn.d k r r a &  ( S C )  andl its contimation flms 
along the Danish coas" to the north-east and the Nomeygiaa 
Coastal Curre-at Qnear the P-orneogiasli coast) in the opposite 
direetion, m e  BaXtIc &serat (BC) carries the Kattegatus -ter 
to the nora aleng the Swedish eoast, then icaixes W P ~  the JC 
water =d farther with $%se gaslo fjord water d tums frita the 
Norwegian Coastal Carrent (NCIC), In this way the cycloateic 
circulatian is predominantly forned. The upper layer of the 
Skagerrak Is "s~~-c-asitispe~ to the wind and essentåal devfat%~ns 
from eyelonic: cfrc.ialatithsn may oeeur (Fonselius,H989), For 
le, strow westerly a d  northwesterly winds prev-t the BC 
from entering Bnto the Skagerrak. Strong northerly and easeerly 
winds allow t5Spe B" ta spread over the central part of the 
Skagerrak. while the X c a g &  -ter into it. In the deeper 
layers the fllow paetem is alss cyelonical, at which'the increase 
of currmt speed t rds *e battsm was sometimes obsemed on the 
Danish side of the Skagerrak (RoChhe,1987), 
In Figs.3-5 the saliniky a d  
ect F over the Skagerrak on 24, 
27, 30 Nay, 2 5 J m e  -<H in FLgs.6-7 these on trasect E 
(Pig.1) an 2 5 ,  28, 39 m y  a d  3 J m e  are presented. mrfng the 
obsenation period the urner &xed layer of 5-10 m had relaeively 
low salinitåes on 81th ehole sliarvey area except for a e  D-Ssh 
coastal zone Qsee trmsect Y) a& the end of the ex$>erh-t, T%e 
fresherat -ter - 18-6 gasu obae~~red on the traseet E at t- 
nearest to the Homegfm eoast stations on 25 m y .  mring the 
- 
next surveys the salinity of the NCbJ continuosly increased nsar 
salinity 21," psu on 3 
Juuie in the fresher -ter regåore, A ction frans this t-dacy 
was obsened on 31 m y  due $0 an ~ e l l i n g  event. The sietensrte 
of the H m  on tr-saaect E is clearly seen als0 fram the bowl-like 
isothe easld isohailines (PI ,g -?) ,  which enables an es$ 
of the -t=$ 0% the F B a  d %o 25 ni. On transeet F whåich is 
located 65 h doms t r ea  the ararrow fresher water core near the 
coase 6: -&le to that on the treaslseet E, was obsemed anPy on 
27 w,  t before Q" B y )  iaad after (30 m y )  it =a shifted 
approximaiteBy 30 %--r% from the coast (station 4) due to the 
influence of upwelling e v a e s  in the upper layer. Tåe salinity in 
the core an trmsect F is almys higher, obviously as a result of 
the lateral vertical -sBxing of the NCW with mre sal3ne 
water. For (9-: le, the salbinity inerease of 2 psu m s  es$: 
on traseet E can 25 f a d  c-a trmsect F on 27 m y ,  which m s  
assmed to be -9te a reasoa&-%e apotåon (&out 30 -/-i) for the 
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HCC eter fli $ba$. area, "Bols'e erature o-%he NCC -ter of low 
C hfghsæ t in oaer 
regions- Besides, the overal nr_l of the Bagper layer by 2 OC 
upellii~g evmts oceured in the coastal 
o m -  sl- 24 m y  -ra in -e central 
(tsriasect F) a d  westem Btrmsect G) parta o f  the Skagerrak. The 
second upelliing -a absemed on both trasects T. a d .  E on 30 and 
31 m y  respeetåvely, m e  umeXPed -ter m s  registered at one or 
two closest to the coast sta ti(^%-^# whi~h showa tbt the width of 
the colider =d saliine .py-ter-bad m s  aeaughly 6-12 Inn These 
upwellings didLaRt occur in the whole =ter col , but only in 
the upper 15-20 m layer, while me rising -ter was c 
by the inflow of the NCC e into the aubsurfaee layers 
(Fig.4). During the mst pr t case (on 30 Nay, section F) 
the salinity - 33-7 psu a d  ture - 8-1 were observed in 
the surfaee layer, T"e upwellioag evat -ET evideatly caused by 
the moderate W to SW wPnds that b%ew aver the basin starting from 
28 Pzay. 
2d. "6Be Jutland &rreat, In the southem part of Ehe Skagerrak 
the Se 5s eeted to be one of tbLe mila tranisaporters of the 
North Sea water &o nora-east, Inspeetfon of the sections shows 
that dusing the first part of the erhat there were no signs 
of the pres-ee of m e  JC =$er, il 32. I y  the upper layer 
west of %) sk bad the salinaity bekwem X 5 d  30 psu, at the 
same the with the t a d m c y  of s=on$ir';uss irrerease to~lvards the 
coast, Besides, eratures in the rage of 11-12 * C  were 
tmical witbout notice*le hsrizontal variations, On 2 June 
the inflow of -re saline -%er at statlon 10 on trmsect F was 
observed, oa'hree days lates, 5 Jme, the area eovered with more 
saline -&er beerne wider, raei% the statfans 9-11. Salinity 
had increased up to 32 -4 psaa -d k esature ~was -re than 9 -5 OC 
in the upper 20 rn Iayer, mso, a streng front %hat separated the 
saline -ter a d  the fresher (=mer) catral Skagerrak water had 
been forned, Aecording to the widaijn- sf the sallne water band 
neas the Dmish coask, *e frsnt shifted &sut 1" offshore to 
the statian 8 on 5 ame, n e  overall increase of salinity 6 psu 
througb the front m s  acc csinied the ehmge in t erature of 
absut 2 " C ,  
2e. f6he Atlatie Water inflow, A relatively strong in£ low of 
the saline Atliantfe Water (AW) sccured during the whole period of 
obstanations along the soartlhem s-iopo o-he Homegian Trench. It 
clearly appeared minly in two depth intenals - between 20-100 
m with absut 100 m deep seaflos-. a d  near bottona with 300-450 m 
deep seaflosr, m e  upper infl-rw region in the vieinity of the 
station 8 on tr-rrsect F ås re$ative%y naærow (8-12 Inn) and 
charaeterized &astically låfted isohalånes, At the s m e  time 
continucaus increase sf salinity took plate ån the whole eol of 
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the AW -til d, ame, n e  sal&-aiL$y of 3% ,X? psu (wia 
the temperature of 8,15 @a") m s  apegistezed in the core which 
ams situated in the 50-65 m 1wer on 2 ame, Ihn existence of a 
current is con%imed a e  ve11o~iw &ta obtained fran the 
mooring station loeated b e g : w e a  the stations 8 and 9. In 
Fig.8, d e r e  fthe daily an-?- -.urra" veetars are presented, we see 
that the current -b- disected para191el &o $Ipe isobaths into the 
north-east, TPLe daily me-efl speed af the cusr-t- at 20, 40 and 80 
m levels was minly in *e rmge of "-40 -/se Neveraeless, on 
same days the speed chad up to 50  at the 20 m level. So 
it may be concluded t urko9ge co1 of *e AW moved nearly 
with the same speed =ceptC the =sa%--bs$=tooaa l yer (90 m level), 
where the speed considesdely Ewer - 5-20 cm/s. During the 
last two weeks of speratiaa og the moring station, the speed at 
the upper levels iacrea-red a d  -or e;lr le at the 20 m level 
sometimes exceeded 80 c10/s, 
The deeper AW ilorflow oecmed near the Bottare with 300-450 m 
deep seafloor and m s  cha~acteråzed by continuously increasing 
salinity over the period sf observa$ions. This tendency was 
evident on the transeet F, wbers the salinity in the core was 
35.20-35.23 psu on 24 m y I  35e25-Xr,2"s~ on 27 May (Fig-31, 
35-27-35.29 psu on 30 m y  (-?lig,4) -d. g-reeeded 35.30 psu on 5 
June (Fig.5) when the obsemed salinity was 35.321 psu. 
The similar saline core ~ B J  obsewed OB, transect E (Figs.6.7) 
scxne days later, where first a e  -ter w i a  salinity 35.20-35.22 
psu near both. sloper% appasared, the saline water inflow 
continued (for ex le, the distmce betmen the upper and lower 
35.20 psu isohalisres arad the nsaisiina1~n salinity in the core 
increased) . On 2 aad 5 arneo! gFågss,4,5) we n~tfee the water with 
the salinity exceedirig p-su -d 35-30 psu, respectively, on 
the transect F oear the n o r a e m  slepe of the Norwegian Trench, 
thus the spreading of tmie &W oker *e whole Skagerrak can be 
expected. 
3. Nutrients 
At the begfming of the study the raurface layer of 
the Skagerrak waa already deplsatsd o& iosorgacnic nutrient, The 
typical nitrate -d phsplttate ^toncatra$ions did not exceed 1.0 
and 0.1p/1 respeetåvely, %e eenemtration of phosphates 
in water at diffeeset. darlp*s er ed is. narrower l..j_lPOUts than that 
of nitrates and m s  me fo~b~sa~ring: - 2 p/1, IO m - 3 */l, 20 
m - 7 p / l  and 30 m - 12 */1, m-. werage -$osphate content of 
the water with mor sa1inicU-p 34 ps2a dearreased sareewhat in the 
upper layers, beiw 8 v/a af& the deptka. og 20. -30 m and 4 )iM/l 
at the depth of 1.. -18 m, Local difbermees frare the situation 
where nutrients were depleated wers obsemed in twpo areas at 
different t h e  : 
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m 24 my -d "=e -ed natri-t cg%-acatrations 
wese recorded 2-p. the swfiace laysr -asar the D a i a h  coas$ (Figsa9- 
18). 24 X O the &astie increase of  nitrat@ 
mos-te cone-kration -63: dstectad closs to the X o m e g % m  eoast 
{Fig. 9-58) , $:t i s  -ossible to idenkify th-76-e xslatively 
persbst-t areas sa trmsect P acr088 a e  Skager~ak accomding &c 
1) oa*fae coastal z ~ n e  of D rk; 2) the 8s-callad D 
area sn %tse ~ d d l e  of &e trmsegot; 3 ehe E,s-.asegim coaseal 
slope . 
Xn $gi%e coastal zone OE D r$%: %he verticaP dlstribution. 
of NO3 -d BO4 anvrrs rat;BIex miforn &-ing mast of the study 
periode a e  nutriat depleiated smface Iaye-: reached dom $0 the 
batt~m at 40 - 60 m, m e  a l i g a  . p s s r r t i ~ a ~ s f $ a t i f ~ c ; a t f ~ n  of 
gbospbate cantat o~eured -an 24 f i y  -d =re ressive a e  
on 24 and AR myI a d  alsa <a-a 2 Jma, 
in area the vextical distribition of nL%ra%e 
and phosphate hag aslearly a t- layex stmeture, 1Pae shallow, 
nutrime depahesated upper 1ayer reached d ta 3LP - 15 m. 
Filikhia the raaatrieliae in -e 15 - 25 m layer the concatsation 
of aåtrate j ed up to 7 - 8 pil, the coiac-tratåon Q% 
phosohate u a ~  to 5 - a . 6  */l, 
The variability of the nutrieat caneen$ below the 
nutrielbas wats relakively 1% a ~ e p t  on 24 m y I  w h a  P& m s  
probal$%y relatsd to errors in s 1%ag depths, Nevertheless, 
the tadl-ey of Anerease with d i s  obvio-as i r a  bokh nitrate 
En area, t-lhe 
nutrim% stratifica$%on stmetasrc-?, mi-48, on 24 a d  30 my, &e 
iuciced phspEbate -dl nikrat% com-catratiosls were deteseed 
in. the ararface lasqler close to the N o m e g i -  coast, "Fbe 
region, . 
g14e spa$ia- orca1 p a t t e n  o f  the phospbte d nitrate 
dåstribution 5 -elated to biologica$ and phyaieal 
processes fa aTI%%e Skaegexrak md 3 .a  ad jaea t  basins, En the 
contet of a e  pres("rpt study the nu$rient &$a wil% be 
considered as an additisaal source helping $0 id-tåfy -$er 
mases d e deeislopss d o u t  a e i r  gaes i s .  
The lsw nutr%e-at concentration recorded in. the 
Skagerrak surface layer As to be attributed to vesna9 
toa gro-h, %f$le chXoraaphyl1 a corakat eoakifi 
%be begiaaing of the prbserarat9o-s~ B;he vemal 
tan blam had a1dåre-dy deereased, It &--sa be assmed 
that at sis t h e  the posaLom situation ws prevaiIång in 
*e adjaemt Xor%h Sea -d Baltie areas. k-bpo, mas. it i8 
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$0 ~ a % c % t  -tmt me 1- n~tqb-at C O ~ C ~ ~ Z B ~ ~ O =  fn %b8 Skage$"+"& -8 
refiated to big;al~fca%b processes in sft= or, to what -te%: It 
m s  ia%&X.raaced 9.- fnr%alms of -?utrfn$ depleated -ter outside the 
Skagerrak, espea-åa=&-&y by the Baåbt ic  c-mrat, 
m 24 m y  påaytopl es were % a k a  at 11 sta$%oa and 
f r a  27 m y  to 5 J m e  at 7 s  ons, ~e4at n-erorrs were 11 
flagellates &out 10 m) b o a  fa~ the surrace -ter 
aad a% 20 sccurred freguc^ ratly: 
Ce~ataer2ål~a pelagZea, -"saetscexas spp. , Guiaa~dia f2aecida. 
=izli~sole~ia a l -  ta, -%$-2zgsssXenil.a dellcalsanla. dllrisrosoEwia 
SkeioSoet~nki-oa costatm, ".l$aleass20silra sg., Mitzscåia 
t z s d i a  sel-a ta, 
%%$rere were essa t ia l  t oral -and 8a-patfaE dåffermces An &he 
p-topaankton structure during the wholeo peråod of 
sbseawatims, In %ha surface -ter (1-10 m) the w s t  n~~~~ezous 
diatm mas -inly fiizosalk-f-iLa fxabs%%iss ,Emer valimes of the 
m e a  CB%du(aa~e af $hi8 spec%es were registered at statisns 8, 
2.0 aad 11, At %m statioas (16" m d  %X) the -gt nmemous diat 
were ~ ~ I ~ s s ~ o s ~ P " "  p (27 m y )  -d Nftzschia seriata ( 2  9"me). In 
statfon 5 $be mst nmerous diatm .~aaeas Euempåa ssdfacers (27 
my1 
At *e deptllni of 20 m miaroseihia i-delic-a$ula w ~ . a s  obtc-n a e  
-si- nuanersus A i a t m ,  Its m e a  &mdace md~i kligher al: stations 
1 - 8 ,  A6. statiaral %e0 a-: mst nmerbaus diatm m s  m å L a ~ s l ~ s i r a  sp
(24  my-2 Yme) , Mi t z s d f  a aeriata  m s  W s  BEOS$ nmereus diat&= 
i statiasas 13.. (m a 3  and 1.2 (2-5 ame). aizosoPw%a: 
fn statim I"o(Cj?R-" S y l  
de-* of %O m mrr, &et amersais diatm m s  -irraby 
aizosc-lensa delicatula, m-ikpb-iasira BP- m a t  &mda%ly 
represc-asted a$ statiens 1 
D a t a  on "&&c- phytopl e are g i v a  Xn Fig, Il* 
The carrelation between the pbytoplankton abundance and 
ehlorophyll a i -a  the smfacs -ter m s  0-6" P~a.0.983, 
At the depm 20 O me chXoropiga-%l conteert ofta Bncrsased 
while *e  pfnytql tan &mdmce decreased (sel, at statican I2 
on 2 ame "-%d at. statiom 1". on 5 ame wh- &be phyt 
-ter), 4EoH-e eontradi~tkon Betwe- the phytopl 
chlo~ophylho~$tat -e the depth o f  20 ?ar m s  caused by ch-ges In 
the gahytoplankton structure: the rich ~hPsrop$3.y<%1 canteat 
dåsc~ivered a$ the depth o N 2  0 m s  caused by large dxa t  (for 
instace: m~a%stpia zodfacus at station 7 on M $y, Cera$aulinta 
pe2agica at the depth aua" m at station 1% on M my). 
oral -d spatkal d-stribution o h m e  phyeopl 
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speci es : 
cfx,  h l t l c m ,  me species occurred on1y in the 
surface wat 24 4 y  at statims 1-% ,$d-. 27 n y  the species 
occurred at stations 1--1, O= 36 m y  at statb~aas P0 and 11, and 
on 2 June only at station 3%- 
2 -  Tfialassiosira s p ,  gPrct 24 m y  $n%e speeies accurred in the 
whole transect ia a e  suface =ter as well as at 20 m and 30 m. 
The highest &1~1d=ce e > M e  speciea -a obsemed in 
water of stations 11 a d b  22, By 27 %y -e d u n  
increased in the saarface l;-%rer o-~"i%%ish coastal waters (max 132 
000 at station 10)- h 30 my the dance (151 500) was 
stations 1 and 12 the ~ituaticsna in the surface 
water was greater t in 20 " P P ~  trhe same. On 2 
June the ce of t$le speeies at the depa of 20 m and 30 m 
was higher in the surface -ter, 012 J u e  5 the situation 
als0 remained t=n1e sauac': a4ia ca- at 20 m m s  mastly greater 
+_h;ili in the surface -ter. 
3. Torodinium robusl=iuril,g)ra 24: a d  27 m y  the species occurred 
at 20 m and 30 IB,W 30 $-L- &=ka-?! spec%es s obsewed in the 
surface water of statåon 2, "nr 2 J m e  the species aceursed in the 
surface water of statåons IQ a d  2" at a e  saaaae t h e  the species 
occurred at 20 m å3tnd 30 m Bn ,*er stet5oras. On 5 June the 
species occurred both in *e' s u h e s  -ter m<- at 20 m. 
4. Gonyaulax SP. OGCUTS-EI~ onlby at 20 m aad 30 m during the 
experlment . 
5 .  Scrippsiella cf-.. abo-s&olgaf-a ms o b ~ e m e d  on1y at 20 m and 
30 m (excl. on 2 Sune, w h a  *e speeies occurred in the surface 
water of station 8 ,  
6. DisteNaaus speeulm m s  obsemed at 20 m stnd 30 m, but 
fram 30 May to 5 Jaaae the species occurred Pn the surface water 
of stations l and 2, 
The water of the surface 11aGer at a e  d e p a  of 1 to 5m was 
mixed and poor in, ehl a, ""$as horizo;ata"arr%atisn o£ the chl a 
content in the surfaee -ter w i t h i a a  %g%@ raolge 0-6 ... 3.8 ug/l, 
while lower vaaues (aEtt9ar belgaw 2 ~sgjl)  were obsewed in the 
central part of the section on a" days of *e eriment . Water 
at the depth of 18 m showed a varisBBale chl a co~ptent both in the 
range of the transeet -d oas digger=% e%---. The mean chl a 
concentration sf the see&isn meeeded that of the surface water. 
Glhl a concentrations at the dap-m 0-0 m mere very scattered, 
varying froan 0 - 8  up to 17 - 3  u g / X  a e  erhat. The mean 
chl a contents per seeelan were higher mm k h e  upper layers 
on all days. (The c1SX a croncsrz%tra$ie>n, 20-8 ug/l, was 
recorded at. the depth of e fllucearescac-5 p ,  at 17 m at 
station 7 on 30 bl[ay), At the dep& of 36 m the eh% a content of 
the water decreased, being less $=3m I ug/l 1Ln cases. 
The max conec9?rotrations o"cl$l a in wcaker along the 
vertical prafile were d i f f e ren t  in varåous stations and on 
9 
dffferc-rart In $m stations near a e p  N o - ~ s a q f a  esalt asple 
highest cb% a eonc~krations were obsened %n $Il'se ss-mpface =ter 
on May 24 aad m y  Ba the c-tral par% Q ~ E  titae section a9t 
values sf ehX awere reeorided at a e  depth ofl8,,,20 m, 
Such a dis%r*utåon of cIr%. a se tca be -re or less 
typica1 of the =ter of *e Skagerr-akb, duziag season, A 
similar vertåcal distrfbatfoaa of cahl a in &be 8-e sectiolac .ooas 
observed in m y  m6B ame 1989# alaougLa the vaBua-s of 
concentration were Baoaes, up %a 7 ugll an m y  18 (-&l et al,, 
1990). The fomation of $he suSasurfaee po s of same 
toa speeies d m %-B~~E?+LSC- chl a asve the 
pycnocline at the deptb. of 15 an in the e-traal pare of the 
Skagerrak have be- repasted by several investigators (Dahl. 
l, Dåbl, 2990)- 
The distribution o-e heterotrophfe baeteria on 27 May was 
quite even near asple ID-Psh coas%, h v i q  in the 20 m 
layer (in pycnocline) -9id in t%Be 20  m laryer, whese an 
inflow was obseleved aeeca -draphysied data, In the 
central and nothern part of the hetero$ssphic baceeria 
(NIiB) is greater h aci? supface Bayer, decreasiln_g rapidly in the 
20 rn l ayer (25, -70 b/d) , incsesing again in the 30 ai layer (500 
b/ml) and having d n  belw -e 308 m Ilayer (3Oe-6O b/d), 
where a saline -ter pateh m s  sbsewed, Cme higher values of 
heterotrophic baeteria (at 206) m ae statåan PR, a$ 408 m at F5 
and at 30 an at ratatfola -41 near the Hob%aegim chaast) cofaicfded 
with higher valuera sb dissolved 
The distribution sf Zaetescatraphlc bactescia on 2 June is 
presented in Fig,12, r6dae er sE m nsar sfi coast is &out 
8 times higher over &$ae -&er co1 
over the section fn a e  surface Xayer, C g the results of 
the heterotrophic bacteria  ela^ 27 and 2 iawe it is se- that 
the NHE3 is higher on e, which in the surface layer m y  be 
the result of -ter bue near the Zaarnish caast where the 
most rapid inerease oecur-r over the wtnole -&er col 
result of *e mre troplsic -ter -se in%low, Irr. bsth cases the 
minirrnini of eoiacåded with bluoresecrnaes in 20-38 m 
layer and then agaiea irrereasing wi%h the depth, Wear the 
Norwegian coast the b s  a at 10 and a da a$ 20 m 
depth, indicating a e  inf1m i 10 m layer, 
On 5 of J w e  a e  mrs nearly the s w e  in the surface 
layer and eve 
water goes sk&Xe inersase (mre th-9i 3 %*es) 
occurs at 30 ai depth, 
The circulatian in a e  ea83ra-L -d eastem Skage-.r& d51DPered 
fram the classical scheme. m e  es aahie %aåPraag i ~ - % f l o w  of the AH a e  
gyre-like stratification -8 obsemed by investigators 
(Rodhe,1987, Dahl et all,, , J o h t  Shgerrak edit-on 2966, 
19709, was disturbed during $Plis e r h a t  
The Norwegian Coastal 
The classlcal narrow t absemed on the sectna~ F s-a-e 
2 June. The observed wide fresher -ter regfon (22 -5-24-5 psu) 
extending to the central Skager~& 1~1emed $0 be the "track" of 
the NCC. This interpretation 8s supparted by the min geatures 6f 
thermohaline stratification a d  the lmest saXiaitåes 5.9 thre 
upper mixed layer. Tfre sgreadisacg - i M e  HCC -$er over $Ihe 
Skagerrak was als0 indieated by the  dåstribution of same 
phytoplankton species . 
The Jutland Current, 
The absence of the JC in May was easily esti-blaisabede Wsre 
difficult was the identifieatisn o£ -ter -prses at. the beg9Lming 
of Jwae. New water flowing along the If9mi-i$ c-oast la;ea %)ne north- 
east alter 2 June on the basis of salaity a d  t eæaea-e values 
might be interpreted as the JC -ter. To id-% the 0-igfa of 
this water the nitrate to phaspbte ratio [L-:P] :ms studied, 
According to K6nig and Becker (X9881 the arferate e ~ a c ~ t r a t i a a  
in the JC several times exeeeds the erni--1 posala- vca3tues 
in the upper layer of the Nora Sea =d the Skagerrak, but *-re 
is no significant difference in *e concmtration of phaspb$es. 
This results in shift in P":P ratio whieh pravides tbe 
possibility of identifying the JC water ng the other eter 
masses having sigznificaeai=ly Iwer NIP ratio, me NO- versus 
P04 plots for the Danish coastal area a d  ii=he D i s % ,  area at 
the end of May and at the beoyixl%ring of Jme are æaehes 
similar (Fig. 13). In fact, the ag:P ratio a$ stationsa near the 
Danish coast was even 1 $%pe average aver a11 stati~ns. 
There was no remarkable c 
the phytoplankton ccmmmity, for  TordAa;wlm rabus tm the 
abundance of which increased i= =e snr-ca layer sinte 
remarkable increase (5-8 tionensri took pabace in  the 
heterotrophic bacteria, showf~ $her i ~ f l m  6-"%--0pOie-mter~ me 
possible explanation of the -ter srigia is as f i o l l o w s ,  mring a 
stagnant period, most o£ the ~bai%raiiee were used a& melar -S 
deluted by dxing with a e  daor%h Sea =ter, nis -ter still 
having sane special features like he$ero$rophie bacter-a cent-%, 
stasted to propagate to north-erass% after 30 OE m y -  
Upwellings. 
Two upwellings that oecured near the e g  gvoast wexe sf 
different extent. Tae upe%$ilrrg on 24 of m y  w s  of greater 
exttsnt when upwelling front m s  obsemad up e;o 1 0 -  22 b 
11. 
tlile coas%Ue on traseet Fe n i s  upelling took place isa the 
outer Skageesrak, the -taBP s E  it Tnate well seen on satellite 
s, -d e s  a ~ t  obsemed a3g8 tra+asect E in the eastern part of 
kagerxak, The w%=&%! fnflbueacing the upwelling (probably 
norae%y ar nora-westergHB% m s  BloaTLng before the SXAGXX and was 
Waerefaz-5 not fixed in a e  bta. BLB upelliing of a smaller extent 
on trasects F -d E on 36 a d  31 06 &y was caused by westerly 
w h d  blw-na-9 up to 1 - j ~  for t- days. The m i n  conclusion 
aopie &hese råpm112ngs (well defined in the nutrient data) is 
t these lapeso9$lfa,gs do last fnEluace the whole water colum 
but only a e  upper O Xayer, mus. the upwellings in the 
intasive flsw regicpn do not upel% the deeper layer water. From 
the biologicak paiask of vi- these upwellings do not bring the 
aaost npi$~i~t-råasb -ter 41 nutrient-rich) to the surface 
-d t h i ~  As 80 in phytoplankton as the deeper 
layer, thus the pr q prodaarctåon in sis water must be quicker 
aad caatåsaue 90% a shorter t h e  W&- nutrients get depleated fram 
the -ter* 
?I$e Atlaaatic Water i-aflm, 
ing tgbe (absemati-~aa perlod the AW inflow that appeared in 
t- cores m s  one of a s  m i n  sources of new water into the 
Skagerrak, W e  hav-#$ fomd aray references to such high salinity 
o£ a e  AW in eazlier invest%gatåons in the upper 100 m layer of 
the Skagez~ak, A v s q  streng jet-like saline water inflow there 
seemed to caraay the AW without essential lateral mixing, 
maaåatailsaing the salinity gg.i"CHiats. A current with nearly the 
s-e direcpkios, m s  -i-eiaea%ned dming at least a month after the 
experament, As seen from Fiq.8 $he daily mean currents are 
vaqfgl<g minly fr- 20 to 40 in the upper layer, Weak 
disttallbmces in cmrcaaats with ehe period of albout 7-10 days eould 
be deeecetsd, n i s  not ve7%lp- ms$ro~gm signal may be the evidence of 
coastal shePf mvee whbeID. propa?aa&e b i n g  shallower water to the 
right, me propagating chrac$er of these oscillations can not be 
eatablished using the cursenk measurements at one mooring 
statioaa, We east t g .  es o£ tihe eurrent speed are due to 
vaving tsmapsprt $Sa@ H o r a  Sea a d  due to the meandering of 
a e  jet bvfng the higjiaest speedlas in the core. On. transect E it 
appea-9-s ehat sin s-smfesce saaine AW band became wider and 
situaeed in *e -egion of the stationa 8-10. In the approximately 
% O  b wide badl sal%nA$y eglfghtly aseeded 35.15 psu. We suggest 
m a t  PIBae AW on '&;L%e trssrzsect E ref%ects the continuation of a 
narr- currat on the trasect P, Bbviously, due to the changing 
battfsasi $op"p_grapIb.y betwebs13i. the trmsects, the AW band became wider 
a d  eaonse~c-il&ly, the erurrats chaged £or weaker. 
snrkale phamaase  obsemed was the deep AW infl- 
near the botta wi$P1 $"be WB(g aa8d 4" 0 depth with the tendency 
of salinity increase in tårne, The salinity of the AW core 
salinlty) ea-a 8Irmsect F Anereased continuously excsept on 
1 2  
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02 s w  maxqoxd paqea.- a a-OH "peq gsa s- 01- 58 go paads 
qorazma aeare aqq "q s g - 0 ~  aamqsgcp e- xado ss eq7eqos+ SUOLF? MY 
paleadde sayqxadoxd x=% s aoq7zw -B/- QE s u  paads 
qnarma wanr Bn~prrodsax-roa ~5 sw p m  L- sao+q~qs  aq7 
naafiqaq aamas+p aqri sa - g  qsesmz d 43asmz7 m-3 paqS+qs 
pug gav S u ~ f i o ~ 3 a ~  aqq slnopl[ gc R~aq xd&- -agg= aqmqqsa 
area aw pae zaaexa e se 918a ~ e - s - z z - s ~  af iae ;~  X q r a + ~ e s  aq3 
armrfl ~y a m  -o 6ag.%r=@-a%-o eq3 esrs a& eis+mffoa 
ap7 a1 *lr3+rrrr-es 30 afgp~-am~: i(~br;g~gTm-~senb 6a~qea+p~t+ 
sadoss xes s q 7 ~ f i  xen'-a--d~sttr%aP3, @--o =@-g+-: .orakq.-?+xe~ BEq~a+~ets 
ap7 XTe P ~ e x a w P  u1 *pa--sigzd o-= (paI8p m Osk-OsE araamqaq 
a u ~ q  n+ norqe+re~  R a + n ~ ~ a s  MV ezaqfi s%*%l+a s paz+x e 
s'+ 71  "1~3-x& a m  -o e&-@ eq+sod& @e[- pre- oBTe qnq '1 qaasnelrq 
no pasnaao &+ar- seexanr -o ora~~?-as $=a%-- 
MV ,a=+-es, aqq Ih7-.-.%--o~r= e-g- 6rnr-q~ snw a 
xa-T a- Kq pa --a S'BSIFE~, Xag=r~'i-s zamx em mel[& "e- g 
the salinity increased toa, Paant: considerably ~ P O W F P ~  at it's 
edges. This indicates the exing o-the inflowing saline AW and 
the less saltier central basin water, AR example of these 
camplicated processes are the split T-S diag'rams for the stations 
F6 and E6 (Fig. 14b) which located at the interface area. 
The AW inflow into the Skagerrak is a regular phenamenon. It 
is stressed here that the observed inflow was anolmalous by its 
extremely high salinity, The appearance of this anomalously 
saline water in the Skagerrak is obviously related to the 
increased salinity leve1 in the North Atlantic in the Rockall 
Trough in late 1989 and early 1990 (Ellet and Turell, 1992) and 
unusually high surface water salinity observed in the North Sea 
in January 1990 (Heath et al., 1991). According to Ellet and 
Turell (1992) the salinities in the NE Atlantic were the highest 
since the high-salinity period of late 1960s. If so, the data 
obtained during SXAGEX in May-June 1990 are unique for studying 
the spreading and mixing of the AW in the North Sea and the 
Skagerrak, enabling us to explain the current branching in the 
central Skagerrak, described above. 
The spatial and tempora1 distribution of different 
phytoplankton species and the correlation with chlorophyll 3 
data was given in Results. The remarkable variability in 
phytoplankton was not always explained by hydrodynamics, 
therefore we conclude that the variability of phytoplankton 
species in most cases does not coincide with the variability of 
hydrophysical fields , convincing us that the hydrophysical 
variability was not the main source of all hydrobiological 
variability cases in the Skagerrak during SKAGEX. On the other 
hand, in many cases the hydrobiological and chemical parameters 
gave additional very valuable information to explain the 
hydrodynamics, as the established relations between hydrophysical 
and hydrobiological fields convinced us once more of the need to 
continue the complex approach in mrine science, 
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F i g . 8 .  The d a i l y  mean c u r r e n t  v e c t o r s  a t  20 ,  4 0 ,  80 and 90 m 
levelc a t  t h e  mooring s t a t i o n  11 (sea bottom 100 m )  on t r a n s e c t  P 
(see Figs.1 and 3). 
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F i g .  2 .  The wind speed (a) arid wind d irec t ion  ( b )  measured on the 
board of the R/V Arnold Veimer i n  the  eastesn Skagerrak during 
SKAGEX . 
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Fig. l .  Map of t h e  SKAGEX region showing i o c a t i o n s  of hydrological  
s t a t i o n s  ( c i r c l e s )  on t h e  t r a n s e c t s  F and E and c u r r e n t  meter 
moor ing ( t r  i a n g l e )  . 
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Fig. 15. Variation of Atlantic Water maximum salinity at 
different stations during the period of obsexvations. 
Legend: - station F7, - -, station F3, 
station E7, --- station E3. 
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Fig. 16. Spatio-tempora1 distribution of the ~tlantic Water 
maximum salinity on transects F (a) and E (b). 
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In t roduction. 
Modem technology opens new avenues in the field of ocean acoustics. Among yhich 
masutement of ocean current is one. 
- We possess broad band acoustic transmitters witk beam steering capability and 
Bewise long phased array raeivers. 
- Frequency synthesizers synchronized through the satellite GPS system at receiving as 
well as on transmitting site aliow us to measure phase and amplitude at the receiving 
end relative to the transmitter. 
- Modem comrnunication systems enable us to commmicate ehieappropriate message to 
remote transmitting site and receive the the data characterizing the ocean structme in 
great degree of detail. 
- Our knowledge regarding interaction mechanims between ocean phenomena end the 
acoustic wave field dows us to characterize the ocean strucnire in great d e t d  
- Powerful processing algorithms allow us to perform red t h e  analyses of the ocean 
stnicture. 
Illustration of concept. 
The challenge is one of moni to~g  continously the motion pattern ( and veriical inking 
capability, the 3-D turbulence field ) of Skagerrak rna between Norway, Sweden and 
Denmark. As an example, the transmitter is placed in Arendal, Norway and the line-of- 
sight receiver in Hirtshals, Denmark. See f i p  1. 
Playing on the transmi tting organ in Aredal with one finger (with a PC) putting one 
frequency at the time-in the water between 300 Hz and 6 K&, gives us information 
about the available channels (frequency bands) in the geographicd area of Pnterest 
(Detailed models based on the knowledge about the spatial profiles of sound velocity 
cnable us to calcuiate the acoustic modes that wiil propagate bemen transmitter and 
receiver). 
Having esiabiished the avdable tkquency band for the actual day, tfie attention is 
on v ås h t  illuminated by the transmitter and "seen" 
that mitting and the receiving beams are steerable). 
Transmithg a suititble tune (or sirnulltaneous combination of 6 kquencies from 300 
Hz to 6 Niz), we can m a u r e  the following m e t e r s ,  deseribing the ocean stmcture: 
See figure 2. 
on abut  mean c m n t  speed. 
- Doppla broadening gives idomtion about mean rnean c m n t  and also about the 
current flucmations ( variance of current in space and time - the turbulence). 
- Spatial correlation distance of acoustic field giving information about the shape of the 
turbulence spectrurn 
Presentation of a typical hardware configuration. 
The hardware developed is shown in figure 3. The direction of the transmitting beam is 
remotely controlled through a standard modem and a telephone or mobile telephone. 
The homdyned received signal is transmitted back to the operator via telephone 
mobile telephone. The fkquency synthesizers at the transmithg and receiving Rxd are 
synchronized through the GPS sateilite system. 
Other applications with the same configuration. 
When performing measurements of ocean cunent the forward scattezed signal is coased 
by fluctuations in the sound speed field within the common volurne. Also &h schoois 
constitute sca#ered signals. That aiiow us to detect and trace &h schools, though at 
other frequencies. In figure 4 is presented an example with school of hening. 
In the case of whales it is possible to detect them one by one, only choosing the optimal 
frequency. 
Conclusions. 
The descnbed hydroacoustic rnethod to rneasure the ocean current and turbulence has 
been experimentålly tested with very good sesults within a relaiively small testarea, 
5 km large. Fuhcale measurements are planned and will be done late 1993. Theoretica1 
auenuation calculation show that it shoud be possible to fblfili the experiment shown in 
figure 1. 
Reference. 
D. Gjessing, J Hjehstad, A Tonning, R Hansen and S Wickerts: "Characterization of 
ocean cmnt ,  waves and turbulence using matched illurnination multifrequency 
foreward scamr acoustic system" 
TRIAD report 22/92. Qetober 1992. 
1 - -  Doppier f = - K o V 
2n 
Y = velocio of water within the common scattering volume 
Figure 1. An example of the basic scenario h S p g d  The power received in 
Hirtshal in the line-of-sight mode is considerable (S/N=48 dB) 
The forward scatter mode is less intense, but substantially above noise level. 
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Figute 2. Forward seattered signal. Doppler shift. 
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Figure 3. The bistatic acoustic system involving spaced fiequencies and steerable bearns 
Figure 4. Exarnple of signal leve1 bom a school of hening. 
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Abstract 
Numerical ocean models are now being applied in numerous oceanographic stud- 
i e ~ .  However, the qualities of the model results are often uncertain and there 
is a great need for standards and procedures for evaluation of the skills of nu- 
merical general circulation models. In this paper measurements from repeated 
hydrographical sections across Skagerrak taken in 1990. the SKAGEX dataset, 
are used to evaluate the skills of two a-coordinate ocean models and to study the 
sensitivity of these models to model parameters. A methodology for quantifica- 
tion of model skills based on observations from repeated hydrographical sections 
in general is suggested. 
The value of the SKAGEX dataset as a to01 for model improvements is demon- 
strated. Evidence to support the importance of applying non-oscillatory, gradient 
preserving advection schemes in areas with sharp density fronts is given. The 
method is used to identify that the forcingl initial values/ boundary values for 
the temperature field are inferior to the corresponding d u e s  for the salinity field. 
PVith the the present coarse resolution, 11 layers in the vertical, it is shown that it 
is far from obvious that the quality of the model results improve when replacing 
simple Richardson number formulations for vertical mising processes with higher 
order turbulence closure in the Skagerrak area. 
Keywords: general circulation models, evaluation, Skagerrak, sections, hydro- 
dynamics 
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ographic variability in the Skagerrak and' Northein 
Kattegat, MayJune, 1990 
D. S. Danieksen, L. Edter, S. Fonselius, L. Hemrorfi, 
M. Ostrowski, E. Svendsen, and L. Tafpsepp 
Danielssen. D. a. Edlet. L, Fandius, S., Wernroth. L. Ostrourski. M., Svmdwn. E. 
and T-dipscpp, L. 1997. ck~nogrdphic vafiobuity in the Skagerrak and Norrhern 
Kattegat. May-lune. 1990. - ICES Jouraai or M a k e  SEienci:. $0; OMMOO. 
'The Skagerrak Experimenc (SKAGUC). *as a large. intermtional. ICES-supparied 
joint vgwft. arricd out in the Sbgcrmk-Kaitegar o r a  an four different aumeys in 
the period 1990-1991. It involvd somt 2.5 inairutq'rrndtii~ times. up to i 7  tesearch 
YRKIS. The main aim oi' Ihc Expcrimcnl w to idntify and quaniiiy the diRercnr 
WAUr m s e s  entering and leaving the Skagerrak ated and their wriation over tina. 1% 
aiso aimed ro mveatipie the rnechinisms Lhsr drive the arciilauon and to study iheir 
efem on biologicd prcctsss. The lim ws to be attilned moniy dirough extensive 
synoptic obsemiions. 
This papn fceu&s on the variability in phyxial. ckmicirl and hiologial par- 
merendurhg rhe fim part oTSKAGEX % May-20 Junc 1990. D d n g  the first haif 
o i b  prriod dinvcstigiatian. the main outfiow from the Skagerrak, reprrimied by &e 
Nonvegkin tvdsriil Currcni. was baroaopic witb drily mcan ucfoa'tier vivying liom 
16-ZDm s- '. During the =ond bvlf a cfesr baroclinic crnzcnt component derrlopcd. 
giving r i s  to ncnr surfida veloaities of up to 100 an s' '. 
A p r o n m d  featurc in &c Skagerrak during the study was the couniclidockwise 
ci~uhtion ofrhe Nanuegiw Coaszai Current at times ofrlmng nonliwesterly windn 
During su& conditions &is surrcbcc water mched a far as the Dani* r c ~ n  wufh of 
J7'N and upwdling dong the Nonvegian caast was alx, found. During nonherly 
win& upweuing als0 octumd aiang the Swedish wi 
The nutriult-ri& Juttrind C4irnal Waer. originoring from the C;uman Bighr, ws 
neverfound ro m& the inncrpan of the Skagunk during rhis fint pan oFSKAGEX. 
11 uras panly blacked or diluted by orher water-m-. 
A hrge "ridge" of nuirient-rich Atilnuc vater wsr found in Ihc etntnl Skagerrak 
throughour the investigarion. It is kw ;hat &is ekrngad "ridgc" waf associamt 
widi the deqrcu (1500 m) area of the Skagerrak. Within W arw., high subsurfuce 
drlorophy8 cmeatrauonr wcn always fotuld and. due to rhe prsistemior the supply 
of nutrimis. is is uzndudd har &is ~ h m o m u ~ n  cortld k -c o r k  mzh m n s  for 
the high probt9.etiv-it-y of ihc ~ h ~ e & k .  
c 11996 Inlarr<iticaat C a u d  for thc Explarniion of the Sea 
Key words: Skagerrak. &tregat. circulation, upwelling. nurrients, chlero- 
phytl, pdrnary p d u a i o n .  - - 
Introdudion sa area \\i tir a ycarly Rsh produetion of 7 g m ' ' (1 .  
Blsson. pc= comrn.). This i" almost double ihai of the 
The Skagerrak rnay bt regarded as a pan of &e transi- Nonk Sea. Thc Skapmk i s  tirus of mf economic 
tional area between the Daltic and the North S u  and is importanm to thc surrounding countries and is also 8 
hcavily influend by both seas. it is a very producuvc nursery and fegding area for about two-thirds of the 
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Abstract 
A 3-dimensional barotropic/baroclinic numericai circuIation/hansport model system is set up and run for an extended 
Norul Sea area in the period October 1989 to August 1990. The model system consists of a "large scale" model with a 
20 X 20 km2 horizontal resolution, coupled to a finer scaie (4 X 4 km2) similar model set up for the Skagen-ak/Kattegat 
area. The performance of this model system is evaluated against the Skagex-90 data set containing several drifting buoy 
tracks, transport estimates from moond current meters, ship-mounted ADCP current velocities, and 10 synoptic hydrograph- 
ical field data over most of the area obtained every third day in May/June 1990. The Skagex data set also contains chemical 
(nutriens) and biological (chlorophyll concentration, primary production etc.) data which later will be used for evaiuation of 
this physical model system coupled to a primary production model. The model system is forced with realistic wind and 
atrnosphenc pressure fields. Although some of the outputs (after more than half a year prognostic running) stil1 are 
questionable, the results so far are very promising both with respect to the simulated vertical and horizontal stnicatre and 
magnitude of the circulation and the salinity distribution. 
The obvious limitations in space and time (and 
large costs) of traditional oceanographic ship sam- 
pling, and the rapid advances in computing capacity, 
have led to increasing efforts in 3-dimensional physi- 
ca1 modelling. There is also an increasing demand 
for model results simulating the chemical and biolog- 
ical consequences of possible changes in anttiro- 
pogenic inputs of nutrients, nuclear waists etc. to 
specific ocean areas (North Sea Task Force, 1993). 
A coupled Physical-Chemical Biologicd (P-C-B) 
modelling activity of thi whole North Sea started in 
1990- 199 1 through close cooperation between the 
Institute of Marine Research (IMR) in Bergen, the 
Institute of Fishery- and Marine Biology (FM) at 
the University of Bergen, and The Norwegian Mete- 
orological Institute (DNMI) in Oslo. Related to the 
above problem areas and that the North Sea as a 
whole is quite a complex hydrodynamical system, it 
was found that to obtain any realism in the biological 
results, the coupled model system must be based on 
a sophisticated 3-dimensional physical model with 
good representation of venical exchanges (Skogen et 
al., 1995; Aksnes et al., 1995). Therefore the physi- 
ca1 module to be validated here is based on a model 
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Quantifying volume transports during SKAGEX with the Norwegian 
Ecological Model system 
MORTEN D. SKOGEN,"? EINAR SVENDSEN? and 
MAREK OSTROWSKIP 
(Received 16 February 1995; in rcsisedform 2 1 April 1997; accepted 8 September 1997) 
Abstract-A coupled 3-dimensional physical, chemical and biological model system, NORWECOM 
(the NORWegian ECOlogical Model system), is validated and used to identify and quantify the 
short-term variability of the different water masses being transported into and out of Skagerrak. The 
model system is a nesting between a coarse grid model set up for an extended North Sea, and a fine 
grid defined in the SkagerrakIKattegat area. 
Originating from the extensive SKAGEX (SKAGerrak EXperiment) database, several interesting 
events have been identified and become the focus of the modeling. Through interactive use of the 
SKAGEX data set and NORWECOM, it is possible to gain a new insight into a very complex 
hydrodynamic system, an insight that is hard to achieve based on measurements only. 1998 
Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Skagerrak (36 000 km2) and the Kattegat (22 000 km2) form a transition zone between 
the much larger Baltic Sea and the North Sea. The Skagerrak is heavily influenced by water 
exchange with the North Sea, and due to its relatively deep basin reaching down to about 
700 m, it acts as a "dustbin" for suspended matter (including contaminants) from major 
parts of the North Sea (Anon., 1993). The hydrodynamics are quite complicated due to 
major water exchanges with the North'Sea, large supplies of freshwater (both from the 
Baltic and some major rivers) and strong topographic steering. Figure 1 demonstrates the 
general circuiation of the relevant water masses. Due to normally strong vertical density 
stratification, sharp fronts and large supplies of both natural and anthropogenic nutrients, 
the area is highly productive and acts as an important feeding area for several fish species. 
The inflow of different water masses from the North Sea is highly variable on time scales 
of a few days (Danielssen er al., 1991, 1997), making realistic estimates of transport based 
only on measurements very difficult. The strong vertical stratification and frontal dynamics 
are also quite variable, and therefore 3-dimensional modeling (including baroclinic forcing) 
is needed if realistic averaged transports are to be achieved. The basis for this paper has been 
the NORWegian ECOlogical Model system (NORWECOM) (Skogen, 1993; Skogen et ni., 
1995). The main weakness of 3-D modeling activities claiming to simulate nature is the lack 
of comparison with adequate real data. The model results have therefore been compared 
with some of the findings from the extensive SKAGEX-90 (the SKAGerrak EXperiment) 
* Corresponding author. 
i' Institute of Marine Research, Pb 1870, N-5024 Bergen, Norway 
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Abstract 
Numerical ocean models are now being applied in numerous oceanographic studies. However, the quaiities of the model 
resuits are often uncertain and there is a great need for standards and procedures for evaiuation of the skills of numericai 
general circulation models. In this paper measurements from repeated hydrographical sections across Skagerrak taken in 
1990, the SKAGEX dataset, are used to evaiuate the skills of two a-coordinate ocean models and to study the sensitivity of 
these models to model parameters. A methodology for quantification of model skills based on observaths from repeated 
hydrographicat sections in general is suggested. Area averages of absolute differences are for Skagerrak completely 
dominated by the discrepancies in the upper few meters of the ocean and may not be used to assess models' abilities to 
reproduce the fields in the larger and deeper part of the ocean. Therefore, discrepancies between average values in time from 
the observed fields and time averaged vaiues from model outputs are related to the naturai variability of the fields. The 
numbers produced with the suggested measure are relative numbers that will be specific for each section and for each series 
of observation. Ideaily we would therefore like to see the measures computed for a number of sections for various models 
and choices of model parameters in order to assess modef skiils. The value of the SKAGEX dataset as a to01 for model 
improvements is demonsbated. Evidence to support the importance of applying non-osciilatory, gradient preserving 
advection schemes in areas with sharp density fronts is given. The method is used to identify that the forcing/initiai 
values/boundary values for the temperature field are inferior to the corresponding values for the saiinity field. With the 
present coarse resolution, 11 layers in the verticai, it is shown that it is far from obvious that the quality of the model results 
improve when replacing simple Richardson number formulations for verticai &ng processes with higher order turbulence 
closue in the Skagerrak area. O 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. AU rights reserved. 
Keywords: general circulation models; evaluation; Skagerrak; sections; hydrdynamics 
1. Introduction Hydrodynamical models are coupled to chemical- 
biological models with different degrees of complex- 
A number of numerical ocean circulation models ity. The methodology for measunng the quality of 
have been under development over the last decades the arnount of model results being produced is, 
and in oceanographica' however, poorly developed. One exception appearc 
to be root mean square errors for the evaluation of 
' Corresponding author. Fm: +47-55-584885; e-mail: outputs from tidal models. In baroclinic studies for 
iarle.bemtsen@mi.uib.no. instance rms errors may not be appropriate as quality 
Pax: + 47-55-238584; e-rnail: einar@imr.no. measures. Small shifts of eddies, meanders or fila- 
0924-7963/99/$ - see front matter O 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
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QUANTIFICATION OF TRANSPORT'S TO SKAGERRAK 
A modelang approech 
MORTEN D. SKOGEN, GRO ERIICSRØD AND EINAR SVENDSEN 
Institute of Marine Research 
Pb.1870, N-5024 Bergen, Norway 
Abstract. A coupled 3-dimensional physical, chemical and biologicd model system, NOR- 
WECOM (the NORWegian ECOlogical Model system), is used to identify and quantify 
the variabiiity of the different water masses being transported in and out of Skagerrak. 
The model system coiisist of a fine grid for the SkagerrakIKattegat area, embedded in a 
coarse grid for an extended North Sea. 
The modei has been run for several years, and the interannual variability in the trans- 
ports has been identified and quantified. By running the model with real atrnospheric 
forcing, it has become a to01 for explaining some of the ecological characteristics in the 
same period. 
1. Introduction 
The Skagerrak (36000km2) and the Kattegat (22000km" are a transition zone between 
the much larger Baitic Sea and the North Sea. Especially the Skagerrak is heavily in- 
fluenced by the water exchange with the North Sea, and due to its relatively deep basin 
reaching dowii to about 700 meters, it acts as a "dustbin" for suspended matter (including 
contaminants) from major parts of the North Sea 141. The inflow of different water masses 
from the North Sea is highly variable on time scales of a few days [lo, 111, making realistic 
estimates of transports (based only on rneasurements) very difficult. The strong vertical 
stratification and frontal dynamics are also quite variable, and therefore 3-dimensional 
i~lodeliiig (including baroclinic forcing) is needed if realistic averaged transports of matter 
shall be achieved. 
The hydrodynamics are quite complicated due to the major water exchanges with the 
Yortli Sea, large supplies of freshwater (both from the Baitic and sonie major rivers) and 
strong topographic steering. Figure 1 demonstrates the general circulation of the relevant 
water masses. Due to general strong vertical density stratification, sharp fronts and large 
suppfies of both liatural and anthropogenic nutrients, the area is highly productive and 
acts as an important feeding area for several fish species. 
The main weakness of 3-D modeling activities is the lack of comparisoil with adequate 
real data. The present model has 132. 35) been compared with the extensive SICAGEX-90 
dataset [22], focusing the attention around the sirnulation of the processes and variabilities 
in Skagerrak and iiorthern Kattegat in May-June 1990. 
E. 6zsoyand A. Mikaelyan (e&.), Senritivily to Chmge: Black Sea. Baltic Sea and Norrh Sea. 327-339. 
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Senterleder 
Sammendra;: 
For vinter/vår sesongen i årene 1987/88 til 1992/93 har vi simuleri og 
kvantifisert variasjoner i mengdene av vannmasser fra Tyskebukta, ØstersjØen og 
Nordsjøen som transporteres til ytre Oslofjord. Resultatene er i stor ,orad gitt 
i henhold til et vertikalt snitt mellom Larvik og KosterØyene der det også vises 
til årlige variasjoner i den horisontale og vertikale fordelingen av strøm og 
vannmasser i april hvert år. Transportberegningene av Tyskebuktvann og 
Østersj~vann viser meget store korttidsvariasjoner, opp til 10.000 m3s-l i løpet 
av få dager, samt store variasjoner fra måned til måned og fra år til år. 
Midlere maksimale konsentrasjor av Tyskebuktvann i Skagerrak ved ytre Oslofjord 
i april er typisk 1-2%, mens ØstersjØvan.net har konsentrasjoner på 3-6%. 
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SAMMENDRAG 
For vinter/vår sesongen i årene 1987/88 til 1992/93 har vi simulert og 
kvantifisert variasjoner i mengdene av asser fra Tyskebukta, Ostersjsen 
og Nordsjøen som transporteres til ytre ord. Resultatene er i stor grad gitt 
i henhold til et vertikalt snitt mellom La Kosterøyene der det også vises 
til årlige variasjoner i den horisontde o de fordelingen av strøm og 
vannniasser i april hvert år. TramportberegnUigene av Tyskebuktvann og 
Østersjsvann viser meget store korftldsvariasjoner, opp t2 10.000 m%-1 i lrapet 
av få dager, samt store variasjoner fr til måned og fra år til år. Midlere 
maksimale konsentrasjor av Tyslkeb Skagerrak ved ytre OsloSord i 
april er typisk 1-2%, mens Ostersj konsentrasjoner på 36%. De 
beregnede transportene er også fordelt i henhold til saftholdighet. Dette viser i 
hovedsak at vannet fra 0stersjeren og tildels også fra Tyskebukta transporteres 
gjennom Larvik-Koster snittet i vann med salaholdighet mindre enn 32 psu, 
som her typisk forekommer i de erverste 15 til 35 metrene av vannssylen. 
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NUMERISK MODELLERING AV TRANSPORT AV 
NÆRINGSSALTER OG PRIMERPRODUKSJON I SKA- 
GERRAWKATTEGAT UG YTRE OSLOFJORD 
Einar Svendsen, Gro Eriksrød og Morten Skogen 
Til tross for dobbelt så store tilfØrsler av Tyskebuktvann til Oslofjorden i 1988, varprimærproduksjonen 
vesentlig større i 1993 både i fjorden og i hele Skagerrak. Dette skyldes i hovedsak kraftigere 
innstrgmning av næringsrikt atlantisk vann i 1993 i de øvre vannlag. Innstr~rnningen av næringssalter 
var jevnere i 1993 og hadde ikke signifikant lavere verdier om sommeren som i 1988. 
Kjøringer uten nitrogen- og fosfortilførsler fra de norske elvene i Skagerrak gir en nedgang i 
primærproduksjonen i OsIofjorden på ca. 10 gCm-2år-l, og små endringer for Skagerrak som helhet. 
Emneord - norsk: 
1. Modellering 
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Emneord - engelsk: 
1. Modelling 
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Senterleder 
A ccoupled physical, chemical and biological numerical ocean model NORWECOM has been 
run for two diflerent years, 1988 and 1993 in order to quantiJY natural dzflerences in nutrient 
transport to the Oslojjord and primary production in the Skagerrak and the OsloJjord, together 
with quantlfying the eflects of reduced nutrient supply Porn norwegian sources. 
In spite of twice as large supply of German Bight water to the Oslofjord in 1988 , the 
primry production ( both of diatoms aadflagel1ates)was significantly larger during 1993 
both in the Bord and the Skagerrak. This is due mainly to a stronger surface inflow of 
nutrient-rich atlantic water i 1993. Nutrient supply was also more steady in 1993 and did not 
show as low levels as in 1988. 
Modelled primary production levels just about 200 gC m-2 yr-I in 1993 along the 
northwestern swedish coast fits well with sirnilar estimates carried out during a 10 years 
period in the entrance to the Gullmaifjord. 
Modellruns carried out without nitrogen and phosphorus supply from the norwegian rivers 
showed a reduction in primary production of about 10 gC m-2 yr1 and only small changes 
for the Skagerrak as a whole.The reduction results in clear eflects in the northeastem 
Skagerrak, but these are smaller than natural variations found from one year to another. The 
rzatural variations can be even larger $in adition consideration to the actual year to year 
variations in the light$eld are taken into account. 
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FLOMVANN FRA GLOMMA OG MTU0FORHOLDENE I 
D. S. Danielssen, M. Skogen, J. Aure, og E. Svendsen 
Storflommen på Øslandet i mas-jun~ 1995 resulterte i de laveste salthoidigheter som har 
vært observert i overflatelaget i Skagenrak L juni måned siden 1958. Store næringssalt- 
tilf~rsler f ~ r t e  til en unormal stor bBomsWng av diatorneen Skeletonem costatum i juni 
i indre Skagerrak. Ubetydelige konsentrasjoner av uorganiske nænngssdter i ovefflate- 
laget indikerer at de t ~ l f ~ r t e  nænngssaltene huarg ble omsatt i aigeproduljon. Observa- 
sjoner av gulstoff ga et godt bilde av hofisonlalutbredelse av "Glomma brakkvann" I 
indre Skagerrak. Obervasjoner og modeilsimulennger viste at flomvannet fra Glomma 
begynnelsen av juni t11 fprrste del av jul1 1995. 
Emneord - norsk: 
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Prosjektleder 
Emneord - engelsk: 
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Seksjonsleder 
The fresh-water injluence from the flood in June, 1995 to the eastem Skagerrak created an 
unusual and very fresh su$ace layer with a strong halocline. The surface water with extremely 
low salinities was detected all along the Norwegian coast within Skagerrak, east to the shore 
between koster and Vadero on the Swedish west-coast, and south to the coast of Denmark 
fnorthern Jutland). The surface layer in Skagerrak was probably also agected by increased 
freshwater supplies from the BaltidKattegat and the Glta River. Concentrations of 
orthophosphate and nitrate were obseved close to zero in thepesh surface layer, exceptfrom 
some low concentrations near Koster in the middle of June and close to Jomfruland in July. 
Low concentrations of silicate were found in the brackish layer in the Jomfruland-Koster 
section in June and close to Jomfruland in Juli. In the first part of July the total phosphorous 
and nitrogen concentrations in the suqace layer at Jomfruland were significantly above the 
mean fram the five year period 1990- 1994. 
High concentrations of chlorophyll in the brackish "Glomma water" were observed along the 
JomfLuland-Koster section in the middle of June, and still some chlorophyll was lefi in the 
beginning of July. The chlorophyll concentrations and the estimated primary production in the 
Jomfruland-Koster section increased with a factor of about 3 during the flood in June. Brackish 
"Glomma water" were also found in the inner part of the Skagerrak aadfurther down the coast 
to Riser, where unusual high concentrations of the diatom Skeletonema costatum were 
observed. The cause for a diatom to dominate the plankton communiiy was probably due to the 
excess of silicate in the surface layer. Relatively high concentrations of this algae were still 
present in this coastal area in the beginning of July. Insignificant amounts of potential humful 
algae were f o d  during the investigation period. 
By marking of the flood-water fiom Glomma in the NORWECOM model system, a unique 
possibiliiy to study the dispersion and dilution of this water is demonstruted, which is not 
possible by sporadic in situ measurements. The model shows clearly how the "Glomma" water 
spread in pulses from the outer OsloBord along the Norwegian Skagerrak coast. By comparing 
model simulations both with and withoutflood water, estimutes are given in space and time on 
how the flood also afected the primury production. In agreement with the data, the simulations 
show that the flood mainly led to an increased diatom production from the beginning of Jwze to 
the first part of July. 
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Henrik S~iland, Einar Svendsen, Maxl)e=n S b g m  og 
lokale (norske) tilførsler av antropgene nælsingssialkr t ar seg @&dende Imgs es ten  
av S@r-Norge. Ved gjentatte kjøringer med og uten de ulike tilfarsler, o i  ved å se på 
differanser i mdellsesultatene, får vi et 'lwm&ia~vt bilde av hvor& de ulike wzrings- 
prim~'pro&l&jon i overkant av 200 gCm-2år- 1 (å 1m) langs den nordlige svenske 
vestkyst, stemmer godt med tilsvasende eslirnakr fm. ti k s  observajones fm. m ~ m i ~ -  
gen av Gullmarsfjorden i Svenge. 
Emneord - norsk: 
l. Eutrofiesing 
2. Modellering 
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Emnmrd - engelsk: 
I. Eu.tSophim~oi% 
2. Radetiing 
3, Mrnagemeglit &vise 
The coupled physical, chenu'cal, bi~kogical numncal ocean m d e  E NOR WECOM wm run for 1893 
to esn'rriate haw far and to w h t  degree regimal Cforeign) and local (Norwegian) supplies of 
anthropogenic ngm'en~ egiect the w&kei"s along the coat  of southem Norwizy. By s q i n g  the 
diferences Ut the mde l  P-esul&from repeated wkth and without different supplies, a 
quantahe v i m  is obtahed of k w  the &#eren$ nuhent d algae concentraliom d the prnmary 
proaluetion are efected %n t& rep@@ only r&~ul&JjrOm the areas west of Jutknd the Skagen-& 
the Kattegat cuzd the coast of western t%ronuay is discmsed, with f ~ c u s  on the Nomegian coat  
pizrm Sweden to Fe@e (6W45'N). Modelled p r i m  production just above 200 gCm-2y-1 (in 
1993) along the Swedish west come, is in good agreemb with similar estimtes from 10 years of 
observaaonsfranz the m u t h  klffhe GullmrsjSord in Sweden. 
By reducing the foreign mthropogenic nutnent supplies (N and P )  with 100% (80% of to~al 
supplies dislribuled on 23 sources @om all coun~ies except Norway) the main reductio~ in primary 
productio~ is fomd in the coastal water along western Jutland and in the Kattegat (Fig.3). Since 
silicate (which here is not rehceCf) usw1.y is the lim-ting factor for diatorn production, it is (as 
expectedf m k l y  the prooalrccPlon offlagelhts?.~ which Is reduced. However, little efects of these 
r e d u h m  are seen in the S k g e m d  m d  along the coast ofNorway., only a few percent U1 relafeafeon 
al prohcGian. Eaakier it has been shown that natural variabilities in the injlow of nub-ienf 
rich AtlmtEc Water gives a m c h  sponger efect in these areas. In I993 this i n . w  was quile strong 
and near the surface. In years with spong athlr'c injbw to the Skagerrak the efect of reduced 
river supplies will be less &m .& ymrs with weak ingow of Atlantic Water. 
100% reduction in the Norwegian mhropogens'c nuhent supplies only results in sigrei$cmtly 
reduced total m u a l  primary produetian k the mrtheastem corner of the Skagerrak (outer 
OsloBord area sothwesl to JomJru where we als0 have the largest river supplies. R i s  is also 
the e Nomegian coast which is least (but still strongly) aflected by the Atlantic 
wa 
By reducing thefmign mthropogeatrc num-ent sugplies with 50% the efect is isoecghb half (in 
companson with bhe 100% refktlctksn) west of Jutland in the Kattegat and in the Skagerrak, but 
only small diferences are seen outside western Nowsby. With a 50% reduction of phosphorow 
(not nitrogen) the eflect is even smaller. Qecially in the Kattegat the effects are small, which 
indicate tlaat the m0delleHgrc"idebc~ here ~o a larger exteat is nitrogen limited than phosphorow 
limited 
NORWECQM represents a spong sippzpl@cadon of complex and partly unknown natural 
grocesses. n i s  work has s h n  that a weabess in the model probably is connected to a too slow 
sinking and a too w e d  remval oforgarzic ~mteuial, which through the remineraliZatlatl~nprocess 
create a szk~lus in the totd water c o k m  ofimrgmic mtrients by the end of the year. Shce we 
rences between several m d e l  results, the possible flects of these 
e ~ e n t  cmcel out. h &tion the unusually high concentratiom marmarprS 
ry grohction phase. All parameters included in the chemical- 
horn are tak-enfiom published litterature. No calibrahon/ma~ripulabU7n is 
to ce~a in  ha since the goal of the model developmnt has been to 
create a general mde l  vs tem To our howledge NQWWECOM is the flrst andprobably the only 
model system which with s o m  redism can siinulate t k  vaoying amounts of algae m d  num.ents 
and 1ransp0l-e~ throughut the 1 V O d  Sea m d  not leust within the Skagerrak with i& very complex 
circulatU,n and wate &mebution 
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